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DEDICATED TO SHARED VALUES

”Respect and Results” are the principles that guide our actions.  They 

serve as a binding standard for each and every one of our employees  

around the world and help us create the necessary latitude to explore  

the limits of our creativity, talents and dedication – not only for the 

benefit of the company but also for the communities in which we 

operate. Shared values such as openness, integrity and a sense of  

responsibility are our constant focus. They are the basis for the con-

tribution every individual in our approx. 520,000-strong workforce  

makes in tackling the economic, environmental and social challenges 

of our times and improving the lives of people all around the world.
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A WORD FROM THE CEO  G4 1  

Dear Readers,

The past year was characterized by ongoing geopolitical ten-
sions and, for many people around the globe, a prevailing 
sense of uncertainty. Faced with an ever-changing, increa-
singly complex world, many long for orientation and simple 
answers, and, once again in 2017, we saw populist movements 
benefitting from this anxiety in various countries. But isola-
tion and exclusion will not help us to overcome the challenges 
we face. Rather than focusing on what divides us, we should 
be seeking out that which connects us and brings us together. 
The title of this Corporate Responsibility Report – “Dedicated 
to Shared Values” – also reflects our basic approach to day-
to-day work at Deutsche Post DHL Group. But viewed in a 
broader context, such shared values, to which everyone – in 
politics, business and society at large – is dedicated, are also 
fundamental to peaceful, stable and democratic development 
around the world. 

Economically, 2017 was in many ways a good year. At the same 
time, economic systems and the world of work are undergoing 
dramatic change. Globalization has fundamentally altered 
the way we live and work, and created new opportunities for 
growth and development. While the logistics industry has 
helped make this evolution possible, it has also been im pacted 
by the consequences. And now digitization promises to  
usher in a new wave of change. Although it clearly helps make 
life simpler and more sustainable in many areas, digitization 
will also have a huge impact on how we work in the future. 
Some occupations will undergo radical transformation or 
even disappear completely, while entirely new jobs and modes  
of collaboration will emerge. One thing is clear: having a 
basic understanding of commonly-used technologies and 
being fundamentally open to new ideas will be absolutely 
essential – and not just on the labor market. As a global lo-
gistics company, we were among the first to recognize new 
technologies as an opportunity; indeed, we see ourselves as a 
logistics industry trailblazer in an increasingly digital world. 
Today, we are in a position to react quickly to change and to 
adopt new technologies and business models so that we can 
conduct our business more efficiently and sustainably.

In 2017, we continued to pursue our goal of becoming a 
benchmark company for responsible business, focusing our 
efforts on those issues considered most relevant by our stake-
holders. Continuous improvement is another key component 
of corporate responsibility at Deutsche Post DHL Group and, 
during the reporting year, we conducted a fresh round of 
stakeholder interviews in order to reassess and update the 
results of our 2015 materiality analysis. At the heart of our 
activities are our employees, who put our shared values into 
practice every day with passion, dedication and a clear sense 
of the value they contribute. As part of our annual Employee 
Opinion Survey, we ask our people to evaluate categories 
such as Active Leadership and Employee Engagement, and 
we use this input to gauge progress towards our continuous 
improvement goals. Our activities in the area of sustainability, 
which involve collaborations with several external partners, 
are subject to high standards. Our adherence with the UN  
Global Compact principles and support for the United  
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are just two 
such examples.
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A further goal of our climate protection activities is to make 
a significant contribution to the two-degree climate goal es-
tablished by the UN. Our partnership with the 2017 climate 
change conference (COP 23), which took place in the imme-
diate vicinity of our Post Tower headquarters in Bonn, was 
a terrific opportunity to communicate our commitment to 
this issue to the global climate community. 

Although a report like this focuses primarily on past acti-
vities and achievements, I do not want to conclude without 
a brief look at what lies ahead. In the future, we want to 
further expand our role as a leader in corporate responsi-
bility and sustainability, and become a benchmark company 
for responsible business. We are excited about the incredible 
potential opened up by digitization, and will continue to seize 
the opportunities it brings. But this is only possible in an en-

vironment in which logistics 
is free to realize its full po-
tential. As a logistics compa-
ny, we enable the exchange of 
goods and information, thus 
promoting economic growth 
and development around the 
world – we connect people 
and improve their lives. But 
free-flowing commerce is 
crucial to all of this. Protec-

tionism and walls, either in our minds or at national borders, 
threaten not only social progress, but also the exchange of 
ideas and values. All of which brings me full circle – we are 
Dedicated to Shared Values and to working together across 
cultures and borders.

 
Sincerely,

Dr. Frank Appel 
CEO

“I believe it’s not enough  
for a company to focus  
solely on creating value for  
its share holders – we want  
to give something back to  
society, too.”

In 2017, amendments to Germany’s Commercial Code (HGB) 
changed the requirements placed on corporate reporting. In 
addition to existing reporting criteria, companies are now 
also required to submit a non-financial report detailing in-
formation on personnel and social matters, human rights 
and combatting corruption. While this new requirement de-
mands an additional level of investment on our part, it is also 
indicative of the growing relevance of corporate responsibility 
in society today – an aspect long-since reflected in our own 
reporting practices.

This year, our report includes a long list of achievements of 
which we can be proud. One very important area is our re-
sponsibility to the approx. 520,000 employees throughout the 
Group. I’m pleased to report that this number grew again in 
2017, and that we now employ 11,500 more people than in the 
previous year. The continuous 
growth of our workforce is a 
testament to our success and 
supports our goal to become 
Employer of Choice. All the 
more encouraging, then, to 
see the Employee Opinion 
Survey once again generating 
such high approval ratings 
among employees. Employee 
involvement in volunteer pro-
jects was, as ever, impressive this year. Together, our people 
invested nearly 400,000 hours in social and environmental 
projects, supported refugee integration efforts, and helped 
plant more than one million trees, thus exceeding one of our 
Mission 2050 goals. 

In the reporting year, we achieved several more milestones 
on the way to Mission 2050. We improved our carbon effi-
ciency by 32% over 2007 levels, which exceeded our own 
goal for 2017 by one index point. In keeping with our role as 
forerunner in climate-efficient green logistics, we have now 
deployed 5,500 StreetScooter electric delivery vehicles in our 
mail and parcel operations. We already deliver 28% of our own 
first and last mile services with clean pick-up and delivery 
solutions – whether by foot, StreetScooter, e-bike or cargo 
bike – and this year we also began selling the StreetScooter 
to external companies and organizations. 
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THE GROUP
Corporate responsibility is part of our dNA. every day we create value for  
customers, employees and investors, while fulfilling our responsibility to society 
and the environment. 
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“Our Code of Conduct defines clear ethical standards for Deutsche Post DHL 
Group and spans the entire spectrum of our daily work and operations. This 
spectrum includes quality management, customer relationships, workplace con-
duct, business integrity as well as corporate responsibility and the environment. 
The rules and guidelines defined by the Code of Conduct provide all of us with 
the necessary security and orientation in our day-to-day operations. The Code 
of Conduct also communicates to our customers, investors and the public that 
Deutsche Post DHL Group is a reliable, trustworthy partner that combines first-
class service with a strong sense of responsibility. This confirms our aspiration to 
become provider, employer and investment of choice.“

excerpt from the deutsche Post dhL Group Code of Conduct

DEDICATED TO SHARED VALUES
 – THE GROUP
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THE GROUP

Business model  G4 3 - 9, 12 - 14, 34 

U Deutsche Post DHL Group is a logistics and mail com-
munications provider. At locations in over 220 countries 
and territories worldwide, our workforce of around 520,000 
employees generated revenues of €60.4 billion and EBIT of 
€3.74 billion in the reporting year. The principal company  
of the Group is Deutsche Post AG, a listed corporation  
domiciled in Bonn, Germany. 
 The Group is organized into the four operating divisions 
of Post - eCommerce - Parcel, Express, Global Forwarding, 
Freight, and Supply Chain. Each of the divisions is managed 
by its own divisional headquarters and subdivided into fun-
ctions, business units and regions for reporting purposes. 
 Internal Group services, including Corporate Procu-
rement, IT Services, Insurance & Risk Management and 
Corporate Real Estate, have been consolidated under Global 
Business Services, while Group management functions are 
centralized in the Corporate Center.  U

Group brands U
The Group brings two of the most valuable brands together 
under one roof: Deutsche Post and DHL. Both brands repre-
sent a diverse portfolio of products and services.

Deutsche Post – The Postal Service for Germany: Deutsche 
Post is the sole provider of universal postal services in Ger-
many. At home within the Group’s Post - eCommerce - Parcel 
division, Deutsche Post transports letters and shipments of 
light-weight merchandise within Germany and across bor-
ders, and provides international dialogue marketing services. 
For the growing e-commerce sector, we develop solutions for 
international shipments to consumers (B2C). Our portfolio 
also comprises consulting and services to meet all physical 
and digital dialogue marketing needs. Furthermore, we offer 
physical, hybrid and electronic written communications for 
international business customers. 

DHL – The Logistics Company for the World: In the  
Express division, we transport urgent documents and goods 
from door to door. As an air, ocean and overland freight for-
warder, Global Forwarding, Freight acts as an agent brokering 
transport services between customers and freight forwarders, 
as well as multimodal and sector-specific solutions, together 
with individualized industrial projects. Supply Chain’s main 

CEO,
Global Business Services

Functions1 

• Board Services
• Corporate Legal
• Corporate Office
• Corporate Development   
   & First Choice
• Corporate Executives
• Corporate Heritage &             
   Industry Associations
• Corporate 
   Communications &
   Responsibility
• Corporate Public Policy &
   Regulation Management
• Global Business Services 

Human Resources

Functions 

• Corporate HR Germany
• Corporate HR Standards   
   & Programs
• Corporate HR          
   International
• Divisional HR 
   Organizations

Finance

Functions 

• Corporate Accounting   
   & Controlling
• Corporate Finance
• Investor Relations
• Corporate Audit & 
   Security
• Taxes
• Divisional Finance 
   Organizations
• Legal Services

Corporate Center

Organizational structure U

Express

Regions 

• Europe
• Americas
• Asia Pacific 
• MEA
   (Middle East      
   and Africa)

Global Forwarding, 
Freight

Business units

• Global Forwarding
• Freight

Supply Chain

Regions 

• EMEA 
   (Europe, Middle    
   East and Africa) 
• Americas 
• Asia Pacific

Divisions

Deutsche Post DHL Group

Post - 
eCommerce - Parcel

Business units 

• Post 
• e-Commerce - Parcel

1 Ken Allen, Board Member for Express, assumed responsibility for Customer Solutions & Innovation effective December 31, 2017.
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business is contract logistics. As the international market 
leader in this sector, we offer our customers standardized 
warehousing, transport and value-added services that can 
be combined into tailored supply chains. 

 ↗  Annual Report 2017, from page 28

CUStomer SAtISfACtIoN
Becoming Provider of Choice is one of the three core objec-
tives of our Group strategy. We regularly conduct customer 
satisfaction surveys, quantify satisfaction levels using key 
performance indicators (KPIs), and pursue clearly defined 
targets.

Our i First Choice methodology – based on Six Sigma, 
Lean and change management techniques – provides us with 
an effective tool for increasing customer satisfaction and loy-
alty. With First Choice, we systematically and continuously 

improve our own processes, ser-
vices and products, and work to-
gether with customers to further 
optimize solutions. Since intro-

ducing the methodology in 2006, we have implemented well 
over 29,000 specific improvement initiatives, trained more 
than 34,000 executives and employees in applying the metho-
dology, and directly involved over 154,000 employees through 
regular performance dialogues. 

The performance dialogues not only focus attention on 
KPIs and defined targets, but also help employees become 
more aware of improvement potential with regard to proces-
ses and quality standards in their immediate working environ-
ments. First Choice tools, including simple problem-solving 
techniques, are then applied to help with implementation. In 
addition, various communications channels encourage dialo-
gue among employees, which also helps motivate them to ap-
ply available methods and tools to drive improvements. This 

promotes a culture of continuous improvement and lays the 
foundation for effective innovation management that truly 
responds to the needs of our customers. 

We use systematic surveys to measure satisfaction  
levels among our customers. Since launching the First Choice 
program, we have already commissioned and analyzed over 
170 customer satisfaction studies. Customer complaints also 
provide us with valuable input when analyzing optimization 
needs and improvement potential.

Customers confirm service quality U
Customers rate Deutsche Post DHL Group based upon 
whether posted items reach their destinations quickly, relia-
bly and undamaged. To measure customer satisfaction levels, 
we utilize tools adapted specifically to each division’s field 
of activity – several examples of which are presented below.

Post - eCommerce - Parcel: fast and reliable U
External surveys confirm that 93% of domestic letters posted 
in Germany are delivered the very next day, with 99% rea-
ching their recipients within two days. This puts us above 
the statutory requirements. The external measuring system is 
audited and certified each year by TÜV Rheinland for com-
pliance with i EN 13850 requirements. Transit times for 
international letters are determined by the International Post 
Corporation. Here, we rank among the top postal companies. 
As a rule, parcels sent within Germany reach their recipients 
the next working day 84% of the time. Our internal system 
for measuring parcel transit times has been certified by TÜV 
Rheinland since 2008. 

In 2017 our approximately 27,000 sales points were open 
for business an average of 54 hours a week, one hour more 
than the previous year. The annual survey conducted by Kun-
denmonitor Deutschland, the largest consumer study in Ger-
many, also indicated high acceptance levels among customers 
with regard to our exclusively 
partner-operated retail outlets: 
93.9% of customers were satis-
fied with our quality and service. 
In addition, impartial mystery shoppers from TNS Infratest 
tested the postal outlets in retail stores around 30,000 times 
over the year. The result showed that 94.3% of customers were 
served within three minutes.

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, from page 74

Value of Group brands in 2017 U

German top 501

rank

70

dhL is amongst the 
world's 100 most 
valuable brands2

Sources: 1 Brand Finance; 2 Millward Brown

deutsche Post brand value 
stable1

€ 2.9 billion  

Brand value improves again2

US$15.8 billion 
rank

28

>29,000
first Choice initiatives 

93.9%
customer satisfaction
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Express: Service quality and customer orientation U
As a global network operator that applies standardized pro-
cesses, we continuously improve our service to keep custo-
mer commitments, respond specifically to their wishes, and 
always deliver the best possible quality. We make sure to leve-
rage customer complaints and criticisms to drive continuous 
improvement; we constantly track ever-changing customer 
requirements and have managers personally contact unsatis-
fied customers. We work together with government authori-
ties to regularly review operational safety, compliance with 
standards, and the quality of service at our facilities. Some 
290 of these facilities – over 100 of which are in Asia – have 
been certified by the security organization Transported Asset 
Protection Association (TAPA). Our Express division sites 
have been certified to the i ISO 9001:2008 standard since 
2013. In addition, in specific regions and countries we were 
certified or re-certified in the areas of environmental protec-
tion and energy management.

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, page 75

Global Forwarding, Freight: Quality in focus  U
In the Global Forwarding business unit, we use customer feed-
back to systematically revise and improve our products and  
services. Our punctuality, reporting and invoicing improved 
notably in the year under review thanks to more than 80 ini-
tiatives. Operating performance is monitored and improved 
on an ongoing basis, while regular performance dialogues 

ensure that our employees focus upon the right priorities. In 
addition, we trained nearly 3,000 of our employees in struc-
tured problem-solving techniques in the year under review. 

Our customer satisfaction survey, which we plan to up-
date and expand in the future, also forms the basis for upgra-
ding the range of services in the Freight business unit. 

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, page 76

Supply Chain: Quality leader in contract logistics U
We aim to be the quality leader in contract logistics. Through 
the use of standardized processes and solutions, and with the 
support of quality experts at every site, we make sure we meet 
or exceed the expectations of our customers. 

In the reporting year, we replaced our yearly telephone- 
based customer satisfaction surveys with shorter and more 
frequent online surveys: The program has been rolled out  
to all Supply Chain countries. As part of our Operations 
Excellence program, a uniform Service Quality KPI routinely  
measures whether our locations are meeting defined opera-
ting standards. 

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, page 76

SUStAINABLe ProdUCtS
Our products and services benefit the community, particu-
larly in the areas of health, logistics infrastructure and the 
environment. Special transport solutions ensure the reli able 
and on-time provision of medical goods and equipment 
worldwide, including temperature-sensitive medicines. We 
enable the global flow of mail and goods, ensure their local 
distribution, and provide secure digital communication. 

 ■ Healthcare: We see opportunities for long-term, 
sustainable growth in the healthcare sector in particu-
lar and are expanding our activity in this area. We offer 
advanced cold chain logistics services, a global air and 
ocean freight network for shipping temperature-sensitive  
medical goods and equipment, and maintain 160 life 
science graded warehouses worldwide. Our equipment 
and facilities meet the extremely high standards of the 
life science and healthcare sector. RFID sensors, for ex-
ample, monitor sensitive goods around the clock during 
both transport and warehousing phases, with remedial 
action possible at any time. Our products and services 
improve patient safety worldwide and save lives. During 
the reporting year, we entered into an agreement with the 

facts & figures: mail and parcel business U

93% d+1 Letters delivered 
the day after posting

93.9% satisfied customers
According to Kundenmonitor 
Deutschland

Open 54 hours
Average weekly opening time of sales 
points in Germany
 
over 5,500 StreetScooters in 
operation

TÜV certified
Certified external measurement system 

MYDHL portal
Simplifies express shipment1

Approx. 290 certified locations
in accordance with TAPA2

Insanely Customer Centric Culture
Keeping a constant eye on customer 
requirements

Customer improvement projects
>80 improvement initiatives 
implemented

Net Promoter Approach
Continuously turning criticism into 
improvements

mail and parcel business dhL business units

1 Business customer portal; 2 Transported Asset Protection Association
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global vaccine alliance i GAVI to improve the vaccine 
supply chain, and are now working together with regard 
to implementation in local projects in Africa.

 ■ Environment: We develop new environmentally-friendly 
products and logistics solutions, which help our custo-
mers and transport partners reduce their environmental 
impact.

 → Environment, from page 75

 ■ Global infrastructure: Taken together, the family of 
Deutsche Post DHL Group brands provides customers 
with a wide-ranging portfolio of sustainable products and 
services. We protect our global network with an IT secu-
rity platform, and also offer this platform as a product to 
our customers so that they can monitor and secure their 
own supply chains. Our disaster management programs 
integrate our worldwide network into the United Nations’ 
global humanitarian system. 

 → Resilience, from page 26;  Society, page 58

INNoVAtIoNS  
In a global business environment, innovation is a key com-
petitive factor and value creator. Through innovation we en-
hance our competitiveness and future success, while creating 
added value for our customers.

Our activities in the area of innovation are assigned to  
Customer Solutions & Innovation. The unit works together 
with Group divisions to develop innovative solutions from the 
initial idea phase through to market readiness. As part of the 
process, our logistics and innovation experts collaborate with 
relevant stakeholder groups, especially customers, suppliers 
and business partners in the areas of science, technology and 
research. The Start-up Lab also provides employees with the 
opportunity to get involved with innovative ideas. 

 → Employees, page 49  

Our innovations are largely based on existing techno-
logies, and focus on expanding the automation of logistics 
processes, making logistics chains more stable and secure, 
and improving carbon efficiency.  

Sustainable services contributing to the UN Sustainable development Goals 
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deutsche Post 
dhL Group 

delivers solutions 
with societal added 

value

”When we test our innova-
tions, we always have our 
employees in mind. Right 
now, we’re testing the 
PostBOT, a self-propelled 
electric robot that can carry 
parcels weighing up to 150 
kilos. It eases the load for 
our parcel couriers, helping to keep them fit and 
healthy.“

JÜrGeN GerdeS 

CEO Post - eCommerce - Parcel
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In the reporting year, we launched a number of new initiatives 
and reached important milestones in ongoing projects. 

 

Robotics – Easing workloads and optimizing processes:  
Collaborative robots perform repetitive tasks and are already 
being used at 19 co-packing sites and logistics centers in the UK. 
Fetch robots can navigate sites on their own, detect obstacles 
in the environment and transport loads up to 78 kilograms at 
speeds of up to two meters per second. The PostBOT is used in 
postal delivery and can transport up to 150 kilograms.

 

Electric mobility – Improving air quality and reducing  
noise: Powered by fuel cells, the StreetScooter model WORK L  
has a range of over 500 kilometers, which opens up new pos-
sibilities for both operational use and sales potential. Testing 
is also being conducted on autonomous delivery vehicles – 
including the StreetScooter – as part of a collaboration with 
an automotive supplier and several IT companies specializing 
in artificial intelligence.

 

Digitalization – Tracking data and processes in real time: 
With our product Resilience360, customers can integrate supply 
chain data with external risk databases and draw comparisons 
to industry peers. The Internet of Things makes it possible to 
graphically depict operational processes, which makes it easier 
to monitor real-time operational data. This is driving progress in 
the area of warehouse digitalization, with testing already being 
conducted at three locations in Germany, the Netherlands and 
Poland.

 
 

Logistics solutions for special requirements: We are develo-
ping extensive infrastructure and expertise for the semicon-
ductor industry at 50 facilities worldwide. In e-commerce, 
we are developing a model infrastructure for a fast-growing 
company in the fashion industry. For hospital logistics, we 
are developing a service solution in the area of medical tech-
nology, which hospitals can use for just-in-time access to 
medical equipment and devices stored in field warehouses.

  Future logistics
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Investments in technological development U
We continually invest in the renewal and modernization of 
our hubs, networks, and road and air fleets. One focus of our 
investment policy is technological advancement, which has 
helped to further our pioneering role in the area of electric- 
powered delivery vehicles, for example. Details can be found 
in our “Environment” chapter. In the reporting year, our in-
vestment expenditures amounted to more than €2.277 billion. 
A detailed report on Group investments can be found in our 
2017 Annual Report. 

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, from page 66

Studies and trend reports published

As a thought leader in the logistics industry, we invest syste-
matically in trend research and solution development. In the 
reporting year, we once again published a number of studies 
and trend reports: 

 ■ “The Human-Centered Supply Chain”: Looks at fashion 
industry supply chains

 ■ “Future of Life Sciences and Healthcare Logistics”: Pre-
sents six key trends and technologies for a successful 
supply chain transformation in the Life Sciences and He-
althcare industry

 ■ “Sharing Economy Logistics – Rethinking Logistics with 
access over ownership”: Describes the main aspects of the 
Sharing Economy, best practices from other industries, 
and possible practical applications of the Sharing Eco-
nomy within the logistics value chain

 ■ “Happiness Atlas” 2017: Explores the relationship  
between sustainable living and life satisfaction levels in 
Germany

LeAderShIP ANd mANAGemeNt U
As a listed German public limited company, Deutsche Post 
AG has a dual management structure. The Board of Manage-
ment is responsible for the management of the company. It is 
appointed, overseen and advised by the Supervisory Board. 
The Board of Management and the Supervisory Board are 
in regular dialogue regarding strategic measures, planning, 
business development, risk exposure and risk management, as 
well as company compliance. The Supervisory Board Report 
provides information on the main issues discussed and decisi-
ons made by the Supervisory Board during the reporting year. 

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, from page 90

The Board of Management    

The Board of Management, with the consent of the Supervi-
sory Board, has established rules of procedure that are per-
tinent to, among other things, cooperation within the Board 
of Management. Each member of the Board of Management 
manages his or her own department independently and regu-
larly informs the rest of the Board about key developments. 
The Board of Management as a whole decides on matters of 
particular significance for the company or the Group. These 
include all decisions which, pursuant to the rules of procedu-
re, must be presented to the Supervisory Board for approval 
as well as those tasks the Board is statutorily prohibited from 
delegating. In making their decisions, Board of Management 
members may neither pursue personal interests nor exploit 
for their own benefit business opportunities to which the 
company is entitled. Board of Management members are re-
quired to disclose any conflicts of interest to the Supervisory 
Board without delay. 

    Deutsche Post AG Articles of Association  

New members of the Board of Management  

The Board of Management consists of seven members. Du-
ring the reporting year, the following Board Members were 
appointed to the Board of Management:

 ■ On June 1, 2017, Tim Scharwath assumed responsibility 
for the Global Forwarding, Freight division as member of 
the Group Board of Management.

 ■ On September 1, 2017, Dr. Thomas Ogilvie assumed of-
fice as Board Member for Human Resources and Labor 
Director.  Studies & specials   Curricula vitae and mandates  
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the BoArd of mANAGemeNt

dr. frANK APPeL 
Chief Executive Officer
Global Business Services

Born in 1961
Member since November 2002
Appointed until October 2022

meLANIe KreIS
Finance

Born in 1971
Member since October 2014
Appointed until June 2022

dr. thomAS oGILVIe
HR

Born in 1976
Member since September 2017

Appointed until August 2020
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KeN ALLeN
Express 

Born in 1955
Member since February 2009

Appointed until July 2020

dr. h.c. JÜrGeN GerdeS
Post - eCommerce - Parcel 

Born in 1964
Member since July 2007
Appointed until June 2020

JohN GILBert
Supply Chain 

Born in 1963
Member since March 2014

Appointed until March 2022

tIm SChArwAth
Global Forwarding, Freight

Born in 1965
Member since June 2017
Appointed until May 2020

  The Board of Management
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the Supervisory Board  

The Supervisory Board advises and oversees the Board of 
Management; it also appoints the members of the Board of 
Management. The Supervisory Board has established rules 
of procedure, which include the fundamental principles of 
its internal structure, a catalogue of Board of Management 
transactions requiring its approval, as well as rules for the 
Supervisory Board committees. It meets at least twice every 
half calendar year. Special meetings are held whenever par-
ticular developments or measures need to be discussed or 
decided quickly. In addition, the Supervisory Board has six 
committees that are charged primarily with preparing the 
resolutions of the Supervisory Board’s plenary meetings. The 
Supervisory Board delegates ultimate decision-making on 
individual issues to the committees.

The Supervisory Board consists of 20 members, including 
ten shareholder representatives who are elected by the Annual 
General Meeting and ten employee representatives who are 
elected by employees in accordance with the provisions of 

the German Co-determination Act. All 
members of the Supervisory Board are 
independent as defined in the German 
Corporate Governance Codex. Women 

comprise 40% of the Supervisory Board. This exceeds the 
legal requirement in Germany.   

  Supervisory Board Members and committees 

Managing corporate responsibility 

The Corporate Center and Global Business Services are 
responsible for defining standards for responsible corporate 
governance. These include, first and foremost, the compa-
ny’s strategic direction, systematic dialogue with i stake-
holder groups, Group policies that are central to corporate 
responsibility, such as the Code of Conduct, as well as cross- 
divisional functions such as compliance and supplier  
management. Standards are also defined for remuneration 
throughout the Group, health management and occupational 
safety, among other areas. 

The divisions are responsible for aligning customer  
requirements with the strategic and ethical principles of  
corporate responsibility, and for anchoring the Supplier Code 
of Conduct in their contractual relationships. 

With the help of clear governance structures, manage-
ment systems, KPIs and targets, we manage the issues and 
create a high degree of transparency. At the working level, 

relevant issues are identified and decision papers prepared for 
submission to their respective parent committees. 

 ■ Personnel issues: The HR Board under the direction 
of Board Member for Human Resources, Dr. Thomas 
Ogilvie, is responsible for managing personnel issues  
throughout the Group. The HR Board relies on  
information from sources including the Diversity 
Council, regarding progress on diversity management in 
the divisions, as well as the Employee Relations Forum 
with information on structuring employee relations and 
respecting human rights.  

 ■ Occupational safety: The Operations Board, under the 
direction of CEO Dr. Frank Appel, is responsible, among 
other things, for managing and developing occupational 
safety KPIs. The Occupational Health & Safety Committee 
defines cross-divisional regulations and standards in oc-
cupational safety, identifies areas with high accident rates 
and develops appropriate prevention measures. 

 ■ Environment: The GoGreen Sponsors Board, under the 
direction of the CEO, decides on environmental strategy 
implementation. Environmental protection issues, such 
as energy efficiency and air pollution, are also discussed 
regularly at Board of Management meetings. 

 ■ Responsible corporate governance: The Responsible 
Business Practice (RBP) Council relies on information 
received from the RBP Working Group to decide on va-
rious issues relating to responsible corporate governance. 
The RBP Council ensures a strategic approach and cor-
responding standards for responsible business practice. 

The Sustainable Advisory Council (SAC) is charged with 
assessing our guidelines and action measures in the area of 
corporate responsibility from an external point of view. It 
consists of independent experts and progressive thinkers 
from various disciplines, including science, economics, the 
humanitarian community, the environment, logistics, poli-
tics, the media, and ethics.

The SAC met twice during the reporting year. The first 
meeting focused primarily on developing the Employee Re-
lations management system. The second meeting focused 

40%
women
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among other issues on progress made in the Code of Conduct 
training modules. 

 → Employees, page 44

eCoNomIC SUCCeSS   U 
Deutsche Post DHL Group contributes in many ways to 
the economic well-being of individuals and societies. With 
around 520,000 employees, annual revenues of €60,444 mil-
lion and EBIT of approximately €3.74 billion, Deutsche Post 
DHL Group also serves

 ■ as a catalyst for global trade with its world-spanning logi-
stics networks, which make it possible for companies and 
people to participate in international trade, and

 ■ as an indirect economic factor, with our sites, emplo-
yees and suppliers contributing to economic growth and 
development in their respective regions.

The Group’s economic performance is presented in detail in 
our 2017 Annual Report. Our positive economic position is 
evidence of the trust our customers place in us as a company 
that acts responsibly. At the same time, this position allows us 
to expand our activity in the area of corporate responsibility.

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, from page 51

Tax experts pursue conservative tax strategy  

By paying taxes and other duties to federal, state and local 
authorities in many different countries, the Group helps fi-
nance the maintenance and expansion of infrastructure. This 
responsibility is the basis for our conservative tax strategy. We 
do not regard our subsidiaries in so-called “low-tax” countries 
as tax optimization opportunities. These subsidiaries are a 
necessary part of maintaining our presence worldwide and 
support our business activity. 

With our global team of tax experts, we ensure that pos-
sible taxation risks are recognized early and counteracted, 
and that national and international tax-related compliance 
requirements are met, thus ensuring that the Group is pro-
perly taxed in the respective countries.

Rewarding investor trust   

We reward the trust placed in us by our investors with a stable 
share price. In the reporting year, we paid out €1,270 million 

in dividends for fiscal year 2016. Information on dividends 
for fiscal year 2017 is presented in the 2017 Annual Report.

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, from page 55

Staff costs at prior-year level

With approximately 520,000 employees, we are one of the 
world’s largest employers. In the reporting year, staff costs 
amounted to €20,072 million, or 33% of Group revenues. 
Staff costs include wages, salaries and compensation, as well 
as all other benefits paid to Group employees for their work 
during the fiscal year. They also include social contributions, 
particularly statutory social security contributions paid by 
employers. We also offer defined benefit and/or defined  
contribution-based pension plans, which accounted for 
approximately €891 million of total staff costs in the reporting 
year. More detailed information on pension plans is available 
in the Notes to the consolidated financial statements in the 
2017 Annual Report. 

Remuneration paid to the Board of Management and 
the Supervisory Board represents 0.06% of total staff costs. 
In 2017 the total remuneration paid to active Board of Ma-
nagement members amounted to €11.57 million; for the Su-
pervisory Board, that total was €2.641 million. These figures 
include share-based remuneration. Please refer to the Group 
Management Report for additional details on Board of Ma-
nagement and Supervisory Board remuneration.

 ↗ Annual Report 2017, from page 40
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Strategy  G4 18 - 21, 24 - 27

U Our mission is to connect people and improve lives. 
With our portfolio of products and services – and near global 
presence – we make it possible for individuals and companies 
to participate in global trade, and contribute to economic 
development and prosperity around the world. We are com-
mitted to abiding by global standards for legal and ethical 
business practices, maximizing the value we bring to local 
communities, assuming responsibility for our employees, 
and minimizing the environmental impact of our business as 
much as possible. This is our way of promoting the company’s 
long-term growth and securing jobs worldwide.

Sustainability and corporate responsibility are integral com-
ponents of our corporate strategy – Strategy 2020: Focus.
Connect.Grow. Our aspiration, in line with Strategy 2020, 
is to meet not only our operational requirements but also 
the requirements of Deutsche Post DHL Group stakeholders, 
as well as the needs of society and the environment. Our 
corporate strategy goals are to become Provider, Employer 
and Investment of Choice – and a benchmark company for 
responsible business. More and more of today’s customers 
consider a company’s full social impact when selecting a 
service provider. At the same time, today’s employees in-
creasingly judge the attractiveness of their employer by the 
company’s ethical principles and commitment to social and 
environmental issues. Investors, too, increasingly base their 
investment decisions on corporate responsibility (CR) cri-
teria. This establishes the direct link between our business 
and CR objectives. U

Corporate strategy and the UN sustainability goals  U
As a longstanding partner to the United  
Nations, we aim to support the realization of 
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). The following SDGs are most closely 

aligned with our CR activities: 

 ■ SDG 4 “Quality Education”: We offer our employees 
extensive training and development opportunities, en-
couraging life-long learning and personal/professional 
development. We collaborate with our partner organiza-
tions to improve educational opportunity and employa-
bility for young people. 

 → Employees, page 50; Society, page 60

 ■ SDG 8 “Decent Work and Economic Growth”: We 
connect people and help improve their lives by facilitating 
global trade, supporting economic growth and creating 
jobs around the world.  

 → Employees, page 38

 ■ SDG 11 “Sustainable Cities and Communities”: We 
provide a growing population with sustainable logistics 
solutions and improve air quality in urban areas with clean 
pick-up and delivery solutions. Our activities in the area 
of natural disaster management, disaster relief and refugee 
aid help promote sustainable communities. 

 → Environment, page 73; Society, page 59

 ■ SDG 13 “Climate Action”: With our ambitious climate  
target and Green Solutions, we are helping the world com-
munity reach the goals established at the UN Paris Climate 
Conference (COP 21). 

 → Environment, page 67

 ■ SDG 17 “Partnerships for the Goals”: Partnerships with 
or memberships in national and international organiz-
ations are of considerable strategic importance for us 
and our work. As an example, we take advantage of our 
membership of the World Economic Forum to help shape 
debate and action on sustainability. We have cooperated 
with United Nations organizations for many years as part 
of our Group programs for education and natural disaster 
management. 

 → Annex, page 82

Corporate strategy goals U  

Provider 
of Choice 

employer 
of Choice

Investment 
of Choice

Become the 
Benchmark

for responsible 
business practice
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Continuously reviewing our strategic direction U
With the goal of continuously improving our performan-
ce in the area of corporate responsibility, we systematically 
include stakeholder expectations with regard to social and 
environmental issues; this is ensured through a multi-stage 
management process. 

These insights are based on dialogue with our stakeholders, as 
well as detailed stakeholder surveys. We also rely on insights 
gained through our strategic issues management process that 
involves intelligent, real-time monitoring of more than 20,000 
online media and social media sources. 

In addition, we conduct a materiality analysis every two 
years to systematically identify material issues and define spe-
cific actions, goals and KPIs. 

The relevance of focus issues identified by the materiality 
analysis is reviewed on an ongoing basis. We provide our in-
ternal committees with regular progress reports and use the 
annual Corporate Responsibility Report to regularly update 
our external stakeholders. We facilitate discussion of CR issu-
es with our various stakeholder dialogue formats. The insights 
gained from this continuous process are fed back into the 
management cycle on an ongoing basis.

Material issues confirmed U
In the reporting year, we conducted qualitative interviews 
to review the currentness and completeness of the materi-
al issues identified two years earlier, further improving our 
understanding of stakeholder expectations with regard to 
material issues. The interviews largely confirmed the focus 
issues identified by the 2015 materiality analysis. “Respect for 
Human Rights” emerged as a new focus issue, while “Noise” 
became a lower-priority issue as compared to 2015. In their 
feedback representatives from the various stakeholder groups 
emphasized more clearly the specific areas in which the com-
pany could exert a more direct influence. 

 → Annex, page 81

Key performance indicators (KPIs) and target objectives were 
defined for each of the material issues. These KPIs are also 
used to track progress in implementing our corporate strategy 
in the area of corporate responsibility. We do not report on 
this data in full because these figures contain sensitive infor-
mation pertaining to our business. The progress made with 
regard to the individual topics is reported in the respective 
chapter of this report.

Corporate responsibility management process U   

Cr management 
process

   

2  
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     agenda5  
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3  
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     agenda4  
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1  
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dIALoGUe wIth StAKehoLderS
We consider regular, open and constructive dialogue with our 
stakeholders – especially customers, employees and investors 
– to be of strategic importance for the Group and an integral 
part of our management process. This ongoing dialogue is 
also an important facilitator of collaboration, helping us to 
work together with stakeholders to address future social and 
business challenges.  

We use targeted dialogue formats:

 ■ Customers: Customer satisfaction surveys, market re-
search, customer conferences, workshops on innovation- 
related topics in our Innovation Centers in Troisdorf and 
Singapore, social media channels and the Logistics News-
room. Our international customer magazine “Delivered.” 
is published five times a year, providing comprehensive 
information and expert opinions on logistics solutions as 
well as industry and sector trends

 ■ Employees: Surveys such as our annual Employee  
Opinion Survey, the Employee Trend Monitor and various 
internal media, online media and social media channels

 ■ Investors: Annual events such as the Annual General 
Meeting and press conferences to disclose the annual 
and quarterly results, investor road shows and investor 
conferences, as well as tutorial workshops
 

Priority is given here to involvement in national and in-
ternational forums, which allow us to actively participate in 
shaping the dialogue on overarching issues. During the repor-
ting year, technical advancement in the logistics sector was 
the focus of particularly intense discussion at the following 
events:

 ■ World Economic Forum in Davos (January 2017): We 
engaged in discussion with decision-makers and leading 
logistics industry experts examining potential strategies 
for new solutions within the sector. As in regional sum-
mits in Africa, India, the Middle East and North Africa, 
the main topics in Davos were the fourth industrial revo-
lution, inclusive growth and responsible leadership in a 
radically changing world.

 ■ Capital Markets Day (May 2017): Strategy 2020 stock-
take and in-depth discussions with investors. 

 ■ Smart City Forum in Bad Hersfeld, Germany (June 
2017): Thanks to these discussions on economic and social 
developments, our PostBOT delivery robot will be piloted 
in a real-life environment for the first time and ahead of  
schedule.

 ■ Trends in robotics (November 2017): Conference and 
discussions with investors concerning innovative solu-
tions in our supply chain.  

Dialogue formats are standardized across the Group in ac-
cordance with our Stakeholder Engagement Guideline (SE 
Guideline), which is based on the international AA1000 
Stake holder Engagement Standard (AA1000 SES). We pro-
vide our employees with internal dialogue platforms and offer 
training options to further improve their knowledge of the SE 
Guideline and their overall stakeholder orientation.

deutsche Post dhL Group stakeholders   

workplace 

employees 

Indirect
 

Direct
 

Customers 

Subcontractors 

Competitors 

Policymakers

Government Regulators (national)

Friends & Family
Academia

Shareholders

Rating Agencies

other stakeholders
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NGOs

Industry Peers

Suppliers

Partnering Organizations

MediaBusiness Associations
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eXterNAL reCoGNItIoN 
Our performance in the area of corporate responsibility is 
evaluated independently against economic, ecological, social 
and ethical standards by rating agencies and other institutions 
according to their own autonomous principles. We also utilize 
customer platforms to have our performance as a service 
provider evaluated externally.

In the reporting year, Deutsche Post DHL Group once 
again received numerous distinctions from customers, en-
vironmental and social organizations, and other institutions. 
These awards reflect the broad recognition our corporate res-
ponsibility activities have received around the world. 

More and more investment decisions are based on non- 
financial KPIs and the rankings of CR rating agencies. More 
than 40% of our share capital is already held by signatories 
of the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI). 
In doing so, these investors have committed, amongst other 
things, to supporting greater transparency in non-financial 
reporting in the companies in which they invest. Customers 
also increasingly view a company’s rating or listing on an ESG 
(Environmental, Social, Governance) index as a factor when 
deciding to purchase services, award contracts, etc. 

For our company, rating agency or ESG index rankings are 
primarily of strategic significance, and used as a benchmark 
comparison when reviewing the direction of our CR activi-
ties. Rating agencies are also among the stakeholder groups 
surveyed as part of our materiality analysis.

 

Ratings and index listings confirmed

Our strong ratings were confirmed by a variety of ratings 
agencies and the ESG performance platforms once again in 
the reporting year. Furthermore, 2017 saw the Group included  
in two indices which exclusively rate measures relevant to 
diversity and inclusion, as well as employee development and 
employee offers for the first time. Deutsche Post DHL Group 
was included in the Thomson Reuters IX Global Diversity & 
Inclusion Index and the Bloomberg Gender Equality Index 
(BBGEI). The Thomson Reuters Index comprises 100 listed 
companies selected from 6,000 companies, and  Bloomberg 
compiled its sector-neutral BBGEI comprising 104 com-
panies for the first time during the reporting year.  

Major achievements in the reporting year included our 
relisting in both the DJSI World and DJSI Europe CR indices, 
and in the FTSE4Good Index. For the fourth consecutive 
year, MSCI awarded Deutsche Post DHL Group its maxi-
mum “AAA” rating. As in previous years, Deutsche Post DHL 
Group is the only logistics company to receive this top rating. 
Oekom Research also confirmed the Group’s Prime status. 
Our environmental protection measures and performance 
received a rating of “A-” from the CDP, making Deutsche Post 
DHL Group a sector leader in the DACH (Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland) region.

We were also able to maintain our good ratings as a service 
provider, with a score of 93% from the Responsible Business 
Alliance (putting us in the “low risk” category) and confirma-
tion of our “Gold” standard rating by EcoVadis, which puts 
us in the top 1% of all companies assessed. 

Key rating agencies and indices

S U P P L I E R  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R A T I N G S
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Codes of conduct  G4 56, SO 6, HR 5 - 6 U

The Code of Conduct is the Group’s guideline for the ethically, 
socially and legally correct behavior of our staff; our Supplier 
Code of Conduct establishes the same requirements for our 
suppliers. Together, our two codes of conduct constitute our 
policy with regard to respecting human rights. We have thus 
refrained from formulating a separate human rights policy.

Group-wide rules of conduct

The key pillars of the Code of Conduct are integrity, respect for 
employees and customers, as well as the willingness to assume 
social responsibility. The Code was developed together with 
the business divisions to ensure that regional requirements 
are considered; it lays the foundation for our corporate cul-
ture in all countries and at all levels of the Group’s hierarchy. 
Our Codes are built on the following fundamental principles: 
respect for human rights, equal opportunity, transparency, 
and clear stands in the battle against discrimination, bribery 
and corruption. This stance reflects our commitment to the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Global 
Compact.  

Our Code of Conduct sends the signal to stakeholders 
and the general public around the world that Deutsche Post 
DHL Group is a trustworthy partner that combines first-class 
service with social and environmental responsibility.

We expect our managers to serve as role models – to lead 
by example in both behavior and values, to support and foster 
our corporate culture in everything they do, and to commu-
nicate these values to our employees and business partners. 
The Code of Conduct is an integral component of our em-
ployment contracts with our managers.

All other Group policies, such as the Anti-Corruption Policy 
and regionally applicable policies and guidelines, are either 
based on or derived from the Code of Conduct. Violations 
of the Code can be reported via various channels, including 
the Compliance Hotline. 

As a multinational enterprise, we have made our Code of 
Conduct available in more than 20 different languages. We 
familiarize our workforce with the contents of the Code and 
their application in the workplace via online seminars, which 
we also use in the induction processes for new employees. This 
training is mandatory for managers, who have an important 
function as role models and communicators for our conduct 
policies. 

deutsche Post dhL Group policies U

 

 Anti-Corruption and 

      Business Ethics Policy3

 Corporate Citizenship Guideline 

 Environmental and Energy Policy

 Green Electricity Policy3

 Investment Policy3

 Corporate Procurement Policy3 

 Data Privacy Policy                                             

further policies and guidelines (excerpt)

Corporate Security Policy

Paper Policy

Occupational Health & 

Safety Policy Statement

Sponsorship Guideline3

Stakeholder Engagement Guideline

Competition Compliance Policy3

Supplier Code of Conduct2

Code of Conduct1

Human rights 
policy

1 Guided by the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Global Compact with 
reference to the International Labour Organization (ILO) Declaration on the Fundament Principles and Rights 
at Work from 1998 and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises; 2 The term suppliers also refers 
to our transportation subcontractors; 3 Not available to the public

”Our customers also ex-
pect our company to provi-
de fair working conditions. 
In calls for tender, I refer to 
the Code of Conduct or use 
quotes taken from it. With 
my team, I experience the 
value of fairness and res-
pect each and every day. When my team is hap-
py, everyone benefits – customers and company 
alike.“

toNY fLood  

Vice President HR, USA 

Supply Chain 
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Supplier Code of Conduct – Shared Values

We believe that successful partnerships with 
our suppliers are built on a common set of 
values. Our Supplier Code of Conduct (SCoC) 
ensures that our values and principles are em-

bedded in our supply chains. The SCoC is a mandatory com-
ponent of all Group contracts; a requirement which encoura-
ges suppliers to implement the same standards in their own 
supply chains. In the reporting year, we revised the Supplier 
Code of Conduct, further refining its treatment of human 
rights protection and fair working conditions: 

 ■ Child labor: The supplier shall not employ children aged 
below the prevailing legal minimum employment age. In 
countries where no legal provisions exist, the minimum 
hiring age for minors is 15. 

 ■ Forced labor: The supplier shall reject all forms of forced 
labor, slavery or compulsory labor. The supplier shall en-
sure employees are not required to pay fees or make pay-
ments of any kind in return for employment. Punishments 
as well as physical and mental coercion are prohibited.  

 ■ Compensation and working hours: Prevailing national 
laws and binding industry standards apply with regard to 
working hours, overtime and compensation. The supplier 
shall pay employees on time and provide them with clear 
and concise information about the basis on which they 
are paid. 

 ■ Freedom of association and collective bargaining: The 
supplier’s employees are free to join or not to join a union 
or employee representation of their choice. Furthermore, 
the supplier shall recognize and respect the right to collec-
tively bargain in accordance with applicable law.

 ■ Diversity: The supplier shall promote an inclusive work 
environment in which the diversity of its employees is 
valued. The supplier shall not discriminate or tolerate di-
scrimination with respect to gender, race, religion, age, 
disability, national origin or any other characteristic pro-
tected under law.     

In existing Group contracts, the Supplier Code of Conduct 
will be gradually replaced with the new version as approved by 

the Board of Management. The new version will be available 
to our partners in some 30 languages.
 Suppliers and employees who have contact with suppliers 
receive special Supplier Code of Conduct training. An in-
teractive module for suppliers on our website provides an 
easy-to-understand explanation of the SCoC’s main contents 
and requirements.

  Training module for suppliers

PUrSUING oUr INtereStS U
In our dealings with the public, we build trust through open-
ness and transparency. We maintain correct and lawful rela-
tions with all governmental and supervisory authorities, ope-
rating at all times in a straightforward, transparent manner 
and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. Our 
Group-wide Anti-Corruption  and Business Ethics Policy  
defines rules for dealing with donations and gifts to political 
parties and governmental institutions. This policy applies to 
all regions and countries in which Deutsche Post DHL Group 
operates. Wherever a transparency register exists, such as 
in the EU, we also report voluntarily on the type, scope and 
financing of the activities we conduct in pursuing our com-
pany interests. This does not, however, prevent our employees 
from acting within applicable law, such as that in the US, to 
organize and manage political action committees (PACs). 
Employees can make financial contributions on a personal, 
voluntary basis, but are listed with the name of their employer. 

”Employees are not authorized to make contributions 
to political parties and their affiliated organizations, to 
governmental authorities or to any other public institu-
tion on behalf of the Group. Such contributions include 
financial donations and other gifts of monetary value.“ 

eXCerPt from oUr ANtI-CorrUPtIoN ANd  

BUSINeSS ethICS PoLICY  
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Resilience U

Customers expect their logistics provider to ensure that their 
goods and shipments reach their destinations reliably within 
the agreed period of time. Our comprehensive opportunity 
and risk management system enables us to respond to dis-
ruptions and unforeseeable events quickly and effectively. We 
also use this comprehensive management approach for early 
detection of business opportunities, thus strengthening our 
competitive position.

INterNAL AUdIt U
Internal Audit represents a key element of corporate ma-
nagement. Its main focus is the review of the Group’s risk 
management systems pursuant to legal requirements. By or-
der of the Board of Management, Corporate Internal Audit 
conducts independent audits Group-wide on a regular and 
ad-hoc basis on site at our companies. Internal Audit also 
advises the Board of Management and Group executives on 
compliance requirements. 

Auditors inspect existing local processes and assess 
whether these are sufficient for reaching defined targets and 
values, and whether progress towards the targets is being mo-
nitored. Internal Audit also reviews and judges whether pro-
cesses and measures comply with defined targets. The focus is 
on analyzing and evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the Group’s internal monitoring system, its risk management 
system, and its organizational security measures and controls 
in the divisions and corporate departments. 

Audit results and corresponding action recommendations 
are discussed regularly with the Board of Management and 
presented to the Supervisory Board. A total of 244  regular 
audits were carried out in the reporting year.

ACCoUNtING for fINANCIAL oPPortUNItIeS ANd  

rISKS U
The anticipated impact of potential incidents, develop-
ments and trends is considered in our business planning.  
Opportunities and risks are defined as potential deviations 
from projected earnings. Our Group-wide opportunity and 
risk management system records and measures CR-related 
opportunities and risks from areas such as litigation and 
personnel.

Each quarter, managers estimate the impact of future 
scenarios, evaluate the opportunities and risks, and present 
both planned measures and those already implemented. 

Queries are made and approvals are given on a hierarchical 
basis to ensure that different managerial levels are involved 
in the process. Opportunities and risks can also be reported 
at any time on an ad hoc basis.

The early identification and assessment of opportunities 
and risks follows uniform Group-wide reporting standards. 
We continuously improve the IT application used for this 
purpose. 

Opportunities and risks relevant to the reporting year are 
reported by category in the Group Management Report. 

 ↗  Annual Report, from page 81

SeCUrItY mANAGemeNt U
As a globally operating logistics company, we are also affec-
ted by international developments and their impact on our 
business processes, the i resilience and the reputation of 
our company, or individual employees and their families. As 
global trade grows, so does the risk that our globally network-
ed supply chains become targets of criminal activity, such as 
cyber attacks on our extensive networks. We prepare compre-
hensively for these challenges in a number of different ways. 

Our Group-wide security management system ensures 
business continuity even in emergency situations and helps 
maintain customer trust in our products and services. The 
primary responsibility of Corporate Security is to ensure the 
safety of our employees, our sites and the goods we transport 
on behalf of our customers. This responsibility also extends 
to the protection of confidential information, tangible and 
intangible assets not to mention the reputation of Deutsche 
Post DHL Group. 

The Group-wide security management system is aligned 
with the i ISO 28000 standard and will undergo the relevant 
certification process during the first six months of 2018. Our 
security experts support Internal Audit on a regular basis to 
ensure our guidelines and standards are applied and complied 
with across the board.

Our team of security analysts at the Global Security  
Situation Center (GSSC) identifies and assesses strategically  
relevant risks and trends worldwide based on specially de-
fined indicators. Using our global IT security platform –  
Resilience360 – the GSSC can track developments in almost 
real time. The GSSC’s Trend Reports are regularly submitted 
to Group management for further discussion.
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Raising employee awareness for security risks

In the reporting year, we continued developing the training 
program designed to increase employee awareness with re-
gard to safety and security. Part of this program includes 
targeted training to prepare employees for deployments in 
high-risk countries. 

Contributing to security policy solutions

In addition to the growing security threats to our global 
supply chains, regulatory measures are also having an in-
creasing impact on business activities. In response, Deutsche 
Post DHL Group maintains close and collaborative dialogue 
with security authorities and represents the Group’s interests 
in national and international bodies and institutions that deal 
with security issues. This allows us to contribute our extensive 
experience to developing security policy solutions and ap-
plying them within the Group. By implementing Group-wide 
crime prevention measures and investigating security-related 
incidents, we safeguard our employees, the assets entrusted 
to us by our customers, as well as the Group’s tangible and 
intangible assets.

It SeCUrItY U
We have a comprehensive IT security management system in 
place designed to protect our IT systems around the world 
against unauthorized access or manipulation, and to ensure 
that our systems remain operational in the event of failure 
or disruption. 

Our guidelines and procedures for securing our IT sys-
tems are based on the international certification standard  
i ISO 27002. In addition, Group Risk Management, IT Audit,  
Data Protection and Corporate Security monitor and assess 
IT risk on an ongoing basis. 

Employees are granted access to our systems and data only 
to the extent it is required to perform specific tasks. IT systems 
and data are backed up on a regular basis, and critical data are 
replicated in the data centers. Our data centers are distributed 
across several large sites worldwide to help protect against 
complete system failures. All of our software is updated re-
gularly to ensure proper functioning, fix possible bugs, and 
close potential gaps in security.

responsibilities of the Global Security Situation Center (GSSC) U  

Monitor international 
security situation

Forecast and
disseminate

Assess potential 
impacts

Build intelligence 
picture

Collect information

Detect future 
security threats

Global Security 
Situation Center

”I was about to fly home 
when shots were fired in 
the lobby of my hotel in 
Manila. I don’t mind say-
ing it was quite scary but 
thanks to the advance 
briefing from our security 
experts, I knew how to get 
help. By calling the emergency number in my con-
tacts, I received the information I needed to make 
it to the airport as planned.“

JAmeSoN CheN 

Senior Manager, Singapore 

Customer Solutions & Innovation
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Suppliers  G4 HR 9, 10 EN 32 - 34, LA 16, SO 9 - 11 U

mANAGemeNt APProACh  G4-DMAU
Successfully managing our global network of 
suppliers is a key competitive factor. The Sup-
plier Code of Conduct forms the basis for 
supplier relations and is a mandatory compo-

nent of our contracts with suppliers. The Code obligates our 
suppliers to observe the strategic goals and ethical values of 
Deutsche Post DHL Group and encourages them to imple-
ment the same standards in their own supply chains. 
 Supplier management is a key component of our procu-
rement processes. It helps us to ensure that our standards are 
applied and adhered to along the supply chain; moreover it 
increases supply security and creates value through trust- 
based collaboration with our suppliers. Supplier management 
pays particular attention to strategically important suppliers, 
who contribute significantly to the Group’s value creation. 
 We offer employees comprehensive training designed to 
sensitize them to the risks that can arise in the procurement 
process.

Management and measuring success

Corporate Procurement establishes procurement process 
standards, defines selection processes for suppliers, and is 
responsible for drafting the Corporate Procurement Policy.  
As part of Global Business Services, it reports to the CEO. 

Annual procurement expenses in the reporting year 
amounted to approximately €10 billion. This includes the 
costs involved in upgrading our fleets and sites. 

Standards for all procurement activities are defined in the 
Corporate Procurement Policy, which is mandatory for all 
subsidiaries within the i consolidated group. 

A rigorous and sustainable supplier management system 
plays a vital role in the business success of Deutsche Post DHL 
Group. We do not disclose internal management parameters 
as this constitutes sensitive business information, however, 
we have defined requirements and targets for the key areas 
shown below.

Area KPI  Progress made

Supplier Code of Conduct Employee training All procurement staff received training.

Employee development Sensitize and train employees, enabling them to act as 
role models for ethically correct behavior

50% of procurement staff were certified as part of the 
Certified initiative. This measure will be continued.

Supplier management By 2020, develop external supplier evaluation criteria 
and define minimum thresholds

In the reporting year, we intensified dialogue with 
strategic suppliers and recognized supplier performan-
ce with the Supplier Award. In 2018 we want to further 
intensify the dialogue with our suppliers.

Corporate Procurement Policy By 2020, include environmental and social standards 
in the supplier selection process as a binding selection 
criterion and roll out revised version throughout the 
Group

Policy was reviewed and measures identified. In 2018 
we will update the Corporate Procurement Policy.
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SUPPLIer mANAGemeNt U
In line with our Corporate Procurement Policy, preference 
is given to suppliers and transport service providers with 
high environmental and social standards. We select suppliers 
and transport service providers by way of a standardized, 
multi-step evaluation process. To ensure a high degree of 
quality and objectivity during the tender process, we also 
look at external supplier evaluations and define appropriate 
thresholds. As a result, we work with suppliers with whom 
we have gained positive experience in evaluating our own 
sustainability performance, and whose processes we believe 
to be credible and trustworthy.  

Code of Conduct revised  

The Supplier Code of Conduct applies to suppliers as well as to 
transportation subcontractors and other services providers, 
including their own business partners and subcontractors. 
One area of focus during the reporting year was revising the 
Supplier Code of Conduct; this included further refining the 
Code’s treatment of human rights protection and fair working 
conditions. We require that suppliers refrain from employing 
children under the minimum employment age and prohibit 
any and all forms of forced labor. We require suppliers to com-
ply with national laws and mandatory industry standards with 
regard to remuneration and working time, to grant employees 
the right to freedom of association and wage negotiations, 
and to create working environments that promote inclusion 
and honor employee diversity. In existing Group contracts, 
the previous version of the Supplier Code of Conduct will be 
gradually replaced with the new version as approved by the 
Board of Management. 

 → Codes of conduct, page 25

Familiarizing suppliers with our standards  

Suppliers can access an interactive training module to fami-
liarize themselves with our standards before entering into 
contract negotiations. The module is available in various lan-
guages, which ensures that suppliers around the world can 
read and understand the Supplier Code of Conduct. In the 
reporting year, the training module was revised to reflect the 
updated versions of the Supplier Code of Conduct. 

    Training module for suppliers

evaluation process  

An integral component of our purchasing platform, which 
we use to manage all procurement processes throughout the 
Group, is a standardized supplier monitoring and evaluation 
process. Suppliers who meet certain risk criteria contained in 
our Anti-Corruption Policy  are evaluated regularly as part of 
our due diligence screening. In the reporting year, we revised 
this process, defined minimum thresholds, and introduced 
external assessment standards. These are based, for example, 
on standards defined by the United Nations, which help us 
take country-specific factors more effectively into account. 

Results of the evaluation are documented and available on 
the purchasing platform. In this way, comprehensive supplier 
profiles will be available to all procurement staff throughout 
the Group in future. Providers who pose an increased risk 
to the Group’s legal compliance or reputation and fail to de-
monstrate ethical pricing practices are excluded from the pool 
of potential suppliers.  

System for responding to non-compliance  

We trust our suppliers and business partners to comply with 
the terms of our contractual agreements, and monitor compli-
ance by means of random spot checks. Suppliers are primarily 
selected for audit on the basis of their economic and strategic 
significance and the results of a risk assessment. To enable 
informed decisions, key Group departments such as HR and 
Compliance are involved in the process. If a violation of our 
Supplier Code of Conduct is suspected, the matter is inves-
tigated thoroughly. If the violation is confirmed, we establish 
a binding action plan to address/remedy the noncompliant 
behavior. The corrective measures identified are based on the 
severity of the violation and can result in termination of the 
business relationship.

Fostering lasting relationships  

Our goal is to build mutually beneficial long-term relation-
ships with our suppliers – relationships that foster learning 
and generate innovative ideas. We take a systematic approach 
to assessing relationships with our suppliers, which involves 
a four-step process:  

 ■ Supplier profiling and segmentation for a clear overview 
of the types of relationships

 ■ Rating supplier performance e.g. with regard to quality, 
innovation or compliance with our standards
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 ■ Creating a joint action plan for identified improvement 
areas

 ■ Monitoring and assessing supplier performance as a way 
to further improve performance

If we identify suppliers with competencies that are of strategic 
importance for our business – including innovators from the 
fields of green technologies and IT – we intensify our dialogue 
with them.  In the reporting year, we awarded the Supplier 
Award for the first time in four categories: Sustainability, 
Quality, Total Cost of Ownership, and New Breakthrough 
Ideas and Approaches. 

Raising awareness among staff 

Procurement staff are trained to recognize certain risks, such 
as corruption and anti-competitive practices, so they can iden-
tify and resolve conflicts quickly and in a policy-compliant  
way. As part of the Group-wide Certified initiative, we offer a 
two-day training module developed jointly by Procurement, 
Corporate Security, Legal and Compliance. Participants learn 
the proper application of the Supplier Code of Conduct, the 
Anti-Corruption and Business Ethics Policy and the Com-
petition Compliance Policy. Other employees also have the 
option of taking part in the training as a way to enhance 
knowledge and skills. The interactive training module for 
suppliers is also mandatory. 

Compliance  G4 SO 3 - SO 5, SO 7 U

mANAGemeNt APProACh  G4-DMAU
Ethically and legally correct conduct when 
dealing with our business partners, investors 
and the public is a major contributor to our 
company’s reputation and the basis for lasting 

success at Deutsche Post DHL Group. The focus of our com-
pliance management system is preventing corruption and 
anti-competitive practices.  

As a globally active logistics provider, we operate in coun-
tries with very different political systems, laws, and cultural 
values – a challenge we meet with mandatory Group-wide 
policies and measures. We conform with the compliance- 
relevant recommendations issued by the German Corporate 
Governance Code government commission in the version 
dated February 7, 2017 and observe applicable international 
anti-corruption standards and laws as stipulated, for example, 
in the UN Global Compact, the US Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act and the UK Bribery Act. We are also a member of the 
World Economic Forum’s Partnering Against Corruption 
Initiative (PACI). In 2017, we renewed our pledge to observe 
PACI’s seven principles and committed to translating these 
principles into concrete and measurable action across the 
Group. 

  Partnering Against Corruption

Management and measuring success

Compliance is a management responsibility and is thus over-
seen by all management bodies within the Group. Responsi-
bility for designing the compliance management system lies 
with the Chief Compliance Officer, who reports directly to the 
Chief Financial Officer. The Chief Compliance Officer reports 
to the Board of Management on a quarterly basis and informs 
on any insights gained. His annual report also informs the 
Supervisory Board’s Finance and Audit Committee. 

Rules for ethical conduct in our Code of Conduct are 
further specified in the Anti-Corruption and Business Ethics 
Policy. These guidelines are integrated into a comprehensive 
compliance management system with clear lines of responsi-
bility and reporting structures as well as effective monitoring 
mechanisms. 

Compliance-related issues are also included in the in-
dependent, objective audits commissioned by the Board of  
Management and conducted by Corporate Audit. These  
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audits focus on analyzing and evaluating the efficiency and  
effectiveness of the Group’s internal monitoring system, its 
risk management system, and its organizational security mea-
sures and controls in the divisions and corporate departments.

We see compliance as a prerequisite for business success 
worldwide, a perception that is shared by our various stake-
holder groups. Compliance is thus considered a material 
issue and managed according to predefined indicators. As 
this information involves sensitive data, we do not disclose it 
externally in its entirety. 

IdeNtIfYING ComPLIANCe rISKS U
Our Compliance Management System (CMS) ensures ad-
herence to our compliance policy, rules and principles. The 
primary goal is the prevention and early detection of po-
tential compliance risks so that we are in a position to react 
appropriately. 

Continuous analysis of the company’s current risk profile is a 
core component of the CMS and fundamentally important to 
further adjusting and improving the system. Here, the main 
focus is on issues such as bribery and corruption, antitrust 
and competition law, as well as fraud and embezzlement for 
purposes of self-enrichment. Results are used to develop addi-
tional measures for avoiding compliance violations. Insights 
gained from compliance audits and reported violations are 
also used to continually improve the system.

We expect our managers to lead by example in their 
behavior and values, and communicate our corporate cul-
ture, principles and values to both employees and business 
partners. Indeed, in order to ensure our compliance rules are 
understood and adhered to, we offer targeted training. We 

also encourage our employees to be alert to compliance vio-
lations and to report them through various internal channels, 
including our dedicated Compliance Hotline. Compliance is 
thus an integral part of our corporate culture and is lived out 
at all levels of the Group.

The Chief Compliance Officer is assisted in his task of 
designing the compliance management system by the Global 
Compliance Office, which establishes Group-wide standards 
for compliance management and supports the corresponding 
activities of the divisions. Each of the four operating divisions 
has a Compliance Officer, who can draw on additional local 
resources and regularly presents a report to the divisional 
Board of Management. The activities as well as the content 
of the reports drawn up by both the divisional Compliance 
Officers and the Global Compliance Office are incorporated 
into the quarterly update reports to the Board of Management 
and into the annual report to the Finance and Audit Commit-
tee of the Supervisory Board. 

Key compliance responsibilities include: establishing and 
updating applicable guidelines; evaluating business partners 
with regard to compliance; developing, implementing and 
continually updating compliance training and communica-
tion measures, as well as the system for reporting potential 
violations of law or policy, including the respective sanctions 
as deemed necessary.

In the reporting year, we launched an additional commu-
nications campaign to further raise awareness for compliance 
issues among employees.

  Group website

Instilling a compliance culture  

Regular compliance training for managers and employees 
helps strengthen the compliance culture and increase awa-
reness for potential compliance violations. 

An important part of the Group-wide training program is 
the Compliance Curriculum, which consists of three modu-
les: Code of Conduct, Anti-corruption and Business Ethics, 
as well as Competition Compliance. Employees at greater risk 
of compliance violations due to their role or function are re-
quired to complete the curriculum and then undergo repeat 
training every two years. This requirement also applies to all 
management-level staff. Depending on their function, emplo-
yees are required to complete either the entire curriculum or 
selected individual training modules.

elements of the Compliance management System U  

Compliance 
monitoring and 
improvement

Compliance 
culture

Compliance 
objectives

Compliance 
communication

Compliance 
program

Compliance 
organization

Compliance 
risks
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In the reporting year, both training courses (including 
recurrences) were successfully conducted throughout the 
Group. 

Anonymous reporting of violations: Whistleblower hotline

Employees can report potential compliance violations  
through a special 24-hour web application or by calling our 
Compliance Hotline, which is available in 150 countries and 
in 30 different languages. We treat reported compliance vio-
lations confidentially and investigate all substantive reports 
thoroughly, with all the consequences this entails. Where re-
gional legislation permits, we guarantee anonymity to those 
reporting possible compliance violations. We use internal 
media to make sure employees are aware of the reporting 
systems available to them, including contact persons within 
the local compliance organization. The reports submitted 
to the Board of Management and the Supervisory Board’s 
Finance and Audit Committee also include information on 
relevant compliance violations. As of 2017, external parties 
can also report possible compliance violations either anony-
mously or by name using an online form. This conforms to 
the CR-relevant amended recommendations issued by the 
German Corporate Governance Code government commis-
sion in the version dated February 7, 2017. 

  Report form for external parties

Independent monitoring through Corporate Audit  

Compliance is a fundamental part of the audits performed 
regularly by Corporate Audit in all business divisions and 
departments. This also involves regular inspections of all 
management processes within the compliance organization. 
The results of these inspections are documented and reported 
regularly to the Board of Management together with recom-
mendations for improvement. Recommendations included 
revising the Group’s competition policy and reviewing the 
compliance training program.

In the reporting year, 244 regular audits, which were either 
directly or indirectly related to compliance, were conduc-
ted across the Group. A number of ad hoc audits were also 

performed for specific reasons. The audits 
supplement the Group-wide monitoring 
system and support ongoing compliance 

activities, as well as the identification of compliance risks. 
They provide the basis for ongoing enhancement of our 
Group-wide compliance program. The findings of the various 
audits are also used to review existing monitoring and control 
criteria for their currentness and completeness.

Data protection & security  G4 PR 8U

mANAGemeNt APProACh  G4-DMAU
The aim of data protection is to guarantee the 
right of the individual to informational 
self-determination; a concept that is becoming 
increasingly important as all spheres of life 

become more and more digitized. In our capacity as a multi-
national company, the international flow of data, along with 
today’s trend towards Big Data, poses a particular challenge 
when it comes to protecting personal data. As we operate in 
so many countries throughout the world, we must comply 
with a wide range of data protection rules and regulations. 
Indeed, in our growth market e-commerce, as well as in in-
ternational logistics, customers place particular value on data 
protection compliance. 
 In response, Deutsche Post DHL Group is one of the few 
companies worldwide to have established a Group-wide Data 
Privacy Policy. This policy is binding for all of the company’s  
subsidiaries that are affected by data protection laws. Through  
this measure we aim to ensure that the processing of  
personal data is carried out exclusively in accordance with 
the respective legal requirements. In countries where there 
are no prevailing data protection rules or regulations, our 
Data Privacy Policy serves as the basis for setting the binding 
minimum standard for protecting data. The policy includes 
specific instructions on the processing of personal data, and 
provides information on basic rights, such as the right to in-
formation on stored data and its deletion. We also have other 
data protection rules in place based on our corporate Data 
Privacy Policy; these focus on specific areas such as the pro-
cessing of personal data, direct marketing and e-commerce 
activities.
 Our Data Privacy Policy already largely conforms to the 
new European general data protection regulation, which stan-
dardizes data protection law within Europe and takes effect 
on May 25, 2018. We have conducted training to intensively 
prepare employees for the new regulation and its require-
ments.

Management and measuring success

To ensure compliance with our own Data Privacy Policy and 
prevailing national data protection regulations, we rely on the 
support of legal counsel, a comprehensive training program 
and internal audits. Implementation of our Data Privacy 
Policy is also subject to regular external third-party review. 

244
regular audits 
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We report on how we protect personal and business- 
related data from unauthorized access, disclosure or mani-
pulation under IT security.

High data protection standards are integral to the  
Deutsche Post DHL Group brand. Our stakeholder groups 
also regard data protection as a major factor of our business 
success. Given the sensitive nature of our data protection in-
dicators, we do not disclose this data externally.

 → Resilience, page 26

dAtA ProteCtIoN U
In order to ensure compliance with our high data protection 
standards, we have implemented an effective system of data 
protection management. Not only does it provide a strong 
argument for convincing new customers, employees and  
investors of our expertise, it also helps create confidence in 
the company. One focus of our data protection management  
system is conducting Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA), 
which comprise internal assessments based on detailed 
questionnaires.

In the reporting year, we began implementing a Group- 
wide platform which systemizes the processes related to these 
internal assessments and supports us in applying the new 
European general data protection regulation, in particular 
with regard to additional documentation requirements. 

Raising data protection awareness

We have also developed a comprehensive training program 
designed to sensitize employees and managers at all levels to 
data protection issues, and to ensure compliance with these 
requirements. Specifically, we offer mandatory web-based 
training for managers, as well as customized training on site 
for employees with special tasks, for example in Sales. We 
intend to develop further training modules as part of the 
Certified initiative for roll-out across the Group.

”The protection of personal data is a major issue 
for our customers – particularly in the e-commerce 
sector. Our Group policy provides guidance and 
stipulates our minimum requi-
re ments even in countries  
where no legal regulations 
exist.“

GABrIeLA KrAder 

Corporate Data Protection Officer  

Deutsche Post DHL Group
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EMPLOYEES
Diversity and equal opportunity open doors to new possibilities. In an  
environment of mutual respect, our people are empowered to deliver their  
best for our customers each and every day.
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”It is part of our corporate culture that all relations between board members, 
managers and employees of all levels, units and regions shall be guided by mu-
tual respect, openness, honesty and the spirit of trust and cooperation. We give 
and seek feedback and we communicate actively and openly with each other. 
We are committed to a fair and open debate and seek varying opinions. We 
encourage our colleagues to speak up promptly and to express their ideas and 
concerns. Team spirit is fostered by open-mindedness. We never encourage or 
direct our employees to achieve business results at the expense of compliance 
with the law, ethical standards or with this Code of Conduct.“

excerpt from the deutsche Post dhL Group Code of Conduct

DEDICATED TO SHARED VALUES
 – EMPLOYEES
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EMPLOYEES 

Management approach  G4-DMAU

As one of the biggest employers in the world, our global work-
force numbers around 520,000 employees. Predominantly 
deployed in the operative side of the business, our employees 
are among other things responsible for warehouse operations 
as well as the processing and distribution of shipments and 
goods. We also employ experts in a range of specialist dis-
ciplines and managers in various fields. Their engagement, 
expertise and skills, not to mention their commitment to con-
tinuous personal development, are key factors in maintaining 
our high quality of service and business success.

We offer a supportive, respectful work environment in 
which our employees can develop their skills and expertise. 
In addition to open, constructively led employer-employee 
dialogue, we offer performance-based, competitive remuner-
ation, along with a healthful work environment. In response 
to the digital transformation in logistics, we are increasingly 
integrating the potential afforded by new technologies into 
our operations and developing new areas of business. All the 
while, our focus remains on our employees as we prepare our 
people for the changes digitization will bring to the workplace.       

In our Code of Conduct, which provides the founda tion 
for a corporate culture characterized by respect, we confirm 
our ethical commitment to respect human rights in our 
employee relations, reject all forms of forced labor or child 
labor, as well as recognize and respect the right to freedom 
of association and to collective bargaining in accordance 
with applicable law. We are also committed to championing 
equal opportunity in employee recruitment and selection. 
As expressed in our Diversity and Inclusion Statement, we 
actively promote an inclusive work environment throughout 
the Group. Further development of our diversity management 
approach across all divisions and functions is based on input 
and advice from the Group’s Diversity Council.   

Both the increasing demand for specialists and managers 
in the logistics industry and the aging societies in the world’s 
industrialized nations pose a challenge for companies every-
where, including Deutsche Post DHL Group. Recognizing, 
fostering and developing the potential of our employees so 
that we retain their expertise over the longer term is central 

to our HR activities. In terms of recruiting, we focus on at-
tracting young talent and experts in those markets that are 
relevant to our business. For this reason, we have made the 
goal of becoming Employer of Choice an integral component 
of our Group-wide Strategy 2020. 

material issues and KPIs 

The priority action areas (material issues) for the Group have 
been defined in dialogue with our stakeholders. With regard 
to HR activities, respecting human rights, employee engage-
ment and development, and workplace health and safety re-
present our primary focus. 

 → The Group, page 21

Respecting human rights: We added this issue 
to our priority action areas in 2017. With a 
multilevel management system in place across 
the Group, we ensure that human rights are 

respected and implemented. We regularly review our Code 
of Conduct for completeness and currentness, train employ-
ees with a management role and support them in implement-
ing the Code within their areas of responsibility. We also 
conduct regular Employee Relations Reviews (ER Reviews) 
to assess the situation at local level and, where appropriate, 
develop responsive measures to introduce change.

 → Page 43

Employee engagement: A management style 
based on mutual respect can have a great im-
pact on employee satisfaction. This in turn 
affects employee engagement, which we mea-

sure in our annual Group-wide Employee Opinion Survey 
based on acceptance levels for the Active Leadership KPI. 
Results from this section of the survey are tied to bonus pay-
ments for our company executives.

 → Page 47

Employee development: Personal develop-
ment is a key factor in employee engagement 
and one which we address with a broad-based 
training program. Our Certified initiative al-

l ows us to train our employees to be experts in their field 
while exemplifying the objectives of our company with regard 
to customers and other interest groups. This initiative poses 
a considerable challenge given the fact that we want to certify 
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Material Issues: Progress made and new targets  U

Issue KPI Target 2017 Status Target 2018

Employee Relations Reviews  

(ER Reviews)

Continue assessments in Latin 

America and Asia

Partially achieved: 

an ER Review was con-

ducted in Asia

Group-wide implementation of 

management system

Active Leadership approval 

rating in the Employee  

Opinion Survey

Increase approval rating to 75% 

by 2017

Achieved:

75% approval rating

Increase approval rating by one 

percentage point

Participation in Certified 

initiative

Certify 80% of our workforce 

by 2020

Achieved: 

51% of employees 

certified

Certify 80% of our workforce 

by 2020

Accident rate (LTIFR) Improve Group LTIFR to 3.8 Not achieved:

LTIFR of 4.4

Improve LTIFR by 30% as compared 

to the 2017 baseline. Improve LTIFR 

to 4.2 in 2018

80% of our employees as experts by 2020. The key perfor-
mance indicator in measuring our success in this area is the 
level of participation in the Certified initiative.  

 → Page 50

Occupational health & safety: Last but not 
least, we initiate Group-wide measures to pro-
mote health awareness and healthy lifestyles. 
We also provide access to healthcare for em-

ployees and their families who are not located in Germany. 
Most importantly, we promote a workplace culture based on 
the principle of “Safety First”. Because work safety is of key 
importance, we use the Group-wide accident rate (LTIFR) as 
a KPI.

 → Page 51

 
Through the measures we introduce, we aim 
to support the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals of “Quality Education” (SDG 4) and 
“Decent Work and Economic Growth”  

(SDG 8).  

Managing and measuring success

Decisions concerning human resources are managed via the 
HR Board, which is chaired by the Board Member for Human 
Resources. Cross-divisional and cross-functional issues, such 
as enforcing our values in the supply chain, are addressed by 
the Group’s Responsible Business Practice Council.

Group policies used in implementing and enforcing our 
ethical values and goals include our policy on human rights 
as laid down in our Code of Conduct and Supplier Code of 
Conduct, as well as collective labor agreements and works 
agreements which govern issues such as working hours and 
pay in certain countries. 

We measure the success of our human resources manage-
ment measures with the help of the HR Scorecard, which we 
use to track and evaluate our KPIs and other Group-wide 
human resources targets. The results are regularly reported 
to HR management and used as a basis for further initiatives. 
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Workforce structure 

U Our steadily increasing workforce numbers testify to 
the strength of our position within the postal and logistics 
services industry. However, for Deutsche Post DHL Group, 
too, demographic change poses a challenge when it comes 
to securing skilled employees and managers within a highly 
competitive employment market. In light of this, strategic 
succession planning plays a key role in helping us to retain 
expertise while gaining fresh ideas and new insights through 
new hires. We take an inclusive approach when selecting both 
internal and external candidates to fill vacant positions.  U

employee numbers continue to increase U
Compared with 2016, we hired an additional 11,508 emplo-
yees by the close of the year at which point our global work-
force numbered 519,544 employees. The annual growth rate 
has been 2.1% since 2013. 

The average employee age in the Group is 41 and women 
represent one-third of our workforce. The share of women 
in management positions continues to grow, with women 
currently holding one in five positions (21.5%) in upper and 
middle management at Deutsche Post DHL Group.

The number of employees in Europe remains unchanged 
at 339,521 – this represents 65% of our workforce overall, 
making it the Group’s largest region in terms of employee 
numbers. We have around 215,802 employees based in Ger-
many, where our headquarters are located, representing a 
2.2% increase over the prior-year figure. In the Americas we 
employed 4.1% more people than in 2016, and an additional 
2.2% in Asia Pacific.

employees by division, headcount at year end U  
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employees by region, headcount at year end U
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In Germany, at our principal company, Deutsche Post 
AG, figures for the reporting year show that 15,534 of our 
employees have disabilities (average annual employment rate: 
9.8%).  

 → Annex, page 87

SUCCeSSIoN PLANNING
In addition to employee development, strategic succession 
planning is a top priority in our human resources work. This 
includes vocational training and talent management, along 
with targeted recruiting. 

We offer equal opportunities for internal and external 
hires, as laid down in our Code of Conduct. Applicants are 
judged on the basis of merit alone, and hiring decisions are 
based on the qualifications of each individual applicant.  

  Career portal

Most management positions filled internally

When it comes to filling vacant positions or newly-created 
jobs, we do so internally whenever appropriate and make it 
a point to assign employees new responsibilities or provide 
opportunities for job advancement. Developing our training 
methods and HR development measures is therefore impor-
tant for us and something we do as part of an ongoing process. 

We were able to fill 81% of 
vacant management positions 
with internal candidates in the 
reporting year.

 → Employee development, page 50

Recruiting young employees

We offer a wide range of employment opportunities for job 
starters and recent graduates. There are, however, significant 
differences between the vocational training systems in differ-
ent countries and regions. In many regions, apprenticeship 
training takes the form of on-the-job training. However, in 
some European countries, training is often through voca-
tional schools and colleges. Austria, Denmark, Germany and 
Switzerland have special dual systems which combine on-the-
job training at a company or organization with classroom 
learning at a state vocational school. We train our young em-
ployees according to the applicable norms, standards and 
guidelines in the respective countries and prepare them for 
their future role in professional life. 

Diverse vocational training opportunities in Germany

A wide range of vocational occupations is also available. De-
pending on their level of education and individual interests, 

at our company in Germany, secondary school graduates can 
choose from over 15 different officially recognized apprentice-
ships and twelve integrated degree programs which combine 
university studies with fixed periods of work practice.

In 2017, we hired some 2,500 new apprentices and stu-
dents within such a format, bringing the total number of 
trainees in Germany for the year to around 
4,000. Upon completion of their training 
74% were hired into full-time positions – 
or part-time work if requested. We plan to 
offer a total of around 2,600 apprenticeship and study posi-
tions in 2018.

In 2017, 19 young people with disabilities were in voca-
tional training at our principal company, Deutsche Post 
AG. As part of the inclusion project Schule trifft Arbeits-
welt (School meets the Working World), we work with the 
Landschaftsverband Rheinland and the Federal Employment 
Agency to promote workplace inclusion of young people with 
(severe) disabilities by offering them opportunities within 
the Group.

Career perspectives for university graduates

We have established numerous trainee and college recruiting 
programs. The 18-month trainee program Graduate 
Opportunities Worldwide (GROW), for instance, develops 
outstanding recent graduates with Bachelor or Master’s de-
grees to become specialists and managers within our com-
pany. For the duration of the program, GROW trainees are 
supported by a mentor who provides them with regular feed-
back and career planning support. In 2017, 44 participants 
were selected to take part in the program and 51 students were 

4,000
trainees

81%
management positions 
filled internally

“Perhaps it’s because I’m not 
the youngest anymore that I’m 
so pleased to have a challenge 
I can really sink my teeth into. 
And that’s what Deutsche Post 

DHL Group is offering me with my training to be-
come a profes sional truck driver. My colleagues 
are friendly and accept me as one of the team. 
Finally, I have a job with a future!“

edUArdo de JeSUS LoUreNCo 

Trainee, Germany 

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 
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offered a position upon completion of their traineeship. We 
have also collaborated with the international student organi-
zation AIESEC since 1996 to provide more than 100 intern-
ships Group-wide each year for qualified university students. 

  Career portal

Managing workforce fluctuation U
We consider several factors when calculating and managing 
our workforce structure – these include not only our operative 
requirements but also the projected effects of staff turnover. 
Close and particular attention is paid to unplanned fluctu-
ation, which was 8.5% during the reporting year. In addition 
to the departure of employees due to changes in personal 
circumstances, this value appears to be driven by a generally 
greater willingness to change employers due to the improved 
economic climate. The contract logistics business model also 
represents a contributory factor.

At 4.7%, unplanned employee turnover is lowest in  
Europe, where we employ the majority of our workforce; at 
1.2% the figure in Germany is lower still. In the Americas and 
in Asia Pacific it reaches into double digits.

In 2017, employee turnover Group-wide was around 15%, 
on par with the annual average in the transport and logistics 
sector in the previous year. Overall fluctuation at manage-
ment level was 6.4% across the Group.

 → Annex, page 85

dIVerSItY & INCLUSIoN
As a globally operating company, we consider the diversity 
of our workforce to be a great strength. Deutsche Post DHL 
Group brings together people from a wide range of societies 
and cultural backgrounds – all of them with differing skills, 
experiences and views. 

Diversity takes in all the differences that make us unique 
individuals. At Deutsche Post DHL Group, we perceive 
diversity as something that goes beyond gender, race, relig-
ion, age, disability, sexual orientation, national origin or any 

other characteristic protected under law. We promote inclu-
sion in day-to-day working life. Teamwork and collaboration 
are characterized by mutual respect, openness, honesty and 
integrity, and a common understanding of what trust-based 
cooperation means – all with the goal of achieving produc-
tivity, creativity and efficiency at the highest-possible levels.  

The diversity of our workforce reflects the diversity of our 
customers, suppliers and investors. It is the foundation on 
which we develop and offer innovative products and services 
which add to our customers’ success. We believe that each in-
dividual in our company can contribute to our mutual success 
as a whole. The fact that we are all so different is what makes 
us successful together.

The Diversity Council, which advises on further 
development of diversity management strategy within the 
Group, convened three times in the reporting year. The ef-
fectiveness of our measures is subject to systematic review. 

Equal opportunities for women and men

We offer women and men the same opportunities and career 
perspectives. Logistics is still considered a male-dominated 
industry, indeed just one-third of our employees are women. 
In upper and middle management, 
however, the Group-wide share of 
women in executive positions is 
21.5%. We also strive to make the 
jobs, working models and manage-
ment responsibilities we offer more attractive to women. 

We want to increase the number of women in manage-
ment positions over the longer term and, in order to realize 
this objective, have introduced a number of measures inclu-
ding career planning workshops, career coaching, mentoring 
programs and networks for women. In order to better recon-
cile the responsibilities of family and career, in Germany, we 
provide flexible working models as well as childcare-related 
services. We also use our internal media to regularly report 
on how mixed leadership teams are helping to drive business 

21.5%
women in upper and  
middle management 

“I’ve been working for 51 years and appreciate the opportunity for partial retirement. 
I’ll remain in charge and can gradually prepare my successor for his new role. My 
knowledge and expertise won’t be lost.“
 

mICK BANhAm 

Contract Manager, United Kingdom 

Supply Chain
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success as a means of encouraging women to pursue a ma-
nagement career at Deutsche Post DHL Group. We continue 
to hold the Total E-Quality award in recognition of our equal 
opportunities activities. 

 → Annex, page 83

Achieving equal opportunity in Germany

In line with the German Act on Equal Participation of Women 
and Men in Leadership Positions in the Private and Public 
Sectors, we continue to work towards our goal of increasing 
the share of women in our principal company, Deutsche Post 
AG, in Germany to 20% in the first management level and 
to 30% in the second management level below the Board of 
Management by the end of 2019. Both management levels 
are differentiated according to reporting lines. 

Raising diversity awareness

We offer employees and managers special training on the 
topic of diversity and inclusion. The aim is to sensitize man-
agers to the fact that they play a key role in putting diversity 
management into practice. 

In 2017, more than 40,000 employees at 250 locations in 
40 countries took part in our annual Diversity Week event. 
We are also planning to offer a range of year-round discussion 
forums across our various internal networks.

  Diversity Week

In the reporting year, we developed and introduced a tool 
which, among other things, enables self-assessment in rela-
tion to diversity issues at the team level. Another focal point 
of our diversity management work involved the development 
of digital media, including an e-magazine and an app which 
enable us to reach employees more effectively. This year we 
were also involved in the development of the UN Commission 
on Human Rights’ recommendations for globally operating 
enterprises on combatting discrimination against homosexu-
al, bisexual and transgender people, and will help in raising 
international awareness of these recommendations through 
our internal communications channels. 

Employee relations  
& human rights  G4 HR 4 - 9 U

Our Code of Conduct, in which we have em-
bedded our values and policies, serves as an 
ethical compass to guide us in how we treat 
one another within the Group. In the Code, 

we clearly and expressly reject all forms of forced labor or 
child labor, respect the right of our employees to join or not 
to join a union/employee representation of their choice, and 
recognize and respect the right to collectively bargain in ac-
cordance with applicable law. We are also firmly committed 
to ensuring equal opportunity in employee recruitment and 
selection. These values are guided by the principles of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and those of the UN 
Global Compact, which we signed in 2006. Furthermore, we 
adhere to the principles set forth by the International Labour 
Organization in its 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Prin-
ciples and Rights at Work in conjunction with national laws 
and customs. Our Supplier Code of Conduct obligates our 
suppliers to respect the same ethical values and goals as our-
selves, and to enforce them in their own supply chains. 

Together, our two codes of conduct constitute our po-
licy with regard to respecting human rights. We have thus 
refrained from formulating a separate human rights policy.

In demonstrating our commitment with regard to res-
pecting human rights and providing fair working conditions, 
Deutsche Post DHL Group has defined a set of minimum 
standards, including:

 ■ Child labor: We do not employ children aged below the 
prevailing legal minimum employment age. In countries 
where no legal provisions exist, the minimum hiring age 
is 15.

 ■ Forced labor: We reject all forms of forced labor, slavery 
or compulsory labor. Our employees are not required to 
pay fees or make payments of any kind in return for em-
ployment. Punishments as well as physical and mental 
coercion are prohibited.

 ■ Freedom of association: Our employees are free to join 
or not to join a union or employee representation of their 
choice.
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 ■ Diversity: We promote an inclusive work environment 
in which we consider the diversity of our employees to 
be a real strength. We do not discriminate or tolerate dis-
crimination with respect to gender, race, religion, age, 
disability, national origin or any other characteristic pro-
tected under law.

Human rights as a component of employee relations

Our workforce comprises employees from various regions 
and cultures. Thus, it is essential that we create a common 
understanding with regard to respecting human rights and 
providing fair working conditions. We expect our managers 
to lead by example and to adopt an open and respectful ap-
proach when dealing with their employees. For this reason, 
we have made the Code of Conduct an integral component 
of our employment contracts with our managers.

The Employee Relations Forum (ER Forum) ensures that 
human rights are respected at Deutsche Post DHL Group. The 
ER Forum, a governance body consisting of employee rela-
tions experts from all divisions and from Group headquarters, 
regularly discusses best-practice solutions and develops mea-
sures with the aim of improving the quality of our employee 
relations and raising employee awareness on respecting   
human rights. The Forum also assists local-level managers 
in implementing these solutions and measures by facilitating 
exchange among the divisions at regional and country level. 
ER Forum recommendations are also regularly discussed by 
the HR Board which is chaired by the Board Member for HR. 
External expertise and recommendations are also sought from 
the members of the Sustainable Advisory Council (SAC).

 → The Group, page 18

mANAGemeNt SYStem U
In the course of the reporting year, we worked together with 
the ER Forum to design a multilevel management system 
in which we integrated elements of the existing system and 
added newly-developed components. This is in line with our 
goal to effectively implement our human rights policy across 
the Group and to comply with the requirements of the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

The components of the management system are as follows:

 ■ Continuous development of our human rights policy

 ■ Development of training programs for employees in man-
agement roles, including subsequent implementation

 ■ Tools to enable country-level managers to assess human 
rights risks

 ■ Country-level Employee Relations Reviews (ER Reviews 
formerly ER Due Diligence)

 ■ Development of action plans

 ■ Regular reporting

Policy review

In the course of the reporting year we revised our Supplier 
Code of Conduct in which we further defined our under-
standing with regard to respecting human rights and provid-
ing fair working conditions. The new version of the Code, 
as approved by the Board of Management, will be made a 
component of all new agreements we enter into and will 
gradually replace the version currently contained in existing 
agreements.

 → The Group, page 25

Employee relations management system U
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Training and awareness

One of our focuses was obtaining external business compli-
ance and integrity certification. This training targeted em-
ployees who are familiar with conducting ER Reviews and 
also those who work in our internal audit and compliance 
departments. Using the management system, we also revised 
and enhanced our training concepts during the reporting year. 
The following training programs are available Group-wide: 

 ■ Employee Relations for Human Resources (ER for HR): 
Employees from HR are trained to recognize employee  
relations issues and to better support local-level man-
agers in dealing with them. More than 50 facilitators were 
trained in the reporting year and initial courses were held 
in Asia, Africa and South America. The module will be 
rolled out Group-wide in 2018. 

 ■ “Building great employee relations”: This program tar-
gets employees with management responsibilities. Among 
other things, it highlights the challenges involved in com-
plying with global standards and accepted local practices. 
The course contents are available in 18 different languages 
to date.

 ■ Online trainining: An e-learning module shows man-
agers how human rights can be integrated into employee 
relations. 

Country-level reviews

We regularly perform ER Reviews in selected countries to 
assess compliance with our Code of Conduct and Supplier 
Code of Conduct, as well as local legislation. In doing so, we 
also fulfill the requirement for ER due diligence in the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

When choosing the countries, we focus on the Maplecroft 
Institute Human Rights Index, the Corruption Perception In-
dex and also on a set of internally defined criteria. We give our 
country-level managers the right tools and processes to assess 
human rights risks at local level and take action as needed.     

In countries for which the external indicators reveal a high 
risk potential, the ER Reviews must be performed by specially 
trained and externally certified HR experts from the divisions 
and from Group headquarters to ensure both the objectivity 
and the quality of the review process. In countries with com-
paratively low-level risk, it is left to the divisions to decide 
whether an ER Review is needed and if so, to perform the 

review themselves. In all other countries, reviews are carried 
out as the need arises. During the reporting year only a small 
percentage of Deutsche Post DHL Group’s workforce was em-
ployed in countries which exhibit a heightened risk potential 
according to the Maplecroft Institute Human Rights Index.

Focus Groups (formerly Round Table Groups) are an  
integral component of the ER Review process. The groups 
comprise randomly selected employees from a range of op er-
ative areas. In line with our values, when performing reviews 
we ensure that people are treated with respect and have the 
right to freely express their opinion. Feedback from the Focus 
Groups is passed in anonymized form to the management 
team responsible for developing and implementing a suitable 
action plan. ER Reviews are repeated at regular intervals and 
the progress made with the local action plan is monitored over 
an agreed and binding time frame. In the future, the results of 
the reviews will also flow into the internal audits performed 
by the Corporate Audit team.

In the course of the reporting year, we focused on develop-
ing the employee relations management system. As a result, 
of the ER Reviews planned for 2017, only those in Asia were 
carried out. The situation in Latin America was discussed 
regularly by the ER Forum, and recommendations for action 
were derived for local employees in management roles. In 
2018, we will begin implementing the management system 
across the Group. 

eXChANGe wIth emPLoYee rePreSeNtAtIVeS U
In addition to dialogues with their supervisors and other 
members of management, our workforce makes use of bodies  
such as employee committees, works councils, unions or 
other committees to represent their interests. Over 70% of 
all Group employees are employed under contracts governed 
by collective labor agreements, works agreements or legally 
binding statutory increases. In Germany, where 42% of our 
workforce is employed, we cooperate constructively with 
employee representatives in all business units where works 
councils have been formed. In fact, half of our Supervisory 
Board consists of elected employee representatives. The pri-
mary responsibility for managing local employee represen-
tatives and trade unions rests with the divisions at a country 
and local site level.
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Dialogue within Europe

The Deutsche Post DHL Forum, a European works council 
by agreement comprising employee representatives and man
agement representatives from 30 European countries, and 
its committees address key issues and how they impact the 
Group’s business growth in Europe. Topics include issues such 
as organizational change and the introduction of new work 
and production processes. The UNI Global Union federation 
and the European Transport Workers’ Federation are each 
entitled to send a representative to partici pate 
in the Deutsche Post DHL Forum plenary  
sessions. These are held twice per year with 
the Board Member for HR in attendance. The 
Forum and its subcommittees met on more than 30 occa
sions in the reporting year. The meetings largely focused on 
digital transformation and the changes it brings. The Forum 
prepared plans for the development of digital tools, one being 
a video on the structure and work of the Deutsche Post DHL 
Forum itself. The video could be used, among other things, to 
help new members familiarize themselves with the Forum’s 
work and help them ease into their new roles. The video can 
also be used to give employees and managers an insight into 
the Forum’s importance and how it works. 

International dialogue

At the global level we engage in regular dialogue with the 
Global Union Federations such as the UNI Global Union 

(UNI) and the Internati
onal Transport Workers’ 
Federation (IFT). Our dis
cussions, which we have now 

been conducting for more than ten years, focus on employee 
relations issues of global importance and their impact on 
Deutsche Post DHL Group. 

Given the trustbased, constructive cooperation with 
the Global Union Federations, we have asked the OECD’s 
German National Contact Point to extend an existing pro
tocol and continue the regular dialogue until at least the end 
of 2019. This was preceded by a process to implement the 
OECD Specific Instance Procedure, which was unanimously 
agreed in 2016. We met on five occasions in the reporting 
year; further discussions have already been agreed for 2018.

 2 Press release

Dialogue with the European Social Dialogue Committee 

for the Postal Sector 

As Europe’s biggest postal service provider Deutsche Post 
DHL Group is a member of the Brusselsbased European 
Social Dialogue Committee for the Postal Sector and was 
appointed as Committee Chair at the end of 2016. The Com
mittee discusses social issues with employers and union rep
resentatives from the postal sectors in Europe. In 2017, the 
focus was placed on the project “Promoting Social Dialogue 
in the postal sector in an enlarged Europe”. An initial region
al workshop was held in Prague with participants attending 
from seven Central and EastEuropean countries. Additional 
regional workshops are planned for Vilnius and Athens in 
2018, and these will be followed by a concluding conference 
in Brussels. A final report on the project as a whole is ex
pected to be published in 2018. Also in the reporting year, 
the European Commission approved the funding for a joint 
project to be conducted together with the unions on “Trend 
research for the postal sector in 2030”.

>30 
meetings 

>10 
years of dialogue with 
international trade unions

 2 Press release on dialogue with the ITF and UNI Global Union

 2 Code of Conduct to download
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Employee engagement

The loyalty and positive mindset of our employees are im-
portant factors contributing to our business success and the 
achievement of our strategic goals. Three key aspects play a 
vital role in strengthening employee trust, motivation and 
loyalty: We give our employees a voice, using our annual 
Group-wide Employee Opinion Survey to measure employee 
engagement and see where we need to improve from our 
employees’ point of view. We also offer performance-based, 
market-standard remuneration, and we supplement this with 
additional, non-financial components. In addition to this, we 
encourage our employees to realize innovative business ideas 
within our Start-up Lab and actively improve their working 
environment by using the idea management platform.

  Start-up Lab 

emPLoYee oPINIoN SUrVeY U
We value the opinion of our employees. Our global, annual 
Employee Opinion Survey shows us what they think of the 
current situation within the Group and the leadership be-
havior of their superiors, the extent to which they identify 
with our values and our strategy, and where we might need 
to improve. We can also use the survey to assess whether our 
employees deem the information, resources and training we 
provide adequate for them to do their jobs. Last but not least, 
we use the survey to compare our standing as an employer 
with that of other companies. 

Measuring employee engagement

In 2017, 76% of our global workforce participated in the 
Employee Opinion Survey. This represents an increase of two 

percentage points compared with the 
prior year and reflects the high level of 
acceptance the survey enjoys among 
our employees. 

We expressly encourage our employees to give their hon-
est opinion in the survey, which is purely voluntary. From the 
time the survey is sent out to the time the results are evaluated, 
employee data is completely anonymized and the responses 
are assessed by a third party.  

The same questionnaire is used throughout the Group, 
ensuring comparability of results for all categories and ques-
tions across the divisions. The questionnaire comprises 41 
questions across ten different key performance indicators 
(KPIs). The Performance Enablement Index is also derived 
from these questions.

Results from the Active Leadership section of the sur-
vey are of particular importance. They also serve as a central 
non-financial performance metric for the Group (in accor-

dance with German Accounting 
Standard GAS 20 and are tied to 
company executive bonus pay-
ments. Our managers have a sub-
stantial influence on employee 

engagement and motivation through their personal manage-
ment styles, for example by recognizing good performance 
and promoting employee development. They also serve as role 
models in implementing our corporate values and goals. In 
2017, the Group-wide result for this KPI rose by one percent-
age point compared with 2016, thus meeting our target for 
the reporting year.

One of the survey’s central KPIs – Employee Engagement 
– helps us gauge how motivated 
our employees are to contribute 
to the success of our company. 
Following a two percentage 
point increase in this category in 2016, the agreement rate 
remained constant in 2017. 

The Performance Enablement Index helps us to establish 
whether we provide our employees 
with an environment in which they 
are able to give their very best to our 
customers. In 2017, we achieved a rat-
ing of 81%, thus maintaining at the 

same high level achieved in the previous year.

external comparison of the results

We compare the results of the survey with those of other com-
panies in order to see where our strengths lie and to identify 
action areas where we can further improve. The comparison 
of the results for 2017 produced the following picture: 

 ■ In Employee Engagement we remain one percentage point 
above the external reference value, this is despite the fact 
that the result in this category remained constant in the 
reporting year. 

 ■ In Active Leadership we are just one percentage point 
below the norm.

 ■ In the Performance Enablement Index, we exceeded the 
external reference value by four percentage points.

75%
approval rating for 
Active Leadership

75%
Employee Engagement

81%
Performance 
enablement Index

76%
participation rate 
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Given the challenges faced in a digitized world, we see 
these positive survey results as a source of encouragement 
to continuously improve. For 2018, we have set ourselves the 
goal of increasing the Active Leadership rating by a further 
percentage point.

 →  Annex, page 87

ComPetItIVe ComPeNSAtIoN
U A system of performance-based, market-standard remu-
neration combined with long-term incentives plays a key role 
in making us an attractive employer. Along with monetary 
compensation, we also provide a wide range of non-financial 
incentives intended to motivate our employees to go the extra 
mile for our customers and to retain them for the long term.

Monetary compensation includes a base salary plus vari-
able remuneration components such as bonus payments that 
are subject to local and position-specific requirements and 
regulations. In some countries, compensation also covers re-
tirement plan contributions as well as health insurance costs.

Over 70% of all Group employees are employed un-
der contracts governed by collective labor agreements, 
works agreements or legally binding statutory increases. In  
Germany wages or salaries are generally regulated through 
either industry-level or company-level collective wage agree-
ments. In many of our subsidiaries throughout Germany, our  
wage-scale employees also receive a performance-based  
bonus in addition to their wage or salary. At our principal 
company Deutsche Post AG in Germany, wage-scale em-
ployees generally receive a bonus of between 5% and 17.5% 
of their annual base salary. Non-managerial, non-pay-scale 
employees are entitled to a bonus of between 17.5% and 40% 
of their annual base salary.  U

Job evaluation system ensures equal treatment

We apply a systematic job evaluation approach to ensure 
reasonable and equitable compensation within the company. 
Positions are graded based on job category and job content 
alone and in line with our corporate values. As a responsible 
employer, our pay structures take into account not only na-
tional minimum wage requirements and the needs of our 
divisions, but local market demands as well. We strive to offer 
reasonable and competitive compensation packages in all of 
the markets we serve.

In many countries, Deutsche Post DHL Group also pro-
vides employees with access to defined benefit and defined 
contribution retirement plans, and assumes the costs of  
health insurance and treatment for employees and their  
family members.

development of staff costs U   

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

17,776

20,072

19,59219,640

18,189

Staff costs (€ million)

+3,2% average growth rate

“I’d just started my new job when my partner was diagnosed with cancer. When I 
explained the situation to my boss, she immediately allowed me to plan my working 
hours as flexibly as I could. I was able to be there for my partner without having to 
halt my career.“
 

PetrA ChALoUPKoVA 

Global Engagement Coordinator, Czech Republic 

Supply Chain
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Additional benefits

In addition to monthly monetary compensation, we also offer 
employees attractive non-financial benefits.

 ■ Flexible work models: We offer flexible working models 
which vary according to operational needs and require-
ments. These measures help our employees to better com-
bine and balance family and career, and can also enable 
them to remain in employment for a longer period. In 
response to the aging workforce in Germany, in 2011 a 
Generations Pact was signed between Deutsche Post AG 
and the trade unions, which largely comprises a partial 
retirement program and working-time accounts. This 
scheme is limited to Deutsche Post AG; as of 2016 we 
also offer comparable provisions for those civil servants 
employed in Germany.

 ■ Family-friendly offers in Germany: We work together 
with a Germany-wide service provider to support employ-
ees in their work-life balance choices such as finding suit-
able childcare services or care for family members. These 
family-friendly services include advice, emergency care 
and vacation programs. In some locations, we invest in 
the provision of company-supported childcare facilities. 
We also offer a relocation service to facilitate work-related 
moves and get employees settled in their new environ-
ment quickly and easily. 

 ■ Recreation Service: The Recreation Service (Erholungs-
Werk), which receives financial support from Deutsche 
Post DHL Group, enables current and former employees 
and their families to take ad-
vantage of affordable vacation  
offers. Under certain income- 
related circumstances, children 

of employees can also receive vacation allowances. Such 
grants were approved for approximately 2,500 children in 
the reporting year.

 ■ Scholarships for employee children: Our Group-wide 
UPstairs program provides scholarships for children of 
our employees. Since launching 
the program, we have provided 
around 2,200 scholarships to 
employees’ children in more 
than 120 countries around the world, thus helping them to 
pursue higher levels of education. In addition, around 500 
employee children have received pre-vocational support 
in the form of application writing workshops, summer 
school courses and work placements to date.

Start-ups and ideas for improvement generate new  

impetus

During the reporting year we launched our own Start-up 
Lab as a means of inspiring our employees to present their 
new and innovative business ideas. The Start-up Lab creates 
a stimulating atmosphere in which promising concepts can 
flourish and grow. More than this, the idea management plat-
form enables us to spur our employees on to take an active 
role in improving their own working 
environment. They can submit their 
suggestions via the online platform, 
and any ideas that result in a proven 
benefit are rewarded by means of a bonus system. Over the 
course of the reporting year, around 70,000 ideas – 83% of all 
submitted suggestions – could be put into practice.

  Start-up Lab

“I started at DHL Freight as an unskilled worker 16 years ago. Over time, I was given 
the opportunity to learn new things and take on jobs that required various skills. Today, 
I’m proud of being a shift leader at one of Global Forwarding, Freight’s biggest sites 
in Europe.“

hASAN YILdIrIm 

Shift Manager, Germany 

Global Forwarding, Freight

2,200
scholarships funded

70,000
ideas implemented

2,500
children receive  
vacation allowances
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Employee development  G4 LA 9 - 11

Discovering and promoting the potential of every one of our 
employees is an important function of our human resources 
management work. In the competition to recruit and retain 
the best of the best, we focus on two key factors: developing 
our employees and promoting women. Professional and per-
sonal development is a key prerequisite in motivating and 
retaining talented employees, and is thus vital to our business 
success. This approach is confirmed both by our employees 
and by other interest groups. In the 2017 Employee Opini-
on Survey, we achieved a rating of 81% percent for the KPI 
Learning & Development. During the reporting year we also 
received the Silver Brandon Hall Excellence Award for “Best 
Advance in Learning Technology Implementation”. 

  Silver Brandon Hall Award

Training as motivation

We offer employees and managers a comprehensive catalogue 
of further education and training opportunities. This ranges 
from a basic portfolio for all, to specialized training to meet 
the specific needs of the division or function involved. Further 
education and training programs are available to all employees 
provided that they have a permanent employment contract. 
Focus areas include life-long learning and preventive health 
programs to secure employees’ performance and motivati-
on, as well as personal development plans with appropriate 
measures and training. In 2017, around 4.7 million hours 
were spent in various online training courses and classroom 
education programs. On average this is equivalent to 1.4 train-
ing days per year for each of our employees.

Certified trains our employees to become specialists U
With our Group-wide Certified initiative, we aim to develop 
our staff into “certified” divisional specialists so that they are 
even better equipped to perform. Certified helps us to pro-
mote a culture of customer centricity. It also contributes to 
a common understanding of our business processes and the 

interconnected nature of all business units throughout the 
Group. To this end we offer foundation courses and subse-
quent modules, which are tailored to the business model and 
strategic orientation of the respective divisions. All modules 
are conducted by company man-
agers and employees who are spe-
cially trained as facilitators; it is our 
belief that this approach not only 
increases the impact and longevity of the training but also 
fosters a sense of loyalty and team spirit within the company.

Development measures for management employees

In their function as role models for employees across the 
Group, we expect our managers not only to motivate em-
ployees but to show them how their work supports the com-
pany in the achievement of its objectives. The promotion of 
this management style serves as a central theme across all 
development measures. By signing our Code of Conduct, 
our managers also agree to live out the values contained in 
the Code and to guide their employees in doing the same. 

The majority of our executives have already taken part in 
the Certified Logistics Leader program which communicates 
the six leadership attributes: Being results-oriented, levera-
ging strengths, providing purpose, having and creating trust, 
focusing on clear priorities and being positive about chal-
lenges, uncertainty and change. Not only does their Certified 

“The best part about Certified? Watching the participants get their ‘Certified Passports‘ 
after Foundation training. They’ve learned about the company but they’ve also learned 
that what they do – and how they do it – matters. It’s an empowering first step along the 
life-long Certified development journey. “

mArtA SChUmAN 

Head of Corporate Language Services and Certified Facilitator

Certified employees by division

20.4% Certified PeP Experts
Post - eCommerce - Parcel

98.5% Certified International Specialists
Express

97.2% Certified International Forwarders or 
Certified Freight Specialists
Global Forwarding, Freight

52.5% Certified Supply Chain Specialists
Supply Chain

73.2% Certified Logistics Professionals
Corporate Center / Global Business Services

51%
employees certified
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training introduce these attributes but it explains their signi-
ficance for achieving the Group’s objectives. 

Our training portfolio also includes leadership seminars 
and development programs specially tailored to individual 
needs and respective divisional requirements. The mem-
bers of the Board of Management also take part in modular 
development programs based on methods such as reflection, 
feedback and coaching – sometimes in the capacity of trainers 
themselves.

Occupational safety  G4 LA 5, 6U

Workplace safety for our employees is number-one priority 
at Deutsche Post DHL Group. We place great importance on 
complying with the Group’s existing occupational health and 
safety policies, legal regulations and industry standards, and 
we have embedded these in our Code of Conduct. 

All our occupational safety measures are aimed at estab-
lishing a “Safety First” culture at Deutsche Post DHL Group. 
Indeed, we aim to make this culture universally relevant for all 
employees as we work together to identify and raise awareness 
of potential health and safety risks, as well as define and im-
plement appropriate measures to improve risk management.

We have defined our own high safety standards, which our 
contractual partners are also obliged to uphold by means of 
our Supplier Code of Conduct. They include conducting risk 
analyses and workplace risk assessments, instructing employ-
ees on potential risks and hazards in the workplace, imple-
menting prevention measures to protect workers and others 
from injury, as well as regular safety training. These standards 
form a binding component of all Group agreements.

Managing and measuring success 

Our Group-wide Occupational Health & Safety Policy State-
ment defines our requirements in this area by means of seven 
key components, and is, as with all Group policies, binding 
throughout the i consolidated group. 

Each Group division has its own organizational and 
management structure dedicated to occupational safety. 
Cross-functional topics are discussed by the Operations 
Board, a committee made up of division executives under 
the leadership of the CEO. The Operations Board is also 
responsible for managing and developing occupational safety 
KPIs.

The Group-wide Occupational Health & Safety Commit-
tee facilitates dialogue and collaboration between occupa-

tional safety experts in the different divisions. It defines 
cross-divisional regulations and standards, identifies accident 
black spots, develops appropriate prevention measures, and 
lays the groundwork for decisions made by the Operations 
Board.

The internationally recognized best practice standard 
OHSAS 18001 provides us with a framework for establish-
ing the policies, procedures and controls needed to achieve 
the best possible workplace health and safety conditions. We 
continued to roll out this standard during 2017, with com-
pliance confirmed either through internal audits or external 
certification. The implementation rate depends largely on the 
specific customer requirements and business models within 
our divisions.

The Group-wide accident rate (LTIFR, number of acci-
dents per 200,000 working hours) is the KPI on which we 
measure the success of our occupational health and safety 
measures.

Group-wide accident rate 

We record accidents in a Group-wide accident rate stati-
stics report, which includes figures for temporary workers.  
Despite all efforts to the contrary, our target of reducing the 
annual accident rate to 3.8 was not attained in 2017, and the 
Group-wide accident rate for the reporting year was 4.4.

Group-wide accident rate (LtIfr)1 U  

20132 20142 20153 20163 20174

4.7

4.2
4.0 4.0

4.4

1 Number of accidents per 200,000 working hours; includes temporary workers; 2 Not verified by 
PwC; 3 Coverage rate 96%; 4 Coverage rate 99%
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Once again, the lowest accident rate in the Group was 
achieved in the Supply Chain division, with a result of 0.6. 
At 0.1 the LTIFR at Global Forwarding, Freight remained 
at the prior year level while the Express division recorded a 
slight increase of 0.1 to 3.1.  In the Post - eCommerce - Parcel 
division the accident rate rose by 0.7 to 10.9.

We are committed to lastingly reducing our Group acci-
dent rate and set new goals to this end during the report ing 
year: By 2025, we want to 
reduce the Group-wide 
accident rate by 30% as 
compared to 2017. Furthermore, we aim to achieve a target 
value of 4.2 for 2018. 

 → Annex, page 88

Fatal workplace accidents

We very much regret that in the course of the reporting year 
three employees lost their lives in workplace accidents or due 
to injuries suffered as a result of a workplace accident. Of 
these, one was a fatal traffic accident. We extend our heartfelt 
condolences to the families of the employees concerned.

Any death is one too many. In order to prevent such inci-
dents, the circumstances surrounding each and every accident 
are carefully investigated and analyzed. From our findings we 
derive and implement appropriate corrective measures. 

Systematic prevention is key

SLIPS & trIPS

SAfetY fIrSt

During the reporting year our focus was, as 
ever, prevention. Potential health and safety 
risks were highlighted via internal communi-
cation measures, and reinforced by posters 
and notices throughout our sites. As part of 

one such initiative, employees were provided with a pocket- 
sized copy of our Safety First Rules. Over and above this we 
also set up a cross-divisional working group to share best 
practice examples and evaluate whether they could be adop-
ted in other locations. 

The best divisional occupational health and safety initiati-
ves were recognized once again in 2017 as part of the DPDHL 
Group Health & Safety Awards. 

 ■ Behavioral change: The award for the best initiative in 
this area went to Canada, where the “Making safety a hab-
it” campaign allowed Supply Chain employees to submit 
their own personal reasons why safety plays an important 
role in their daily work. 

 ■ Hazard awareness: In South Korea, Express developed 
the best initiative in this category and won an award for 
their efforts. 

 ■ Most innovative approach: Supply Chain was recognized 
for its occupational safety efforts, where a project team 
developed three additional modules for the data manage-
ment system. These new modules have helped to increase 
standardization while optimizing occuaptional health and 
safety reporting and audit management processes.

Safety standards for dangerous goods transport 

As a logistics company, we also specialize in the safe and 
proper transport and warehousing of dangerous goods and 
substances in compliance with our general terms and condi-
tions. Ensuring the safety of our employees and minimizing 
risk remain top priorities at Deutsche Post DHL Group. 

Transport of dangerous goods is performed in accordance 
with prevailing national and international safety standards, 
including the European Agreement concerning the Interna-
tional Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road and the Air 
Transport Association Dangerous Goods Regulations. Only 
specially trained employees are permitted to handle dange-
rous goods. In all divisions, Dangerous Goods Safety Advisors 
ensure compliance with prevailing regulations. Dangerous 
goods guidelines are made available in the languages of the 
countries concerned.

Despite the Group’s high standards and extensive experi-
ence in the area of dangerous goods transport, handling and 
warehousing, we must still rely on our customers to declare 
and label their dangerous goods shipments properly and hon-
estly as required in our general terms and conditions. 

Improve LtIfr by 30%
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Health  G4 LA 7, 8

Our management approach is designed to address the grow-
ing demands of changing work environments, demographic 
shifts and global health trends. At Deutsche Post DHL Group, 
we provide healthy work environments, moreover, we en-
courage and help our employees and their families to pursue 
healthy lifestyles, avoid risk factors and make use, for ex-
ample, of preventative screening and condition management 
initiatives. In doing so, we align our own holistic approach 
with that of the World Health Organization (WHO) Healthy 
Workplace Model.

Organizational health management

While Group divisions are responsible for the local imple-
mentation of health management within their organizations, 
cross-divisional issues are discussed and agreed centrally by 
the Board of Management. In partnership with Human Re-
sources, Insurance & Risk Management is responsible for 
driving Health and Well-being initiatives. Such initiatives 
and campaigns are tailored to address local requirements 
on the basis of a systematic international evaluation of risk 
indicators.

In both Germany and the Post - eCommerce - Parcel di-
vision, health management is the responsibility of the Chief 
Medical Officer. Not only does the CMO advise the Board of 
Management, he is also responsible for the Central Health 
Working Group for our business units based in Germany. In 
addition, the CMO is head of the Group’s ISO 9001-certified 
occupational health services in Germany, which includes a 
staff of some 90 occupational health physicians nationwide. 
Every year the best health initiatives are recognized as part 
of the Group Health and Safety Awards. 

We measure the success of our initiatives across the Group 
with the help of various KPIs. In terms of external reporting, 
we concentrate on the development of our sickness rate. 

Sickness rate at prior year level

The development of the sickness rate can largely be attribu-
ted to the rise in chronic disease. In the year under review, 
the Group sickness rate remained at the prior-year level of 
5.2%. Workplace accidents contributed 0.3 percentage points 
to this result. 

Additional health insurance benefits 

Approximately 300,000 of our employees – more than half 
of our workforce – live and work outside of Germany, many 
of them in countries that do not offer adequate social health 
coverage. Thanks to our Group-wide Employee Benefits Pro-
gram, employees and their dependents in over 100 countries 
can receive primary or supplementary healthcare at costs well 
below local market alternatives. Our ability to maximize 

and control funding effi-
ciencies around the pro-
visions of our insurance 

program allows us to invest in health promotion measures 
to benefit our employees and their families. 

Sharing experience throughout the Group 

A key element of our Global Health & Well-being activities 
is the exchange of best practice initiatives and measures via a 
global IT sharing platform. These measures are, in turn, rank-
ed within the framework of our i Four Pillars of Health, a 
model which allows business units to qualify for discounts on 
Group-sponsored insurance coverage, freeing up resources 
to be used to further benefit our people and their families 
locally. The platform also serves as a valuable resource for 
information on current health issues and trends. 

In Germany, information and medical advice are also 
available to employees via an internal platform. 

Raising management awareness of mental health and 

well-being

The issue of mental health and well-being is playing an in-
creasingly important role at Deutsche Post DHL Group. For 
this very reason, we aim to raise awareness of the topic among 
our managers, specifically with regard to the potential impact 
they can have on employee stress levels. We hold dedicated 
Certified training courses to demonstrate the correlation be-
tween good leadership and health, and provide managers with 
tips on how to manage stress effectively. 

In Germany, China and the US, support in the shape of  
dedicated occupational health experts and employee assis-
tance programs is provided to employees affected by depres-
sion – according to the WHO, one of the most underestimated 
contributors to the overall global burden of disease.

Group-wide sickness rate U   

4.8
4.9

5.1 5.1
5.2

2013 2014 2015 20161 20172

1 Coverage rate: 98%; 2 Coverage rate: 100%

>100 countries with 
employee benefits program
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SOCIETY
our employees are involved in local projects all around the world. their expertise 
and our global network help where help is needed most, and where we can be 
most effective.
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”Corporate citizenship at Deutsche Post DHL Group is governed by the following 
principles and standards:

 ■ The focus of our corporate citizenship activities are laid down in our  
Corporate Citizenship Strategy. 

 ■ The aim of our corporate citizenship activities is to generate long-lasting 
value for both society and Deutsche Post DHL Group. 

 ■ Corporate citizenship creates value for our company by enhancing the Group’s 
image and attracting, empowering and retaining employees. 

 ■ Corporate citizenship creates value for society by driving positive social  
change through close collaboration with our longstanding partners.“

excerpt from the Corporate Citizenship Guideline

DEDICATED TO SHARED VALUES
 – SOCIETY
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SOCIETY

Management approach  G4-DMAU

Corporate citizenship at Deutsche Post DHL Group is about 
giving back to the communities in which we live, work and 
conduct business. This is an integral part of our corporate 
responsibility strategy. As the world's leading transport and 
logistics company, we want to leverage our core competen-
cies and the know-how of our people in a way that makes a 
positive contribution to society and the environment. Our 
sites, employees and suppliers contribute indirectly to eco-
nomic growth and development in their respective regions, 
promoting the prosperity of both individuals and society. 
The impact of our volunteering activities on communities is 
more directly felt.

 ■ We prepare airports in disaster-prone regions so that they 
are able to respond effectively in the event of an actual 
disaster, and deploy teams to provide logistics support 
when disaster does strike.  

 ■ We promote educational opportunity and employability 
for young people from disadvantaged socio-economic 
backgrounds.

 ■ We support local environmental and community projects 
initiated by our employees together with partner organi-
zations.

 ■ We are actively involved in efforts to integrate refugees 
both socially and economically in Germany and other 
host countries.

We work with established partner organizations to ensure 
our activities are as effective as possible. Our work in di-
saster management, which is entirely pro bono, builds on a 
longstanding partnership with the United Nations.

Our efforts to promote educational opportunity and em-
ployability are based on a successful partnership with the 
worldwide educational initiative Teach For All. To help pre-
pare young people for the working world, we work closely 
with SOS Children’s Villages.

These programs and partnerships are aligned 
with and aim to support the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
“Quality Education” (SDG 4), “Decent Work 

and Economic Growth” (SDG 8), “Sustainable Cities and 
Communities” (SDG 11), “Climate Action” (SDG 13) and 
“Partnerships for the Goals” (SDG 17).

Management and measuring success

Our activities in the area of corporate citizenship fall under 
the auspices of the CEO board department and are guided 
by the Group-wide Corporate Citizenship Policy. This en-
sures that employees have clear practical guidelines for their 
involvement. 

Corporate citizenship is one of the key drivers of employee 
engagement across the Group. A large proportion of our 
employees believe that our corporate citizenship program 
makes a positive contribution to society and to the image of 
the company. For this reason, we intend to keep doing our 
part to ensure it is easier for our employees to dedicate their 
commitment to social projects. 

Socially engaged employees make happy employees – an 
idea further supported by Germany’s annual “Happiness  
Atlas” which reveals that people who engage more on behalf 
of society and the environment are generally happier with 
their lives. 

We assess and quantify the impact of our corporate re-
sponsibility activities using the i LBG measurement model.  
Activities are assessed according to a number of factors, in-
cluding the number of individuals reached or supported. 

As part of our efforts to improve transparency, the 
Group-wide data platform that is used to gather information 
on employee involvement in local projects was redesigned 
during the reporting year. 

We measure the success of our activities based on the 
number of employee volunteer hours devoted to the various 
projects. In the reporting year, our employees around the  
world gave around 398,000 hours of 
their time across all areas of corpo-
rate citizenship, a figure based on 
data voluntarily provided by our 
people. Translated into years, Deutsche Post DHL Group  
employees donated 45 years to volunteer work – half a lifetime 
in just one reporting year.  

398,000
hours volunteered
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Disaster management

When natural disasters strike, a rapid response on the part 
of the international community can be a matter of life and 
death for victims. Our Group program GoHelp prepares air-
ports in disaster-prone regions for a future disaster response. 
When disaster does strike, GoHelp deploys teams of disaster 
response specialists to provide fast and effective local support.

Getting airports ready 

In the wake of a natural disaster, airports in or near the 
affected area often become bottlenecks in the flow of re-
lief supplies. This is why we collaborate with the United  
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to conduct multi- 
day workshops for personnel at airports and local disaster  
management organizations. The workshops prepare partici-
pants for the logistical chal lenge of a disaster relief effort, and 
help them improve processes for dispatching and processing 
large volumes of incoming relief workers and supplies. 

During the workshops, our air freight experts help participants 
conduct a capacity assessment of their airport, review exis-
ting emergency plans, and conduct risk analyses as needed. 
The resulting action recommendations are included by the 
United Nations in the country’s own emergency response 
plans; this helps ensure effective implementation of the work-
shop measures. 

In the reporting year, 220 participants took part in five 
workshops in Ecuador, Iran, Kazakhstan, the Maldives and 
Nepal.

  GARD – Get Airports Ready for Disaster

Help within 72 hours

In cooperation with the United Nations Office for the 
Coordi nation of Humanitarian Affairs, we have established  
a network of around 500 trained DHL employees who serve  

as volunteers in our Disaster Response 
Teams (DRT) in the Americas, Middle 
East and Africa, and Asia Pacific re-
gions. When called upon by the United  

Nations, we can deploy our volunteers to disaster areas  
within a maximum of 72 hours. These Disaster Response 
Teams provide immediate logistics support at main relief air-
ports, ensuring that incoming relief supplies are processed 
and pass ed on quickly and effectively to aid organizations 
on site. 

We provide our DRT volunteers with intensive training to 
make sure they are prepared for the extraordinary demands of 
such deployments. In 2017, over 100 employees were trained 
for disaster response deployments and in 2018 we plan to 
conduct at least one training in each of the three DRT deploy-
ment regions. 

In the reporting year, our DRTs were deployed on four 
occasions around the world – in Barbados, Costa Rica, Peru 
and Puerto Rico.

 ■ Following the devastating floods and mudslides caused by 
the El Niño weather phenomenon, the Peruvian author-
ities requested the assistance of our DRT in the spring of 
2017. Our employees handled the loading and unload-
ing of relief supplies as well as warehouse logistics in two 
warehouses at Lima Airport.

 ■ In Puerto Rico, our employees provided support in the 
coordination of relief shipments following the widespread 
destruction left in the wake of Hurricane Maria in October 
of the reporting year. During this deployment some of 
our employees were on site and providing assistance for 
fourteen consecutive days.

  DRT – Disaster Response Teams

disaster management since 2005 

GARD training conducted in 22 
countries

44 airports prepared for emergency 
senarios

>1,000 workshop participants

40 DRT deployments 

>7,000 volunteers

475 days of DRT deployment

>62,000 tonnes of relief 
supplies handled

disaster Preparedness (GArd) disaster relief (drt)

500
drt volunteers
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Improving educational opportunity and 
employability 

As one of the world’s largest employers, we rely on access to 
highly qualified employees around the world; their know-how 
is the basis for our company’s innovative strength and pro-
ductivity. At the same time, education promotes greater sta-
bility and prosperity – for individuals, and for the societies 
and markets in which we conduct business. Our Group- 
wide program GoTeach provides children and young peop-
le with access to quality education and helps set the course 
for a successful vocation or career, regardless of their socio- 
eco nomic background. For all of our GoTeach activities, 
employ ees share not only their time but their own indivi-
dual skills and experiences. Some of the activities include: 
conducting workplace tours, providing special interview and 
job application training, or acting as mentors for interns.

Equal opportunity through education  

Our close collaboration with the international Teach For All 
(TFA) network dates back to 2010. TFA recruits and trains 
university graduates through its independent partner orga-
nizations at the country level. Participants in the program 
– outstanding university graduates with a desire to give back 
to society – work two-year assignments as teachers in high-
need schools. The experience inspires many participants to 
be come life-long ambassadors for educational equity and 
quality. Thanks in part to our financial support, the TFA net-
work has grown from 13 to 46 partner organizations since 
launching our partnership. 

Deutsche Post DHL Group employees donate their time 
and energy to TFA partner or-
ganizations in twelve different 
countries around the world – in 
Asia, Latin America, the Middle East and Europe. Working 
as mentors, trainers or internship supervisors, they support 
both TFA program participants and their school students. 

In 2017, over 1,496 employees gave around 5,800 hours of 
their time to support 167 partnership activities. We also work 
closely with country organizations Teach First Deutschland 
and Teach For Lebanon in the area of refugee aid. 

  Partnership with Teach For All

Setting the course for future careers 

Deutsche Post DHL Group also collaborates closely with SOS 
Children’s Villages – a longstanding global partnership that 
today includes programs in 29 countries. The collaboration 
with SOS Children’s Villages focuses mainly on supporting 

young people between the ages of 15 
and 25 as they make the transition to 
working life. In addition to financial  
support for educational programs 

and youth facilities, we provide various forms of job training 
and orientation, such as internships. 

In the reporting year, more than 1,100 employees devo-
ted over 11,000 hours of their time to our partnership with 
SOS Children’s Villages. Some 4,000 young people received 
assistance through the active involvement of our employees 
in over 100 programs. Over 700 young people took up the 
opportunity to complete an internship within the Group, and 
70 were offered employment contracts.

Drawing on our years of experience working with SOS 
Children’s Villages, we have launched a joint initiative to en-
courage other companies to engage on behalf of young people 
in similar ways. Gaining the support of additional partners is 
key to expanding this work with young people to even more 
countries. In the reporting year, a number of multinational 
corporations joined us in this initiative, which is already  
making a difference in nine countries.

  Partnership with SOS Children’s Villages46
partner organizations

4,000
children & young 
people supported

”I grew up in the SOS Children‘s Village in Cape Town. Nisa Ebrahim has been my mentor 
since 2012. The GoTeach program brought us together. In the meantime I have comple-
ted my apprenticeship and now have a permanent position at DHL in South Africa. Now 
I‘m helping young people from the SOS Children‘s Village, where I come from.“

KeePer BoNASe 

Administrator, Ocean Freight Consolidation, South Africa 

Global Forwarding, Freight
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Refugee aid

Education is also fundamental to successfully integrating re-
fugees into society and local job markets. Deutsche Post DHL 
Group has been actively involved in refugee aid in Germany  
since September 2015, and has been recognized multiple 
times for its contribution. Here too, long-term partnerships 
with well-known and established organizations, such as Stif-
tung Lesen and Teach First Deutschland, are key to our efforts. 
Our network of coordinators throughout Germany makes it 
possible for us to cooperate with various partners and initiate 
activities at the local level.

After 362 refugees successfully completed internships with 
us during the reporting year, we employed 279 of them in the 
company and offered another 23 apprenticeship positions.
With a diverse range of activities – from interview and job 
application training to mentoring programs – we provide 
refugees with job skills and the prospect of employment. In 
the reporting year, we expanded the reach of our activities 
to other host countries and launched initial pilot projects in 
Lebanon and Syria.

Local projects 

Various incentives encourage employees to get involved as 
volunteers and lay the foundation for long-term collaboration 
with charitable organizations in local-level projects. We also 
have an internal relief fund in place, which allows staff to 
donate funds to fellow employees who are themselves victims 
of natural disasters.

GLoBAL PLAtform
Our Global Volunteer Day program provides the frame-
work to facilitate employee volunteer work at the local level 
through out the year. In Certified trainings, we teach mangers 
how to set an example in encouraging and implementing 
community and environmental projects, which include the 
tree planting initiatives that form part of our environmental 
and climate protection activities.

 → Environment, page 77

We quantify the level of employee engagement based on 
the number of employee volunteers, local projects and vol-
unteer hours devoted to these projects. In the reporting year, 
101,533 employees contributed to chari-
table projects in their communities. Some 
73,374 of these employees actively partici-
pated in 2,988 projects, signaling a steady 
increase in both employee participation and the diversity of 
projects supported.

fINANCIAL ASSIStANCe
Our Living Responsibility Fund provides financial support to 
outstanding local volunteer projects in which our employees 
are involved. In order to qualify for financial support, at least 
two Group employees must volunteer a total of more than 
50 hours of their time to a charitable partner organization 
over the course of one year. A jury representing all Group 
board departments selects projects to receive funding of up 
to €4,000. The Living Responsibility Fund awarded a total of 
€200,000 to 125 projects over the course of the reporting year. 

refugee aid initiative achievements since 2015

refugees

~ 16,000 employee volunteers

>1,500 local initiatives

Around 100 coordinators on 
site

employees

refugee aid in Germany

>1,400 acquainted with the Group 
as an employer

778 interns, of which 40 are women

603 hired

44 refugees hired as trainees 

2,988
local projects

”As part of our GoTeach program, we work to 
promote young people in Madagascar. We also 
recently organized a Science Olympics with around 
1,000 participants. The award we received from the  
government and UNESCO ack-
nowledging our social engage-
ment encourages us to do even 
more.“

fANeVA rAhArImANANtSoA 

GoTeach Coordinator, Madagascar 

Express
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ENVIRONMENT
Change requires leadership and new ideas. Our environmental solutions ensure 
our competitiveness over the long term and help our customers succeed.   
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”We acknowledge the impact of our business activities on the environment and 
are committed to improving our environmental track record through precautio-
nary measures and the use of environmentally friendly technology. We have set 
ourselves a measurable carbon efficiency target and regularly assess and moni-
tor our impact on the environment. By systematically identifying and leveraging 
ecological initiatives, we strive to support constant improvement of our environ-
mental performance by means of environmental audits and risk management. 
We do this in order to use natural resources more efficiently. We measure our 
processes and services against the highest national and international environ-
mental standards.“

excerpt from the deutsche Post dhL Group Code of Conduct

DEDICATED TO SHARED VALUES
 – ENVIRONMENT
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ENVIRONMENT G4 EN 3 - 7, EN 15 - 21

Management approach  G4-DMAU

As a logistics company we are an important driver of global 
trade. Trade generates opportunity and prosperity in many 
regions throughout the world, but also impacts the environ-
ment. Roughly 14% of human-induced greenhouse gas emis-
sions can be attributed to transport. As a company, we aim to 
take the lead in sustainable logistics and, in 2017, we set an 
ambitious new target: to reduce all logistics-related emissions 
to net zero by the year 2050. We see this as our contribution to 
helping the world community reach the two-degree goal esta-
blished at the 2015 UN Paris Climate Conference (COP 21). 

Our environmental protection program GoGreen inclu-
des a diverse range of innovative solutions for improving our 
i carbon efficiency and reducing air pollution over the long 
term. These measures address not only the direct emissions 
generated by our own fleet, but also the indirect emissions 
from our transportation subcontractors, which account for 
the largest share of the Group’s overall emissions. We want to 
reduce our dependency on fossil fuels, improve our carbon 
effciency, and lower our costs. 

Improving air quality is also important to us. Our ongoing 
efforts to develop and implement local air pollution reduction 
measures will allow us to continue conducting business in 
urban areas even if future regulations severely limit or ban 
vehicles run on fossil fuels from inner city areas, something 
that several cities and countries are already considering today.

Material issues and targets

Our focus issues in the area of environmental protection are 
energy efficiency, climate protection, and the reduction of 
local air pollutants, especially in urban areas. After becoming 
the first global logistics company to set a climate target back 
in 2008, we have now set an ambitious new trajectory – our 
Mission 2050, which includes four interim targets for the 
year 2025:  

Global target: to increase carbon efficiency 
by 50% compared to 2007 levels based on the 
approach taken by the i Science Based Tar-
gets Initiative.

Local target: to deliver 70% of our own first 
and last mile services with clean pick-up and 
delivery solutions to contribute to improved 
air quality in urban areas.

 ■ Economic target: to have more than 50% of our sales 
incorporate Green Solutions. 

 ■ People target: to train 80% of our employees to become 
certified GoGreen specialists and actively involve them 
in our environmental and climate protection activities. 
This includes joining partners to plant one million trees 
each year.   

These interim targets are the focus of our emissions- 
reduction measures, which include increasing the efficiency 
of our fleets, buildings and networks, as well as increased 
use of alternative fuels. In addition to this, we continue to 
develop new environmentally-friendly products and logistics 
solutions, which help our customers and transport partners 
reduce their environmental impact. We are also involved in 
a number of initiatives to achieve greater transparency and 
comparability in the area of greenhouse gas emissions data 
collection and reporting. 

These measures also support the United  
Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs): “Sustainable Cities and Communi-
ties” (SDG 11) and “Climate Action” (SDG 13). 

 In line with the Shared Value approach, our contribution 
to society and the environment is, at the same time, a driver 
for business value. The Group’s performance in the area of 
environmental protection is evaluated positively by external 
rating agencies. 

 → The Group, page 23

Management and measuring success

Implementation of the Group’s environmental strategy is the 
responsibility of the GoGreen Sponsors Board, which reports 
to the CEO and comprises executives from all divisions as 
well as representatives from the relevant corporate functions. 
The Group’s Board of Management also regularly discusses 
environmental protection issues and approves corresponding 
action measures.
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The focus areas of our GoGreen program are defined 
in our Group-wide Environmental and Energy Policy. This 
ensures a consistent approach so that every individual can 
contribute effectively to reaching our environmental targets. 
Further Group policies include:

 ■ Investment Policy: Requires that new acquisitions be 
more carbon efficient than existing assets. This must be 
substantiated in the investment plans.

 ■ Biofuel Policy: Requires that we forgo the use of liquid 
biofuels that negatively impact local food production in 
the countries where they are produced. 

 ■ Paper Policy: Requires us to purchase recycled paper 
whenever certified recycled paper is available on the local 
market. 

 ■ Green Electricity Policy: Requires the use of electrici-
ty from renewable electricity sources to the extent it is 
available.

Independent of Deutsche Post DHL Group’s own environ-
mental protection priorities and main action areas, the Group 
always acts in accordance with existing environmental laws 
and regulations.

Our own system of environmental management ensu-
res compliance with the above-named policies and creates a 
uniform framework for thinking and acting “green” at strate-
gically important sites. Of the approx. 12,000 sites across the 

Group, 10,418 were suitable for exter-
nal certification in the reporting year. 
6,456 of our sites around the world, i.e. 
62%, are already certified according to 

at least either i ISO 14001 or ISO 50001. 

KPIs & targets U

WE WANT TO REDUCE ALL TRANSPORT-RELATED EMISSIONS TO NET ZERO BY 2050

focus 

area

KPI  Target 2025 Interim target 2017 Status Target 2018

Carbon Efficiency  

Index (CEX)

Increase our carbon efficiency by 

50% compared to 2007 levels

Improve CEX by at least 

one index point in 2017

Achieved

 → p. 69

Improve CEX by at least one 

index point compared to the 

previous year

Percentage of clean 

pick-up and delivery 

Deliver 70% of our own first 

and last mile services with clean 

pick-up and delivery solutions

Develop clean pick-up 

and delivery solutions, 

prepare sites for 

e-mobility

Achieved

 → p. 73

Roll out StreetScooter 

outside Germany

 

Percentage of sales 

incorporating Green 

Solutions

Have more than 50% of our 

sales to incorporate Green 

Solutions

Develop strategies and 

campaigns
Achieved

 → p. 75

Further establish reporting 

and integrate Mission 2050 

into sales processes 

Certify employees and 

plant trees

Train 80% of our employees 

to become certified GoGreen 

specialists and actively involve 

them in our environmental and 

climate protection activities. This 

includes joining partners to plant 

one million trees each year.

Join partners in plan-

ting one million trees
Achieved

 → p. 77

Create employee certification 

plan and plant one million 

trees together with partners  

Em
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62% 
of sites certified
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Energy efficiency  
& climate change  G4 EN 3 - 7, EN 15 - 20 

We operate our own fleets and buildings 
around the world and also rely on additional 
capacity provided by transport subcontrac-
tors. In the area of ocean and rail freight, we 

work together with subcontracted shipping and rail compa-
nies. The majority of greenhouse gas emissions produced by 
the Group is attributable to air and road transport. However, 
our buildings and facilities also consume energy and produce 
greenhouse gas emissions. We continuously improve the ef-
ficiency of our own fleets and buildings with the help of a 
comprehensive efficiency management system and the use 
of innovative technologies. In fact, advanced efficiency tech-
nologies are already standard equipment in many of our fleets 
and buildings. This is due to the Group’s Investment Policy, 
which requires verification that any new acquisitions are more 
carbon efficient or environmentally friendly than existing 
assets. We employ two main strategies to reduce our depen-
dency on fossil fuels, improve carbon efficiency, and reduce 
costs. First, by reducing our consumption of energy and fuels 
(Burn Less) and, second, by using alternative fuels and drive 
systems (Burn Clean).

GreeNhoUSe GAS emISSIoNS U
The basis for our reporting is detailed data on greenhouse 
gas emissions. The Carbon Efficiency Index (CEX) (also a 
non-financial KPI in accordance with the German Accoun-
ting Standard GAS 20) is the main KPI for tracking the pro-
gress of our global climate protection activities. The CEX is 
based upon business unit-specific emission intensity figures 
that are indexed to base year 2007. Calculations are performed 
using recognized and proven methods:

 ■ Our greenhouse gas emissions are calculated based on 
guidelines provided by the i Greenhouse Gas Protocol, 
the i EN 16258 standard and the Global Logistics Emis-
sions Council, as well as requirements outlined by the 
European Emissions Trading System. 

Carbon efficiency target achieved despite transport 

growth

The effectiveness of our efficiency measures is reflected in 
the Carbon Efficiency Index (CEX). During the reporting 
year, we were able to improve this performance indicator by 
two index points to 32% against the 2007 baseline.  In doing 
so, we have exceeded our target for 2017 by one index point.

This development was primarily driven by efficiency gains in 
Global Forwarding, Freight’s air and ocean freight operations, 
as well as in the Express division’s air freight business. The 
Post - eCommerce - Parcel division achieved further gains 
through a shift from air to road transport, not to mention the 
increased use of electromobility solutions in road transport 
operations. The increasing use of renewable energy sources, 
particularly in the Supply Chain division’s warehouse logistics 
operations, also contributed to this development.  

In 2018, we expect to witness a further improvement in 
the CEX by one index point.  Our target for 2025 is to increase 
carbon efficiency by 50% compared to the 2007 baseline.

Efficiency principle  

Transport volumes

Greenhouse gas 
emissions

2007 2017

Efficiency gain

Development of carbon efficiency U

0% 

+20% 

2007 2012 2017 target 2025 

+32% 

+50% 
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Increase in greenhouse gas emissions  

Our successful business performance and the resulting in-
crease in transport volumes prevented emission-neutral 
growth during the reporting year, with greenhouse gas emis-
sions totalling 28.44 million tonnes of CO2e, a 5.9% increase 
year-on-year.

i Scope 1 emissions, i.e. direct emissions from our own 
operations, rose by 3.9% to 5.90 million tonnes of CO2e. In-
direct emissions from energy used to produce electricity, dis-
trict heating and cooling in our buildings (Scope 2) totaled 
0.44 million tonnes of CO2e, and were thus also higher than 
the prior-year value. Emissions from subcontracted transpor-
tation (Scope 3) accounted for 22.10 million tonnes of CO2e 
in the reporting year – an increase of 6.2% year-on-year. This 
figure includes 0.08 million tonnes of CO2e from business 
travel. 

 → Annex, page 91

fLeet: effICIeNCY ANd CoNSUmPtIoN
We continuously invest in more efficient aircraft and in 
technical developments for our road vehicles and buildings 
as part of our efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.   

Air fleet modernization

Air transport is particularly fuel and emission intensive. In the 
reporting year, we once again recorded an increase in trans-
port volumes, which resulted in higher fuel consumption and 
carbon emissions. We were not able to offset this increase 
entirely, despite continued progress in route and network op-
timization. At 1,406.3 million kilograms, fuel consumption 
in the reporting year was 5.5% higher than the previous year. 

Emissions from our air transport operations amounted to 
4.47 million tonnes of CO2e, accounting for approximately 
70% of our direct greenhouse gas emissions (Scopes 1 and 2). 

In the reporting year, we continued to expand and moder-
nize our air fleet. Among other measures, we signed another 
agreement with Elbe Flugzeugwerke GmbH to convert an 
additional four Airbus A330-300s from passenger aircraft to 
cargo planes. Like the aircraft already converted, the newly 
converted planes will be used to cover medium-to-high de-
mand levels for cargo space capacity, which will both increase 
our flexibility and improve our fuel efficiency per kilogram 
transported.

In addition, we continue to participate in the i Aviation 
Initiative for Renewable Energy in Germany e.V. to improve 
the viability of alternative aviation fuels. We are also involved 
in local noise abatement initiatives.

Greater vehicle efficiency 

Our road transport operations rely on our own fleet of 97,165 
vehicles worldwide, including small commercial vehicles in 
mail and parcel operations, light trucks for regional transport, 
and heavy trucks for long-haul transport. Based on factors 
such as vehicle type, utilization and route, we implement a di-
verse range of measures designed to achieve further efficiency 
gains. Technical modifications help reduce fuel consumption 

in our conventional fuel vehicles. 
These include new technologies 
in the area of aerodynamics and 
light-weight vehicle design, as well 

as speed limiting systems and low-rolling resistance tires. By 
2016, we had already made modifications to one third of the 
vehicles in our worldwide fleet, with several modifications of-
ten made to a single vehicle.  As technical modifications have 
increasingly become standard procedure, as of this reporting 
year, we will no longer report on these developments in detail. 
We will, however, continue to pursue technical innovations.

Despite the increase in transport volumes during the 
reporting year, we were able to keep road transport fuel 
consumption at a stable 451.1 million liters and thus more or 
less on a par with the prior-year figure.

Carbon emissions (total) by source U

21%
road

transport

12%
ocean 

transport

64%
air transport

3%
buildings

Total 28.44 million tonnes CO2e

97,165
vehicles worldwide
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Along with technical modifications made to conventional 
fuel vehicles, we have also increased our efforts to deploy 
alternative drive technologies and alternative fuels as a way 
to further reduce our greenhouse gas emissions. This includes 
electric and natural gas powered vehicles for short distances, 
as well as sustainably produced, advanced generation biofuels 
for long-haul transport. 

 → Annex, page 89

Major projects in the reporting year

The following projects made a significant contribution to 
improved carbon efficiency during the reporting year:

 ■ In 2017, we introduced minimum standards worldwide 
for our heavy trucks. In combination with technical mo-
difications – such as speed limiting devices and anti-idling 
systems, low-rolling resistance tires, automatic transmis-
sions, aerodynamic swap bodies, and other optimization 
measures – we expect these minimum standards to result 
in a significant increase in carbon efficiency.

 ■ In our Global Forwarding, Freight division we are ope-
rating as a carrier ourselves for the very first time. For 
transports on our trans-Pacific route, we have deployed 
a Boeing 747-400 to fly around the world. Each time the 
plane lands for unloading, it takes on new cargo. Due to  
largely full capacity flights and greatly reduced tran-
sit times, the solution has resulted in carbon emissions 
roughly 12% below the i Green Carrier Scorecard  
requirement.

 ■ Together with a start-up, Supply Chain began fitting de-
livery vehicles and trucks with thin solar mats in the UK. 
At just 2mm thick they represent a mobile source of power 
for the tail lifts, and all the electronics in the vehicle. The 
system achieves approximately 5% diesel savings.

 ■ In the reporting year, we successfully tested trailers fitted 
with “boat tails” – innovative plastic panels screwed on 
to the rear of trailers to improve aerodynamics. The boat 
tails result in carbon/fuel efficiency gains of at least 5%. 
We put 34 trailers into operation over the course of the 
reporting year.

 ■ In Paris, we deployed nine natural gas powered trucks 
equipped with sophisticated telematics. Besides reducing 
carbon emissions, this solution also delivers economic 
and energy efficiency gains.

Deutsche Post DHL Group vehicle fleet in 2017  

12.5%
trucks

18.5%
cars

69%
vans

Total 97,165 vehicles

“We like to break the mold in 
the air freight business – and 
are now carriers in our own 
right. Our Boeing 747-400 
cargo plane flies all around 
the world and is almost al-
ways filled to capacity. This 
allows us to offer our customers an incredibly  
efficient green solution whilst improving our  
carbon footprint by around 25%.“

heNK VeNemA 

Head of Network Carrier Management, Netherlands 

Global Forwarding, Freight
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NetworK
Additional efficiency gains can be achieved through intelli-
gent network planning and alternative modes of transport. 
Increasing digitization and the potential for recording data 
via sensors and apps is opening up new opportunities in this 
regard. Whether locally or across continents it is now much 
easier to optimize processes and connect logistics chains.

 ■ In Thailand, 450 trucks were fitted with telematics soft-
ware in order to increase the efficiency of our fleet, lower 
costs and improve safety. As part of a combined initiative 
including driver training, monthly monitoring and an 
incentive system to encourage more economical driving, 
these measures resulted in a 3% reduction in distance 
traveled and a significant fuel saving of 20% overall. This 
initiative earned us a Green Freight Asia award and we 
now plan to expand use of this solution to our transport 
subcontractors. 

 ■ In a bid to motivate couriers to drive more efficiently and 
safely, we are testing a solution combining telematics with 
gamification. In the USA, the Driver Safety Rodeo was 
introduced allowing drivers to fine-tune their driving ha-
bits by means of feedback from GPS-based Geotab mo-
nitoring. In the Netherlands, couriers make use of a Best 
Driver App on their courier scanners, competing against 
colleagues over the working day in an attempt to become 
Courier of the Month. The fully automated system makes 
use of Big Data analysis and has realized an increase in 
fuel efficiency of up to 5%.

 ■ In several cities in Germany, we have begun testing the 
delivery of parcels directly into the trunks of parked cars. 
The parcel courier is informed via app about the prefer-
red delivery location and given access to the recipient’s 
car for a limited time. The solution responds to customer 
demands for greater mobility and flexibility. We now plan 
to expand the pilot project to additional cities.

BUILdINGS  
U  At sites across the Group over 60% of our energy re-
quirements are already derived from renewable sources. In 
Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, and the US, we obtain over 90% of our 
electricity needs from renew able sources. In other countries 
as well, we strive to either increase our use of green electri-
city or establish renewable sources wherever they are not yet 
available. In the reporting year, we drafted a Green Electricity 

Policy, which requires the Group-wide use of electricity from 
renewable energy sources such as wind, hydropower, solar 
and biomass to the extent it is available in a given country. 
Implementation of the policy will follow in 2018. 

New technologies are just one component of our building 
efficiency measures. The employees who work at these sites 
also play a key role in improving our overall environmen-
tal impact, which is why we encourage them to think and 
act responsibly with regard to energy and natural resource 
consumption. 

Energy consumption in our buildings and facilities is in-
fluenced substantially by both climate and building/facility 
utilization. In the reporting year, energy consumption in our 
buildings and facilities was 3,194 million kWh – a 5.1% in-
crease over the previous year. The prior-year value was adjus-
ted for an error in calculation.  Through our use of renewable 
energy we were able to save 0.44 million tonnes of greenhouse 
gas emissions in 2017.  U

 → Annex, page 90

Efficient technologies reduce energy consumption

We regularly review the efficiency of our buildings, with a 
view to replacing conventional technologies with more effi-
cient solutions across our sites. Depending on whether the 
building is rented or owned by the company, and giving due 
consideration to the term of use of the location in question, 
we place great importance on ensuring that any investment 
in new technology is both economically and environmentally 
worthwhile. 

 ■ LED lighting systems: We are increasingly replacing  
conventional lighting with intelligent LED systems which 
reduce energy consumption by 75%. A total of 75 pro-
jects were implemented in the reporting year. In Germany, 

1 Includes use for electric vehicles

Green electricity use in 2017 U   

63%
green electricity1

37%
standard electricity

Total 1,737 million kWh
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more than half of our mail centers have been upgraded 
and, by 2019, all such facilities shall be equipped with LED 
lighting systems.

 ■ Combined heat and power (CHP) units: Buildings 
must meet certain technical requirements to make use of 
decentralized heat and power generation via CHP. All of 
our parcel centers in Germany have now been converted 
accordingly. Indeed, in Bochum, we are part of the local 
heat supply network via which we can also help to fulfill 
the heating requirements of neighboring residents.

 ■ Cooling: In Australia, the use of reflective roof membra-
nes significantly reduces the amount of energy needed 
for cooling.

 ■ New builds: Building specifications contain as standard 
efficient heating, climate and lighting systems, and the use 
of daylight as well as photovoltaic systems in certain cases. 

 ■ Certification: Our goal is to obtain international certifica-
tion for new construction projects. During the reporting 
year the London Heathrow facility  received i BREEAM 
Excellent certification.

Air pollution  G4 EN 21

U Our transport-related activities involve 
fuel combustion, which produces not only 
greenhouse gas emissions, but also additional 
local air pollutants, such as mono-nitrogen 

oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter 
(PM10). This has a negative impact on air quality, and in urban 
areas in particular, levels of these pollutants are on the rise. 
For this reason, we want to reduce emissions of local air 
pollutants and deliver 70% of our own first and last mile ser-
vices with fully or partially emissions-free pick-up and deli-
very solutions by 2025. U

CLeAN deLIVerY SoLUtIoNS 
U In urban areas, delivery by foot, bicycle or electric vehicle 
makes a particular contribution to lowering levels of local 
air pollutants. In addition, we deploy a range of e-mobility 
solutions – from all-electric drives for short distances, to plug-
in hybrids and fuel cells for longer-range transport. These 
measures also contribute to minimizing noise pollution in 
urban areas. 

Emissions data for the 70% target only covers our own 
road vehicles deployed for the first and last mile.  

In the reporting year, the percentage of clean pick-up 
and delivery solutions was already at 28%. In 2018 we want 

to launch the StreetScooter in various 
additional markets both in Europe and 
beyond, bringing the number of countries 

in which the StreetScooter is in operation from three to at  
least ten.  U

Reducing pollution from our fleet of conventional vehicles

We further reduce our air pollutant emissions by continually 
upgrading our remaining conventional vehicles in accordance 
with the latest emissions standards. Optimizing our pick-up 
and delivery routes also helps reduce emissions and improve 
air quality in urban areas. In the reporting year, 49,400 of our 
road vehicles in Europe were already compliant with Euro 5 
or Euro 6 standards.

28% 
clean delivery
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E-mobility becoming the new standard

The Group’s very own StreetScooter electric delivery vehicle is 
already demonstrating how e-mobility can become standard 
in the logistics industry. 

By the end of the reporting year, we had deployed over 
5,500 StreetScooters. These new additions are proving their 
ability to withstand the demands of day-to-day delivery 

operations, and making a contribution to 
climate protection. In the reporting year 
we launched the pre-series production 
phase of our StreetScooter “Work XL” 

model together with our production partner Ford. Based on 
the chassis of the Ford Transit, the electric-powered Work 
XL will have a load capacity of 20 cubic meters and room for 
over 200 parcels, allowing us to handle ever-growing parcel 
volumes with an even greener delivery solution. The Work 
XL features a modular battery system with 30 to 90 kilowatt 
hours for a range between 80 and 200 kilometers. We plan to 
produce 2,500 Work XL vehicles by the end of 2018. We also 
intend to offer the Work XL for sale to third-party customers 
in the future, as is already the case with StreetScooter models 
Work and Work L. 

As we gradually grow our fleet of electric vehicles, we 
are also expanding the infrastructure required to charge our 
e-fleet. In Germany, we already have a sufficient number of 
charging stations in place nationwide. StreetScooters are 
charged overnight at these stations so that they are ready for 
use the following morning.

    StreetScooter

Further key initiatives

The following solutions also demonstrate substantial poten-
tial in terms of clean pick-up and delivery:

 ■ After successful testing in the Netherlands and Germany,  
we have expanded the City Hub solution for parcel and 
express delivery to other countries. City Hubs are central 
points in cities where couriers start their routes and pick 
up pre-sorted containers for delivery. We have developed 
a trailer specifically for DHL’s Cubicycle cargo bicycle, 
which can carry up to four of the special standardized 
containers. A DHL van brings the trailer into the city  
center, where the containers can be quickly and easily  
loaded on to Cubicycles. A modified pickup version of the  
StreetScooter is now also being used in the project. In 
addition, Cubicycle containers have been enhanced with 
a GPS system or a transmitter to enable tracking. 

 ■ In many countries gasoline-fuelled motorbikes are increa-
singly being replaced with electric models. Using these 
smaller, zero-emission vehicles in urban areas is already 
helping us to offer our customers efficient, environmen-
tally friendly delivery in Brazil, Mexico, South Korea, 
Taiwan, Turkey and Vietnam.

1 Covers our largest vehicle fleets within scope of Euro emission classification  
2 Includes eight Euro 1 (one) and 2 (seven) vehicles 
3 Emission-free vehicles

Vehicles by emission class in 2017  

1%
Euro 32

19%
Euro 4

53%
Euro 5 + EEV

18%
Euro 6

9%
ZEV3

Total 69,7091

”My team regularly main-
tains around 10,000 ve-
hicles. These days, our 
work often includes 
StreetScooters – the e- 
vehicle developed by my 
employer. I now know the 
StreetScooter inside out 
and am often called on for my expertise.“

KAI rIehL 

Quality Manager, Fleet Management, Germany 

Global Business Services

5,500 
StreetScooters
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Green Solutions  G4 EN 7, 19

In keeping with our Shared Value approach, our Green  
Solutions contribute to society and the environment while  
creating business value. We offer our customers a range of 
products that help them understand their environmental 
footprint, and then implement measures to minimize that 
footprint by using alternative modes of transport or offsetting 
emissions. We also offer comprehensive consulting services to 
help customers improve efficiency across their supply chains.

eCoNomIC tArGet  U
Expanding our portfolio of green products and services is a 
component of our Mission 2050; by 2025, we want more than 
50% of our sales to incorporate Green Solutions. Relevant 
to the calculation of the economic target are products and 
solutions that use alternative fuels or fulfill certain carbon 
efficiency criteria. Each division is considered separately for 
calculation purposes. The respective proportion of the total 
divisional revenue generated from green products and solu-
tions is then determined and aggregated to derive a Group 
value. Value-added services, taxes, customs and duties are 
not included in the calculation.

 ■ Revenue generated by our standardized products Carbon 
Reports and Climate Neutral is included in the calculation 
in full, as are customized solutions such as DHL Enviro-
solutions.   

  DHL product website

 ■ Road transport solutions are taken into account if they 
include green technologies with total CO2e savings of at 
least 5% or a biofuel share of at least 10%, and if they 
significantly impact the transport solution. 

 ■ Air and ocean freight are taken into account in the event 
that carbon intensity is significantly below the industry 
average.

 ■ Transport by rail, bicycle or on foot is taken fully into 
account.

 ■ In terms of contract logistics, warehousing solutions are 
taken into account if they include one or more green tech-
nologies that realize carbon savings of at least 10%, and 
have a significant impact on the warehousing solution. 

GreeN ProdUCtS ANd SerVICeS
With both standardized and customized solutions, we increa-
se awareness among customers with regard to the emissions 
generated by the transport of their goods, and help make 
their supply chains greener.

Calculating the economic target U  

non-eligible 
revenue

revenue not included3

By 2025, >50% of our sales are to incorporate Green Solutions.

included 
in full1

revenue  
included1, 2

included 
in part2

1 Revenue with Carbon Reports, Climate Neutral, transport by bicyle/on foot/by rail. 
2 Transport revenue with carbon savings of at least 5%, warehousing solutions of 10%.
3 Revenue with value-added services.

Green products offered by deutsche Post dhL Group

Carbon reports 

 Reports

 Analyses 

 Simulations

the way to Green Logistics

Green optimization 

 Carbon-efficient
     logistics

 Circular economy

Climate Neutral 

 Emissions offsetting

 Climate protection
     projects
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 ■ Carbon Reports: Carbon Reports provide our customers 
with transparency on the volume of their logistics-related 
emissions resulting from the transport and logistics ser-
vices we provide to them.

  Carbon Reports

 ■ Climate Neutral: Climate-neutral products provi-
de customers with a way to offset their transport and  
logistics-related greenhouse gas emissions. Emissions 
are offset through investment 
in climate protection projects 
certified with the Gold Stan-
dard, such as our own climate 
protection project in Lesotho. 
In the reporting year we transported some 1.9 billion 
climate-neutral shipments, which offset around 245,000 
tonnes of CO2e. The Lesotho Project contributed 27,560 
carbon credits.

  Climate protection projects 

In the reporting year, we collaborated with a start-up 
company in the Netherlands to develop a solution for 
carbon-neutral, low-emissions ocean freight shipping 
worldwide based on the use of sustainably produced ad-
vanced biofuels.    

  Press release

 ■ Green Optimization: We review our customers’ entire 
logistics supply chain to identify potential environmental 
and economic efficiency levers in areas such as network 
design, road freight, ocean freight or warehousing. This 
results in tailored strategies for more efficient and en-
vironmentally sustainable logistics, which consider both 
green efficiency gains as well as savings potentials. 

With an innovative concept to repurpose the site of a for-
mer coal mine, we have secured a contract to fit out and 
operate a warehouse tailored to the requirements of an 
apparel customer in the USA, an organization that puts 
environmental importance at the very center of its ethos. 
The building will be equipped with various environmen-
tally optimized features including LED lighting, additi-
onal windows, and indoor air quality friendly building 
materials.

We have also secured a contract to develop a bespoke 
logis tics solution to meet the needs of a customer in the 
food industry. The objective is to reduce all warehousing 
and distribution-related emissions to zero. 

 ■ Enabling the Circular Economy: We develop solutions 
for reverse logistics, waste management and extended 
producer responsibility. These are available through our 
DHL Envirosolutions product portfolio, for example. In 
the reporting year, we opened a new waste management 
plant at Gatwick Airport, which makes Gatwick the first 
airport in the world to turn airport waste, such as food 
and packaging, into energy on site. The energy is used to 
fuel Gatwick’s waste incineration plant and to power the 
site’s water recovery system. The plant not only saves the 
airport about €1,100 a day in energy costs, but also sup-
ports Gatwick in its goal to boost the airport’s recycling 
rate from 49% today to 85% by 2020.

1.9 billion
climate-neutral  
shipments
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Employees & society U

As employee engagement is such a crucial factor in achieving 
our environmental targets, we will be training 80% of our 
people to become certified GoGreen specialists by 2025, and 
actively involving them in our environmental and climate 
protection activities. This includes joining partners to plant 
one million trees each year as part of our commitment to 
forest conservation. 

Deeper understanding of environmental protection

While the training provides employees with relevant back-
ground knowledge in environmental protection, its main 
purpose is to convey a deeper understanding of the role they 
themselves play in their daily work, and how their actions 
can contribute to the Group’s environmental targets. In the 
reporting year, we began developing the training program, 
which we plan to finalize and then roll out in 2018. 

Employees support tree-planting target

Trees play a special role in our environment, absorbing carbon 
dioxide in the air and filtering other airborne pollutants. A 
large proportion of the trees used in our reforestation efforts 
will be planted by partner organizations. These include re-
cognized charities, NGOs, and national forestry authorities 
around the world, who are most familiar with local conditions 
and habitats. At the same time, employees can get involved 
in the campaign themselves by making a donation or taking 

part in organized tree-planting 
events. In the reporting year, over 
one million trees were planted by 
our employees together with our 

partner organizations, exceeding our projections for the year. 
The tree-planting initiatives are among the projects we sup-
port as part of Global Volunteer Day. 

 → Society, page 61

Further environmental aspects 

Issues such as noise, waste, natural resources and biodiversity 
are not considered material issues by the company or our  
stakeholders. We nevertheless consider these issues to be 
socially relevant and choose to include a brief overview in 
this report. 

Noise pollution 

At sites located in or near residential areas, our local manage-
ment works closely with residents and other stakeholders to 
ensure that noise pollution caused by our business activity 
is kept to an acceptable minimum.

Waste and recycling

We try to avoid waste, such as transport packaging or paper 
waste, as much as possible. Increased digitalization of our 
processes and communications helps us reduce paper waste 
in our offices, and by supporting materials recycling efforts, 
we contribute to the circular economy.

Maintenance and decommissioning or scrapping of 
our aircraft, road vehicles and IT equipment is generally 
the responsibility of the manufacturer or other third-party 
providers. In our maintenance and disposal contracts with 
partners, we include explicit guidelines for compliance with 
environmentally-friendly practices.

Although waste is not considered a material issue, waste 
separation is standard procedure at many of our sites. The 
collection and proper disposal of waste is handled by local 
energy management systems. 

Natural resources

We have committed to the exclusive purchase and use of 
recycled paper products in accordance with our Group-wide 
Paper Policy. Exceptions are permitted only if recycled paper 
does not meet certain technical requirements or cannot be 
procured on the local market under reasonable terms. Our 
systematic efforts to reduce our use of paper and packaging 
help lower demand for wood. To this end, we collaborate 
closely with experts and customers.

Water is used primarily for drinking and sanitation at our 
facilities and is obtained for the most part from municipal 
suppliers and discharged into public sewage systems. We im-
plement measures to minimize water consumption as part of 
our environmental management system. For new construc-
tion projects, we also look to install water recovery systems 

>1 million 
trees planted
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and water-efficient sanitary installations where possible. As 
water consumption and disposal are not considered signifi-
cant environmental factors for the Group, we do not record 
and report global water use data. 

 → Annex, page 93 

Biodiversity

As our sites are primarily located in urban areas or designated 
industrial and commercial zones, our business operations 
generally do not have a negative impact on protected areas 
or endanger protected plant or animal species. Neverthe-
less, our business activity still has an impact on ecosystems 
through greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, resource 
consump tion and other environmental factors, which is why 
we consider the effect of our activities on biodiversity. One 
such example is our Policy on the Usage of Liquid Biofuels, 
which considers biodiversity in the countries where biofuels 
are produced. 

Our terms and conditions also explicitly prohibit the 
use of our network to transport protected, threatened or en-
dangered plant and animal species. We are a member of the 
United for Wildlife Transport Taskforce, an initiative backed 
by Prince William to stop illegal trade in protected species 
of wildlife. Our employees also take part in workshops on 
the topic and volunteer their time to international animal 
protection initiatives.
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ANNEX G4 28 - 33

About this report

The 2017 Corporate Responsibility Report (CR Report) was pre-
pared in accordance with the international G4 Guidelines (Core 
Option) issued by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The ma-
terial issues selected for the report are based on the results of our 
materiality analysis. The CR Report also serves as an Advanced Level 
Communication on Progress (COP) on our commitment to the ten 
principles of the UN Global Compact (UNGC). The linkages to 
the UNGC’s ten principles are based on the UNCI/GRI publication  
“Making the Connection”. The UNGC principles have been  
integrated and noted accordingly in the GRI Index. 

Publication and report formats

This CR Report was published on March 7, 2018. It is available on-
line, in PDF format, and in print in both German and English. The 
CR Report is published annually and issued concurrently with the 
Annual Report. The previous year’s report was published on March 
8, 2017. Deutsche Post DHL Group has published CR reports since 
2003, all of which can be downloaded from the Group’s website.

 2 CR Report archive

Independent third-party review

Report content on material issues as well as other con-
tent were independently reviewed by the audit firm  
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), Frankfurt am Main at the request 
of the Board of Management. The reviewed content has been marked 
with the U symbol in the CR Report. Information on the scope 
and outcome of the review can be found in the Assurance Report. 

 → Assurance Report

Reporting scope 

The information provided in the CR Report covers the period from 
January 1 to December 31, 2017 and applies to the entire consolida-
ted group as described in the 2017 consolidated financial statements. 
As a result, all subsidiaries under the umbrella of the Deutsche Post 
DHL Group have been included in the reporting scope. Departures 
from this rule are indicated accordingly. 

The 2017 list of consolidated companies (list of shareholdings) 
is available for download from the Group’s website.  

 2 List of shareholdings

Data measurement techniques and bases of calculations

Unless otherwise noted, “headcount” is used in the main text of the 
CR Report to refer to the number employees as of the reporting date 
(December 31, 2017). 

The measurement techniques are explained where relevant in 
the CR Report. The basis on which data has been calculated, and 
information that is based fully or partly on estimates is similarly 
explained directly where it occurs. This also applies to any changes 
made in the calculation bases or adjustments to data made compared 
with the previous year. 

In accordance with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, Scope 2 green-
house gas emissions are reported as gross CO2e volumes using both 
the site-based and market-based methods. Unless referred to sepa-
rately in the text, reported data is based on the market-based method. 
Our methodologies for calculating the data meet the requirements 
of the European Emissions Trading System (EU-ETS) as well as the 
i EN 16258 and i ISO 14064 standards.

Contact and publisher information

 ■ Editorial office: CR-Reporting@dpdhl.com
 ■ Published by Deutsche Post AG – Headquarters –  

Corporate Communications and Responsibility,  
53250 Bonn, Germany

 2 Assurance Report  2 List of shareholdings
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Materiality analysis  G4 19 - 21, 25 U

In 2015, Deutsche Post DHL Group once again conducted a mate-
riality analysis to identify essential focus issues within three main 
areas: Employees, the Environment and Governance. Concrete goals 
and KPIs were also confirmed and defined.

In the reporting year, qualitative interviews were conducted with 
various parties including the company’s most important stakeholder 
groups in order to evaluate the relevance of previously defined ma-
terial issues. The results largely confirmed the continued relevance 
of these issues, although two were positioned differently: “Noise 
pollution” was rated a lower-priority issue as compared to 2015, 
while the issue “Respect for human rights” emerged as significantly 
more relevant for the Group. This resulted in nine material issues – 
along with their respective KPIs and targets – which form the basis 
for the Group’s continuous performance improvement process and 
associated reporting, both internally and externally.

2015 materiality analysis process

Identifying focus issues involved a four-step process. 500 representa-
tives of our main stakeholder groups participated in an anonymous, 
international online survey and shared with us their input on the 
importance of sustainability issues for the Group, as well as their 
feedback on the Group’s performance in the respective areas. 

Participants in the survey included employees, customers, inves-
tors, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), policymakers, sup-
pliers, journalists, academic institutions, associations and councils, 
as well as CR experts from other companies. The survey questions 
covered five thematic areas: ethical governance and sustainable busi-
ness strategy, product responsibility and business practices, working 
conditions and the safeguarding of human rights, environmental 
protection and corporate citizenship.

The list of issues included focus issues already identified by the 
Group in 2013. Additional focus areas were established according to 
the most important sustainability initiatives and standards including 
the Global Reporting Initiative, UN Global Compact and the OECD.

Results of the stakeholder surveys were combined with insights 
gained from other relevant sources of information. These included 
information from interviews with stakeholders, analysis of customer 
requirements, evaluations by CR rating agencies, an evaluation of 
global trends and issues, and the impact of the logistics industry on 
environment and society based on the i Green Transformation 
Lab’s impact study “Responsibility to act”. 

Interviews were conducted with members of the Responsible 
Business Practice Council who shared their assessment of issue 
relevance. Members of the Sustainability Advisory Council also 
provided their input. As a final step, material issues and associated 
KPIs and objectives were confirmed by the Board of Management.

Comparison of materiality analysis results in 2015 and 2017 U

Governance 
● Compliance
● Standards in the Value Chain
● Data Protection & Security

Employees
● Employee Engagement
● Employee Development
● Occupational Health & Safety

Environment
● Energy Efficiency & Climate Change
● Air Pollution & Noise

Governance 
● Compliance
● Standards in the Value Chain
● Data Protection & Security

Employees
● Respect for Human Rights
● Employee Engagement
● Employee Development
● Occupational Health & Safety

Environment
● Energy Efficiency & Climate Change
● Air Pollution

Material issues 2015 Material issues 2017

Environmental 
Management Systems

Transparency
& Disclosure

Direct Economic Impact

Indirect Economic 
Impact & Tax

Waste Management
& Recycling

Biodiversity
& Ecosystems Services

Corporate 
Citizenship

Diversity
& Equal Opportunities

Health Management
& Well-Being

Security Risk Management
& Business Continuity Planning

Environmentally & Socially Responsible Products and Services

Innovation 
& Future Technologies

Sustainable 
Business Strategy

Respectful Treatment 
of Employees

Compliance
Standards in the Value Chain
Human Rights Due Diligence
Data Protection & Security

Energy Efficiency & Climate Change
Air Pollution

Employee Engagement
Learning & Development (Employee Development)
Occupational Health & Safety

Noise

Key issues in logistics U

important
For Deutsche Post DHL Group
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Memberships & partnerships G4 15, 16

The work we do with national and international organizations is 
of great strategic importance for our company. Our dialogue with 
these organizations is a significant contributor to the successful 
practice of corporate responsibility across the Group. Through our  
memberships in and partnerships with these organizations we 
are also able to take part in shaping the dialogue on overarching  
sustainability issues. These include, for example, the  
World Economic Forum, the United Nations Global Compact, the 
UN High Level Advisory Group on Sustainable Transport and the 
international Partnering Against Corruption Initiative.

We cooperate with a number of establishments and institutions 
on the full range of our CR activities and develop joint solutions 
and positions on specific issues. Below are selected examples which, 
although not mentioned explicitly in this report, are of strategic 
importance to the company. A complete list of our memberships 
and partnerships can be found on our Group website.

 ■ World Health Organization (WHO): Through our partnership 
with the WHO we gain knowledge about health risks in specific 
countries.

 ■ Business Leadership Forum to Target Depression in the 
Workplace: This initiative is designed to help employees tackle 
the effects of workplace depression.

 ■ Global Occupational Safety & Health Network of the Inter-
national Organization of Employers: Through this network 
we engage in dialogue with other employers around the world.

 ■ European Road Safety Charter (ERS): This membership helps 
us to improve our knowledge about the causes of road accidents 
and develop appropriate prevention measures.

 ■ The Business for Social Responsibility Clean Cargo Working 
Group: We are working toward greater sustainability in inter-
national ocean freight shipping.

 ■ Global Logistics Emissions Council, Green Freight Asia: Our 
involvement in these initiatives helps to promote standardized 
emissions calculation methodologies and increase awareness 
among road transport subcontractors for the importance of 
emissions data.

 ■ EV 100: This initiative aims to accelerate the transition to elec-
tric vehicles (EVs) and make electric transport the new normal 
by 2030.

 2 Memberships & partnerships
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Awards & distinctions G4 15

In the reporting year, Deutsche Post DHL Group once again re-
ceived numerous distinctions from customers, environmental and 
social organizations, and other institutions. These awards reflect 
the great recognition our corporate responsibility activities have 
received around the world, and strengthen our resolve to become 
a benchmark company in this area as well. Several distinctions are 
listed below by means of example. While they are not mentioned 
explicitly in the Report, they are of particular importance to us. The 
complete list can be found on the Group website.

DHL was awarded Gold, Silver and Bronze at the International  
Stevie® Awards. Resilience360 won Gold in the category “Best New 
Product or Service”. The Silver Stevie was awarded in the category 
“Sales and Customer Service” and the Bronze award in recognition 
of a forward-looking approach to developing intercultural business 
relationships.

Employees

In recognition of its excellent workplace conditions Express received 
various awards during the reporting year.

 ■ “Top Employer Global 2017”– best employer in 59 countries for 
the third time in a row and the only company to be recognized 
as such all around the world

 ■ “World's Best Workplaces - No.8”– awarded in recognition of 
a motivating and engaging corporate culture by Great Place to 
Work® and the American publication Fortune

 ■ “Best Employer for Women” and “Best Generation Employer”  
– in recognition of the best conditions for women in manage-
ment and for young employees (Generation Y) in Taiwan

 ■ “Best Workplace in Korea” and “Best Workplace for Women” 
– recognized as one of the best employers in South Korea

Society

 ■ “Partner Impact Award 2017”: Awarded by our educational 
partner Teach First Deutschland 

 ■ “7th Asia Best CSR Practice Award”: Awarded  for an educa-
tinonal project promoting road safety and earthquake awareness 
in Bangladesh (Global Forwarding, Freight)

 ■ “#IMake4MyCity 2017”: First prize for GoTeach and SOS 
Children's Villages as part of the Orange Foundation’s “Fablab” 
competition 

 ■ “CSR Jobs Award” in recognition of particular involvement in 
the area of refugee aid 

 ■ “Triangle World Mail & Parcel Awards 2017” for the Global 
Volunteer Program 

Environment

 ■ “German Solar Prize 2017”: Awarded by the European 
Association for Renewable Energy, EUROSOLAR, for the 
StreetScooter and the comprehensive realization of an environ-
mentally friendly urban logistics solution

 ■ “Global Express Provider of the Year” and “Green Award”: 
Awarded for the fourth time in a row for excellence at the  
Payload Asia Awards (Express). The division also received an 
award for its environmentally friendly business practices.

Further prizes for a strong concept facilitating the circular economy 
at Gatwick Airport: 

 ■ “Supply Chain Excellence Award 2017”: First prize in the  
category “Environmental Improvement” 

 ■ “Green Champion”: Special award at the Green Apple Environ-
mental Awards for Environmental Best Practice 
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Detailed tables are available for download in the online version of our Corporate Responsibility Report

 2 cr-report2017.dpdhl.com

MULTI-YEAR OVERVIEW 

Employee data

Number of employees at Deutsche Post DHL Group at year end U

2013 2014 2015 2016 2 2017

Employees (headcount) 479,690 488,824 497,745 508,036 519,544

Full-time equivalents1 434,974 443,784 450,508 459,262 472,208

Share of part-time employees (%) - 18.2 18.4 18.5 18.1

Employees by region (headcount)

Europe 316,071 322,440 326,979 333,080 339,521

of which Europe excl. Germany 112,464 116,709 118,239 121,987 123,719

Germany 203,607 205,731 208,740 211,093 215,802

Americas 78,728 76,230 78,027 81,152 84,470

Asia Pacific 67,473 72,121 73,843 75,045 76,727

Other regions 17,418 18,033 18,896 18,759 18,826

Employees by division (headcount)

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 197,545 200,868 206,686 214,873 220,038

Express 75,490 79,896 87,453 88,409 96,047

Global Forwarding, Freight 44,903 47,079 44,737 44,283 43,438

Supply Chain 148,565 148,329 147,650 149,279 148,201

Corporate Center / Other 13,187 12,652 11,219 11,192 11,820
1 Excluding apprentices/trainees; 2 Adjusted

Number of employees at Deutsche Post DHL Group (yearly average) U

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Employees 478,903 484,025 492,865 498,459 513,338

of which Hourly workers and salaried employees 433,647 440,973 451,882 459,990 477,251

Civil servants 40,321 37,963 35,669 32,976 30,468

Apprentices and trainees 4,935 5,089 5,314 5,493 5,619

Full-time equivalents (including apprentices/trainees) 435,218 440,809 449,910 453,990 468,724
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Employee turnover at Deutsche Post DHL Group (%)1 U

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Unplanned turnover 6.3 6.6 7.0 7.6 8.5

By region

Europe 2.7 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.7

of which Europe excl. Germany 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.3

Germany 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.9 1.2

Americas 17.4 15.6 15.7 18.8 22.8

Asia Pacific 10.8 11.5 11.9 10.4 10.5

Other regions 8.4 7.1 7.0 6.3 5.1

By division

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 1.9 2.0 2.6 2.8 3.5

Express 8.8 7.1 7.1 8.5 9.4

Global Forwarding, Freight 10.0 10.0 10.9 10.2 11.0

Supply Chain 10.8 12.0 11.9 13.3 14.8

Corporate Center / Other 3.5 3.3 4.7 5.1 4.7

Planned turnover 5.8 6.1 6.6 7.3 6.8

Total turnover Group 12.1 12.6 13.6 14.9 15.3

of which Turnover in management2 - - - 6.7 6.4
1 Coverage rates Group: 100% (2017), 96% (2016), 97% (2015), 95% (2014), 88% (2013), 77% (2012); 2 Upper and middle management

Employees at Deutsche Post DHL Group by gender at year end (%)

20131 2014 2015 2016 2017

Share of male employees 64.2 64.1 64.5 65.0 65.0

Share of female employees 35.8 35.9 35.5 35.0 35.0

Female employees by region

Europe 39.6 39.3 38.7 38.1 37.8

of which Europe excl. Germany 28.8 28.7 28.8 29.0 29.6

Germany 45.4 45.2 44.3 43.4 42.5

Americas 28.1 30.2 32.0 31.7 31.4

Asia Pacific 29.7 29.7 28.8 27.9 29.7

Other regions 21.5 23.5 22.3 23.1 23.3
1 Adjusted

Management vacancies filled with internal candidates at Deutsche Post DHL Group (%)

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Internal management placements1 87.4 86.9 81.1 78.3 80.8
1 Upper and middle management
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Share of women in boards/committees and in management at Deutsche Post DHL Group (%) U

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Board of Management1 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3

Supervisory Board2 30.0 35.0 35.0 40.0 40.0

Upper and middle management 19.6 19.3 20.7 21.1 21.5

By region

Europe - - - 20.8 21.4

of which Europe excl. Germany - - - 21.0 21.5

Germany - 21.1 20.6 20.7 21.3

Americas - - - 20.3 20.8

Asia/Pacific - - - 23.6 23.4

Other regions - - - 17.8 19.3

Female executives

Upper management - - - 18.3 18.3

Middle management - - - 22.7 23.3
1 Seven board areas in all; one female board member; 2 20 members in all: 10 shareholder representatives, 10 employee representatives

Age structure of employees at Deutsche Post DHL Group 2017

< 26 26–30 31–40 41–50 51–60 from 61 Average age

Group1 11% 13% 25% 25% 22% 4% 41

By region

Europe 9% 10% 21% 27% 28% 5% 43

of which  Europe excl. Germany 9% 13% 28% 27% 19% 4% 41

Germany 10% 8% 17% 27% 32% 6% 44

Americas 16% 17% 28% 21% 14% 4% 38

Asia Pacific 13% 22% 39% 19% 6% 1% 35

Other regions 7% 19% 44% 22% 7% 1% 37

By division

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 10% 8% 17% 27% 32% 6% 44

Express 12% 18% 35% 23% 11% 1% 37

Global Forwarding, Freight 11% 17% 33% 22% 14% 3% 39

Supply Chain 12% 15% 29% 23% 17% 4% 39

Corporate Center / Other 5% 11% 24% 26% 28% 6% 44

1 Coverage rate Group: 97% 

Work time accounts and partial retirement in Germany1 at year end

2013 2014 2015 20162 20172

Employees with time value-/work time accounts 16,737 18,788 20,404 25,724 28,030

Employees in partial retirement 1,429 2,323 3,305 4,307 4,962
1 Deutsche Post AG, principal company in Germany; 2 Including civil servants
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Number of employees with disabilities in Germany (yearly average)1, 2

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Employees with disabilities 14,170 14,741 15,149 15,456 15,534

Employement rate (%) 8.7 9.1 9.6 9.9 9.8
1 Deutsche Post AG, principal company in Germany; 2 Acccording to German Social Law (§ 80 Sozialgesetzbuch IX)

Results of the Deutsche Post DHL Group Employee Opinion Survey (%) U

2015 2016 2017

Participation rate 73 74 76

Approval rating per category

Active Leadership (relevant for executive bonus payments) 73 74 75

Employee Engagement 73 75 75

Customer Centricity & Quality 79 81 80

Future & Strategy 69 72 72

Communication 74 75 76

Teamwork 83 84 84

Learning & Development 79 81 81

Job Fulfillment & Workplace 77 78 78

Continuous Improvement 65 67 68

Group Responsibility 75 77 77

Performance Enablement Index 80 81 81

Certified initiative: Certified employees (%) U

2017

Group 51.4

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 20.4

Express 98.5

Global Forwarding, Freight 97.2

Supply Chain 52.5

Corporate Center / Other 73.2

Executives (upper and middle management) 65.1

Learning and development at Deutsche Post DHL Group1

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Training days per employee U days 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4

of which Online training days per employee days - 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

Training costs per employee2 € 148 150 149 143 155

Training costs per full-time equivalent2 € 166 166 165 159 172

Training satisfaction3 % 70 71 79 81 81

1 Coverage rates Group: 80% (2017), 76% (2016), 78% (2015), 76% (2014), 69% (2013), 67% (2012); 2 The costs were calculated in accordance with Note 6. Notes to the consolidated financial statements;
3 Corresponds to the indicator "Learning & Development" in the annual Employee Opinion survey. Participation rate: 76% (2017)
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Sickness rate at Deutsche Post DHL Group (%)1 U

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Group 4.8 4.9 5.1 5.1 5.2
1 Coverage rates Group: 100% (2017), 98% (2016), 97% (2015), 94% (2014), 90% (2013), 73% (2012)

Workplace accidents at Deutsche Post DHL Group1

2013 2014 20152 U 20162. 4 U 20172 U

LTIFR (workplace accidents per 200,000 hours worked) 4.7 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.4

By division

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 10.8 10.1 10.0 10.2 10.9

of which  Excl. mail and parcel last mile delivery (Deutsche Post AG) n/a n/a 4.0 4.1 5.2

Express 4.0 3.5 2.8 3.0 3.1

Global Forwarding, Freight 1.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0

Supply Chain 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.6

Corporate Center / Other 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4

By region

Europe n/a n/a 6.3 6.4 7.2

of which  Europe excl. Germany n/a n/a 1.6 1.5 1.9

Germany n/a n/a 10.2 10.6 11.6

Americas n/a n/a 1.4 1.3 1.1

Asia Pacific n/a n/a 0.3 0.3 0.3

Other regions n/a n/a 0.8 1.9 0.7

Other key figures

Working days lost per accident 14.4 14.2 15.6 14.8 15.3

Fatalities resulting from workplace accidents3 n/a 4 6 4 3

of which  due to traffic accidents n/a n/a 1 2 1
1 Coverage rates Group: 99% (2017), 96% (2016, 2015), 92% (2014), 83% (2013); 2 Including temporary workers; 3 Coverage rates Group: 100% (since 2015), 92% (2014), 36% (2013); 4 Adjusted

Staff costs and Human Capital ROI at Deutsche Post DHL Group

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Staff costs1 €m 17,776 18,189 19,640 19,592 20,072

of which  Wages, salaries and compensation 14,300 14,583 15,723 16,092 16,192

Social security contributions 2,110 2,164 2,300 2,324 2,419

Retirement benefit expenses 883 965 1,031 607 891

Other employee benefits 483 477 586 569 570

Staff costs per FTE2 € 1,000 40.8 41.3 43.7 43.2 42.8

Personnel expenditure ratio3 % 32.4 32.1 33.2 34.2 33.1

Human Capital Return on Invest4 1.16 1.16 1.12 1.18 1.19
1 Notes position 14. Consolidated Financial Statements; 2 Calculation based on data published in consolidated financial statements; 3 Staff costs/revenue; 4 (EBIT + staff costs)/staff costs; according to consoli-
dated financial statements
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Environment data

Vehicles by Euronorm class 2017

2015 2016 2017

Total1 66,284 63,861 69,709

of which ZEV (zero emission vehicles) – – 6,040

Euro 6 4,592 8,701 12,613

Euro 5 + EEV2 43,640 39,542 36,768

Euro 4 17,205 14,771 13,489

Euro 33 847 847 799
1 Covers our largest vehicles fleets within scope of Euro emission classification; 2 Enhanced environmentally friendly vehicles; 3 Includes Euro 1 (7) and 2 (10) vehicles

Vehicles with alternative drive systems

2014 2015 2016 2017

Alternative drive systems 1,976 2,886 4,177 7,896

of which Electric & fuel cell 346 881 2,432 6,040

Hybrid 325 372 474 572

Liquid biofuels 0 0 30 30

Compressed natural gas (CNG, contains drives with bio CNG) / liquified natural gas (LNG) 767 864 701 401

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 144 184 121 113

Bioethanol 221 419 269 606

Dual Fuel 173 166 150 134

Total vehicles

2015 2016 2017

Total 91,973 92,328 97,165

of which Vans 63,650 63,771 67,222

Trucks 11,171 11,227 12,096

Cars 17,152 17,330 17,847

Jet aircraft - by nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions standards

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Total aircraft 170 176 182 190 208

of which CAEP/61 80 84 90 96 107

CAEP/41 32 39 46 49 56

CAEP/21 39 39 34 28 22

No classification 19 14 12 17 23

1 Classification issued by the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP). The higher the CAEP class, the more stringent the requirements.

Jet aircraft - by noise standard

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Total aircraft 170 176 182 190 208

of which Chapter 4 110 117 122 130 142

Chapter 3 59 59 60 60 66

of which Equipped with hush kits 9 3 0 0 0

No classification 1 0 0 0 0
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Energy use in buildings (million kWh) U

2013 2014 2015 20163 2017

Total 3,393 3,247 3,113 3,039 3,194

Electricity 1,824 1,697 1,690 1,647 1,737

of which  “Green” electricity1 1,056 1,040 1,056 1,013 1,086

Standard electricity 768 657 634 634 651

Natural gas 952 951 806 969 903

Heating oil2 248 308 305 328 275

District heating 202 189 195 54 171

District cooling 8 8 1 8 8

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 159 94 116 33 100

1 Includes electric vehicles; 2 Also includes quantities of gasoline and diesel for auxiliary power generators; 3 Adjusted

Carbon efficiency (index points) U

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Group 22 26 29 30 32

Post - eCommerce - Parcel1 25 28 31 31 31

Express2 35 36 37 37 39

Global Forwarding, Freight3 15 20 21 23 26

Supply Chain4 23 27 32 30 30
1 Main reference base: CO2e per liter (physical volume); 2 Main reference base: CO2e per tonne-km;  3 Main reference base: CO2e per tonne-km or TEU(20-foot equivalent units)-km;  
4 Main reference base:  CO2e per square meter of warehouse space and CO2e by revenue from transportation services after adjusting for exchange rate effects

Deutsche Post DHL Group fleet fuel use (excl. transport partners) U

2013 2014 2015 20161 2017

Air transport (million kg)

Kerosene 1,151.0 1,188.0 1,312.8 1,332.5 1,406.3

Road transport

Road transport (million liters) 450.2 447.6 449.1 447.2 451.1

of which  Gasoline 19.3 20.6 21 22.7 21.6

Biodiesel 0.7 1.0 1.4 2.9 3.0

Bioethanol 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 <0.1

Diesel 429.6 425.1 426.1 420.2 425.9

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 0.6 0.9 0.5 1.2 0.5

Road transport (million kg) 3.2 4.4 4.9 4.5 3.6

of which  Bio natural gas 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Compressed natural gas (CNG) 2.9 4.2 4.7 1.7 1.1

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) 2.6 2.3

1Adjusted
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CO2e emissions Group-wide (million tonnes) U

2013 2014 2015 20161 2017

Group2 28.31 29.03 27.02 26.86 28.44

of which  Scope 1 5.13 5.22 5.6 5.68 5.90

Scope 2 0.49 0.44 0.45 0.37 0.44

Scope 3 22.69 23.36 20.97 20.81 22.10

Emissions by division

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 1.56 1.60 1.69 1.85 2.14

of which  Scope 1 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.54

Scope 2 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.09

Scope 3 0.99 1.04 1.13 1.29 1.51

Express 8.18 8.66 9.23 9.42 9.71

of which  Scope 1 3.77 3.89 4.29 4.34 4.59

Scope 2 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13

Scope 3 4.28 4.64 4.81 4.95 4.99

Global Forwarding, Freight 16.69 16.47 14.18 13.76 14.68

of which  Scope 1 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.10

Scope 2 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Scope 3 16.47 16.26 13.99 13.58 14.53

Supply Chain 2.18 2.56 2.21 2.19 2.27

of which  Scope 1 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.66

Scope 2 0.2 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15

Scope 3 1.31 1.72 1.39 1.38 1.46
1 Adjusted; 2 After consolidation of scope 3 emissions from intercompany business activities. including Corporate Center / Other

Scope 2 CO2e emissions (million tonnes) U

market-based method location-based method

2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017

Group1 0.45 0.37 0.44 0.90 0.81 0.88

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.26 0.19 0.27

Express 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.19 0.20 0.20

Global Forwarding, Freight 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.06

Supply Chain 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.32 0.31 0.31

1 Includes Corporate Center / Other
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Scope 3 CO2e emissions not included (million tonnes), by GHG category 

Rationale Category Explanation

not applicable   08. Upstreamed leased assets Emissions from the operation of leased assets already included in scopes 1 and 2.

10. Processing We do not offer intermediate products for further processing.

11. Use of sold products Not applicable due to the nature of our business as a provider of service.

15. Investments Not applicable due to the nature of our business.

not reported 05. Waste generated in operations This category is not currently reported on as it is of limited relevance in terms of quantity and manage-
ment due to the nature of our business.

09. Downstream transportation and     
      distribution

This category is not currently reported on as all transportation services purchased by us are included in 
category 4. Transport services not purchased/controlled by us were estimated and exluded due to limited 
relevance in terms of quantity and management.

12. End-of-life treatment of sold 
      products

  This category is not currently reported on as it is of limited relevance in terms of quantity and manage-
ment due to the nature of our business.

13. Downstream leased assets This category is not currently reported on. Emissions in this category were estimated and exluded due to 
limited relevance in terms of quantity and management.

14. Franchises This category is not currently reported on. Emissions in this category were estimated and exluded due to 
limited relevance in terms of quantity and management.

Scope 3 CO2e emissions included (million tonnes), by GHG category U

Category Activities included Calculation methodology 2014 2015 20161 2017

Purchased goods and 
services  

Production of goods and services 
purchased

In accordance with the DEFRA reporting 
guidance (EEIO)

2.7 2.5 2.0 2.1

Capital goods  Production of capital goods In accordance with the DEFRA reporting 
guidance (EEIO)

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7

Fuel- and energy-related  
activities 

Extraction, production and transpor-
tation of fuels and energy purchased; 
distribution losses from the generation of 
electricity, district heating and cooling

IPCC Guidelines, the International Energy 
Agency, the EN 16258 standard and the 
DEFRA reporting guidance

1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4

Upstream transportation 
and distribution  

27.8 25.2 25.1 26.6

of which 
- transportation and 
distribution 

Transportation services purchased across 
all business units

Data from operational and business 
intelligence systems, emission factors 
for air transport (NTM), ocean transport 
(Clean  Cargo Working Group), and road 
transport (Handbook Emission Factors for 
Road Transport)

22.9 20.9 20.8 22.0

- fuel- and energy-related 
activities for upstream 
transportation and distri-
bution

We also report emissions from fuel- and 
energy-related activities for upstream 
transportation and distribution to fulfill 
the requirements of the EN 16258 stan-
dard and offset the imbalance between 
our own and subcontracted transports.

As value chain partners usually do not 
disclose fuel types used, emissions were 
calculated assuming most common fuel 
types (air transport: kerosene; road 
transport: diesel; ocean transport: HFO) 
and emission factors provided in the EN 
16258 standard.

4.9 4.4 4.3 4.6

Business travel Includes emissions from business travel 
via airplane. Emissions from business 
travel via company car are included in our 
scopes 1 and 2. Emissions from business 
travel via bus, train, and private/rental 
cars are not reported due to insufficient 
data quality and coverage.

Emissions data from our main travel agen-
cies extrapolated to reach full coverage of 
our business travel

0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1

Employee commuting Includes emissions from employee com-
muting in vehicles not already included in 
scopes 1 and 2

Data calculated using global headcount 
data and national statistics

0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7

1Adjusted

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

.
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Society

Water use at facilities in Germany (million liters)1

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Water consumption 1,363 1,097 1,054 1,438 1,389
1 Data are based on annual consumption invoicing; figures were not available at the time of this report’s publication.

Local air pollutants (tonnes)1, 2 

2013 2014 2015 20163 2017

Mono-nitrogen (NOx) 32,518 31,965 32,352 35,754 40,428

of which  Road transport 18,178 17,625 15,971 15,634 19,191

Air transport 14,340 14,340 16,381 20,120 21,237

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) 1,825 1,771 1,930 1,711 1,949

of which  Road transport 675 621 615 588 763

Air transport 1,150 1,150 1,315 1,123 1,186

Particulate matter (PM10) 1,195 1,129 1,157 1,043 1,264

of which  Road transport 976 911 907 881 1093

Air transport 219 218 250 162 171
1 Emissions data covers our own aircraft and road vehicles only; 2 Emissions of local air pollutants from road transport are calculated on actual consumption data, calculations of emissions from air transport 
are based on route profiles; Emission factors published in the EMEP/EEA Air Pollutant Emission Inventory Guidebook (2013) as well as those published by the US Environmental Protection Agency were 
applied; 3 Adjusted

Corporate citizenship

2015 2016 2017

Volunteers 110,270 105,804 101,533

of which  Involved in projects 78,270 75,692 73,374

Involved through donations 32,000 30,112 28,159

Volunteer hours 258,423 365,076 397,639

Number of projects 2,016 2,490 2,988
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Economic data

Key figures

20131 20141 20151 20161 2017

Revenue €m 54,912 56,630 59,230 57,334 60,444

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 15,291 15,686 16,131 17,078 18,168

Express 11,821 12,491 13,661 13,748 15,049

Global Forwarding, Freight 14,787 14,924 14,890 13,737 14,482

Supply Chain 14,227 14,737 15,791 13,957 14,152

Corporate Center/Other 1,251 1,345 1,269 1,279 1,247

Consolidation -2,465 -2,553 -2,512 -2,465 -2,654

Profit/loss from operating activities (EBIT) €m 2,865 2,965 2,411 3,491  3,741

Post - eCommerce - Parcel 1,286 1,298 1,103 1,446 1,502

Express 1,083 1,260 1,391 1,544 1,736

Global Forwarding, Freight 478 293 -181 287 297

Supply Chain 441 465 449 572 555

Corporate Center/Other -421 -352 -351 -359 -349

Consolidation -2 1 0 1 0

Other key figures

Capital Expenditure (CapEx) €m 1,747 1,876 2,024 2,074  2,277

Staff costs €m 17,776 18,189 19,640 19,592  20,072

Staff cost ratio2 % 32.4 32.1 33.2 34.2  33.2

Tax rate3 % 14.0 15.5 16.4 11.2  14.3

Dividend distribution €m 968 1,030 1,027 1,270 1,409 4.5

Payout ratio % 46.3 49.7 66.7 48.1 51.9

Dividend per share € 0.8 0.85 0.85 1.05 1.15 4.5

Dividend yield % 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.4  2.9

Number of shares carrying dividend rights million 1,209.00 1,211.20 1,208.70 1209.1 1,225.15

1 Adjusted; 2 Staff costs/revenue; 3 Income tax expense/profit before income taxes; 4 Proposal; 5 Estimate
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Assurance Report G4 33

INDEPENDENT PRACTITIONER’S REPORT ON A 
LIMITED ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENT ON SUSTAIN-
ABILITY INFORMATION 

To Deutsche Post AG, Bonn

We have performed a limited assurance engagement on the disclo-
sures denoted with “U” in the PDF version of the Corporate Re-
sponsibility Report of Deutsche Post AG, Bonn (hereinafter: “the 
Company”), for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2017 
(hereinafter: “CR Report”). Our engagement in this context relates 
solely to the disclosures denoted with the symbol “U”.  1

Responsibilities of the Executive Directors

The executive directors of the Company are responsible for the pre-
paration of the CR Report in accordance with the principles stated in 
the G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines of the Global Reporting 
Initiative (hereinafter: “GRI Criteria”) and for the selection of the 
disclosures to be evaluated.

This responsibility of the Company’s executive directors includes the 
selection and application of appropriate methods of sustainability 
reporting as well as making assumptions and estimates related to 
individual sustainability disclosures, which are reasonable in the 
circumstances. Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible 
for such internal control as they have considered necessary to enable 
the preparation of a CR Report that is free from material misstate-
ment whether due to fraud or error.

Independence and Quality Control of the Audit Firm

We have complied with the German professional provisions regar-
ding independence as well as other ethical requirements. 

Our audit firm applies the national legal requirements and profes-
sional standards – in particular the Professional Code for German 
Public Auditors and German Chartered Auditors (“Berufssatzung 
für Wirtschaftsprüfer und vereidigte Buchprüfer”: “BS WP/vBP”) 
as well as the Standard on Quality Control 1 published by the Insti-
tute of Public Auditors in Germany ( Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer; 
IDW): Requirements to quality control for audit firms (IDW Qua-
litätssicherungsstandard 1: Anforderungen an die Qualitätssiche-
rung in der Wirtschaftsprüferpraxis - IDW QS 1) – and accordingly 

maintains a comprehensive system of quality control including 
documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with 
ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal 
and regulatory requirements.

Practitioner’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express a limited assurance conclusion on 
the disclosures denoted with “U” in the CR Report based on the 
assurance engagement we have performed. Within the scope of our 
engagement we did not perform an audit of external sources of 
information or expert opinions, referred to in the CR Report.

We conducted our assurance engagement in accordance with the 
International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000 
(Revised): Assurance Engagements other than Audits or Reviews of 
Historical Financial Information, issued by the IAASB. This Standard 
requires that we plan and perform the assurance engagement to allow 
us to conclude with limited assurance that no matters have come to 
our attention that cause us to believe that the disclosures denoted with  
“U” in the Company’s CR Report for the period from January 1 
to December 31, 2017 have not been prepared, in all material res-
pects, in accordance with the relevant GRI Criteria. This does not 
mean that a separate conclusion is expressed on each disclosure 
so denoted. 

In a limited assurance engagement the assurance procedures are less 
in extent than for a reasonable assurance engagement and therefore a 
substantially lower level of assurance is obtained. The assurance pro-
cedures selected depend on the practitioner’s professional judgment.

Within the scope of our assurance engagement, we performed 
amongst others the following assurance procedures and further 
activities:

 ■ Obtaining an understanding of the structure of the sustainability 
organization and of the stakeholder engagement 

 ■ Inquiries of personnel involved in the preparation of the CR 
Report regarding the preparation process, the internal control 
system relating to this process and selected disclosures in the 
CR Report

 ■ Identification of the likely risks of material misstatement of the 
CR Report under consideration of the GRI Criteria

1PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH has performed a limited assurance engagement on the German version of the Corporate Responsibility Report 2017 and issued an 
independent assurance report in German language, which is authoritative. The following text is a translation of the independent assurance report.
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 ■ Analytical evaluation of selected disclosures in the CR Report

 ■ Comparison of selected disclosures with corresponding 
data in the consolidated financial statements and in the  
Group Management Report

 ■ Evaluation of the presentation of the selected disclosures regar-
ding sustainability performance

Assurance Conclusion

Based on the assurance procedures performed and assurance evi-
dence obtained, nothing has come to our attention that causes us 
to believe that the disclosures denoted with “U” in the Company’s 
CR Report for the period from January 1 to December 31,  2017 
have not been prepared, in all material aspects, in accordance with 
the relevant GRI Criteria.

Intended Use and Distribution

We issue this report on the basis of the engagement agreed with 
the Company. The assurance engagement has been performed for 
purposes of the Company and the report is solely intended to in-
form the Company as to the results of the assurance engagement. 
The report is not intended to provide third parties with support in 
making (financial) decisions. Our responsibility lies solely toward 
the Company. We do not assume any responsibility towards third 
parties.

Dusseldorf, February 21, 2018
PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH 
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Hendrik Fink ppa. Axel Faupel 
Wirtschaftsprüfer
(German Public Auditor) 
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REPORTING STANDARDS
The separately consolidated non-financial report (“Non- 
Financial Report”) for Deutsche Post AG and the Group 
(“Company”) for financial year 2017 has been prepared in 
accordance with Sections 289b ff. and 315b ff. of the German 
Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch – HGB). The infor-
mation described applies equally to Deutsche Post AG and the 
Group. The main topics and the non-financial performance 
indicators relevant for management for Deutsche Post AG 
and the Group were determined based on the materiality of 
and in accordance with the German Commercial Code and 
using German Accounting Standards (GAS).1  

Frameworks were not applied, since the Company com-
piles a Corporate Responsibility Report (“CR Report”) in ac-
cordance with the international G4 guidelines (Core Option) 
issued by the Global Reporting Initiative.  

References to information extending beyond the Group 
Management Report is information that exceeds the required 
disclosures of the German Commercial Code and are not 
included in this Non-Financial Report.  

AUDITING BY THIRD-PARTIES
The Non-Financial Report was audited on behalf of the Board 
of Management in accordance with ISAE 3000 (Revised) with 
limited assurance through PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH 
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft.

 → From page 105

BUSINESS MODEL  
Deutsche Post DHL Group is a provider of mail and logistics 
services with locations in more than 220 countries and terri-
tories. The Group is organized into four operating divisions: 
Post - eCommerce - Parcel; Express; Global Forwarding, 
Freight; and Supply Chain. The core business of Deutsche 
Post AG is largely reflected in the business activities of the 
Post - eCommerce - Parcel division while the internal ser-
vices that support the entire Group are consolidated under 
Global Business Services. Group management functions are 
centralized in the Corporate Center.

Post - eCommerce - Parcel provides an extensive range of 
services including mail communication and dialogue mar-
keting in Germany as well as a global portfolio of parcel and 
e-commerce services. Our Express division transports urgent 
documents and goods from door to door. Global Forwarding, 
Freight is an air, ocean and overland freight forwarder that 
arranges transport services between customers and freight 
carriers. Supply Chain provides contract logistics as its core 
activity. 

Further details on the business model and the perfor-
mance of the business are presented in detail in the Group 
Management Report. 

 ↗ 2017 Group Management Report, from page 22

RELEVANT NON-FINANCIAL ASPECTS
In accordance with the requirements of the German Com-
mercial Code, the following non-financial aspects were es-
tablished as significant for the Company:

 ■ environmental matters pertaining to the issue of energy 
efficiency and climate change,

 ■ employee matters pertaining to the issues of employee 
engagement, employee development and occupational 
health and safety,

 ■ social matters pertaining to the issue of corporate citi-
zenship,  

 ■ respect for human rights in our employee relations as well 
as 

 ■ the prevention of corruption and bribery.

The non-financial performance indicators “Carbon Efficiency 
Index (CEX)” and “Active Leadership”, which we derive from 
the Group-wide Employee Opinion Survey, are additionally 
defined as relevant to internal management under GAS 20.

NON-FINANCIAL REPORT

Separately consolidated non-financial report for Deutsche Post AG and the 
Group

100

1PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH has performed a limited assurance engagement on the German version of the non-financial report and issued an independent  
assurance report in German language, which is authoritative. The following text is a translation of the independent assurance report.
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Based upon the Group’s early warning system and in the 
estimation of its Board of Management, there were no re-
portable risks for the Group in the current forecast period 
which were connected with its own business activity, business 
relations, products or services and that very likely have or 
will have a severe negative impact on the significant aspects. 
Opportunities and risks relevant to these aspects are ascer-
tained and quantified as part of the Group’s opportunity and 
risk management process.

 ↗ Group Management Report, from page 81

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
The impact the company’s business operations has on the 
environment is primarily through greenhouse gas emissions. 
The dependency on fossil fuels and rising energy prices re-
present the greatest challenges for the company in terms of 
the environment. By utilizing innovative concepts – such as 
those aimed at improving fuel efficiency or increasing the use 
of alternative fuels – we intend to not only lower our depen-
dency on fossil fuels and reduce costs, but also ensure that our 
business is on a secure, long-term footing. With measures to 
increase carbon efficiency as well as environmentally friendly 
GoGreen Solutions, the company will fulfill its responsibility 
toward the environment and society, create added value for 
its customers and strengthen its market position. 

The company’s standards for climate change and environ-
mental protection are anchored in the Group’s Environmental 
and Energy Policy. The progress of action plans and targets 
are discussed and managed on a regular basis at meetings 
of the GoGreen Sponsors Board under the direction of the 
Group’s CEO. 

The Supplier Code of Conduct sets out the company’s ex-
pectations with regard to its transport and business partners 
and their support for the company’s objectives. The Supplier 
Code of Conduct is a binding component of all Group cont-
racts entered into with suppliers.

Key performance indicators and measures 

We monitor our greenhouse gas emissions with the help of 
a Carbon Efficiency Index (CEX), which is a management 
indicator applied to gauge the Group’s performance in this 
area. The CEX is based upon business unit-specific emissi-
on intensity figures that are indexed to base year 2007. The 
calculation of greenhouse gas emissions is based on inter-
nationally recognized standards, including the Greenhouse 

Gas Protocol. We also include the emissions caused by our 
transport partners in our CEX calculations. 

During the reporting year our efforts focused on increas-
ing the use of electromobility solutions in our vehicle fleet. 

Results and objectives

In its pursuit of sustainable logistics the company set new 
environmental targets during the reporting year in order to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the long term.  In 2017, 
the CEX had already recorded an improvement of 32% against 
2007 levels. In 2018, the company expects a further improve-
ment of one index point, and, by 2025, this improvement 
should represent a 50% efficiency gain compared to the 2007 
baseline.

Further information on environmental measures that 
goes beyond mandatory disclosures required by the HGB 
can be found in the CR Report.   

 → CR Report, Environment, from page 64

EMPLOYEE MATTERS 
Changing work environments, demographic shifts, differing 
educational levels and global trends in health represent the 
main challenges facing the company’s operations, especi-
ally in terms of securing and retaining the best employees 
within a competitive employment market. To this end, HR 
concepts have been introduced focusing on the essential is-
sues of employee engagement, employee development, and 
occupational health and safety. Managers at the company 
in particular are expected to involve their employees in the 
shaping of such measures.

In its Code of Conduct, which provides the foundation 
for a corporate culture characterized by respect, the com-
pany confirms its commitment to respect human rights in 
employee relations, champion equal opportunity in employee 
recruitment and selection, and to provide a healthful work 
environment. The goals and action plans for promoting 
a healthy working environment are laid out in the Group  
Occupational Health & Safety Policy Statement. 

Overarching employee matters are discussed and mana-
ged by the HR Board which is chaired by the Board Member 
for HR.  Issues relevant to occupational health and safety are 
regularly addressed in the Operations Board which is chaired 
by the CEO. 

The Supplier Code of Conduct sets out the compa-
ny’s expectations with regard to its business partners and 
their support for the company’s values and principles. The  
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Supplier Code of Conduct is a binding component of all 
Group contracts entered into with suppliers.

Key performance indicators 

The success of the company and its high service quality are 
largely founded on the engagement and expertise of its em-
ployees, and their commitment to continuous personal and 
professional development. Employee Engagement is therefore 
of particular significance, and an indicator that is calculated 
on the basis of the annual, Group-wide Employee Opinion 
Survey. Particular bearing is placed on how employees rate 
the leadership demonstrated by their superiors, for which 
reason the Active Leadership indicator is defined as relevant 
to internal management under GAS, and used correspon-
dingly in the calculation of executive bonuses.

Another aspect relevant to motivating and retaining 
employees is enabling their professional and personal 
development. It is for this reason that the company aims to 
train its employees as specialists as part of the Group-wide 
Certified initiative. 

Employee workplace safety is a top priority at Deutsche 
Post DHL Group. The company places great importance on 
compliance with existing occupational health and safety poli-
cies, legal regulations and industry standards, and has embed-
ded these in its Code of Conduct. The Group-wide accident 
rate (LTIFR) is the KPI on which the success of occupational 
health and safety activities is measured.

Measures during the reporting year

Employee engagement was measured once again in 2017 by 
means of the Group-wide Employee Opinion Survey. In al-
most all areas, the results for the 2017 EOS either remained 
stable or recorded an improvement, and almost all values 
either meet or exceed the external reference value. The accep-
tance level enjoyed by the tool is illustrated by the employee 
participation rate of 76%, which also represents an increase 
of two percentage points. 

As part of the Group-wide Certified initiative, the com-
pany offers its employees a wide range of courses through 
which they can gain knowledge that is specifically relevant to 
their role, and learn more about the Group. The fostering and 
promotion of a management style which is based on newly -
-defined management attributes represents an important  
component of management development measures. By the 
end of 2017, the majority of the target group had already taken 
part in the Certified Logistics Leader program. 

During the reporting year occupational health and safety 
activities continued to focus on the prevention of accidents 
in the workplace. Potential health and safety risks were high-
lighted via internal communications channels, and reinforced 
by communications measures throughout our sites. 

Results and objectives

In 2017 the approval rating for the Active Leadership KPI was 
75 %. The aim is to increase this figure by one percentage point 
in 2018. In the medium term we aim to achieve a consistent 
improvement in the approval rating across the Group. 

New modules were developed for the Certified initiative 
and further employees graduated from the program. 51% of 
all employees have already taken part in the Certified trai-
ning initiative, and 80% of our workforce are to be certified 
specialists by 2020. 

In the reporting year the Group-wide accident rate 
(LTIFR) was 4.4. We aim to reduce this figure to 4.2 in 2018 
and continually reduce the rate over the longer term. 

Further information on employee matters that goes 
beyond mandatory disclosures required by the HGB can be 
found in the CR Report.  

 → CR Report, Employees, from page 40

SOCIAL MATTERS
The company contributes indirectly to economic growth and 
development in the regions in which it operates through its 
locations, employees and suppliers, promoting the prosperity 
of both individuals and society. 

It makes a direct impact through targeted corporate citi-
zenship activities.  Here, the company works systematically 
with established, long-term partner organizations to ensure 
our activities are socially relevant and as effective as possible. 
Corporate citizenship is also viewed as an opportunity to sus-
tainably enhance the reputation of the company. In addition, 
voluntary corporate citizenship initiatives are targeted at our 
strategic goal of becoming Employer of Choice. Potential em-
ployees are increasingly choosing to work for companies that 
dedicate themselves to addressing local social concerns, and 
they remain loyal to employers who offer meaningful work 
and enable personal fulfillment. 

Our Corporate Citizenship Policy defines the focus and 
the objectives of our activities in this regard. Such activities 
are coordinated and managed by the CEO’s board depart-
ment. 

102
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Key performance indicators and measures

Success is measured by the number of hours employees de-
dicate to local volunteer projects. 

Numerous activities took place during the reporting year 
with the support of employee volunteers. These included 
workshops to prepare airports for a disaster scenario, and 
the company’s Disaster Response Teams were involved in four 
UN deployments during the year. Over and above this, nu-
merous activities have taken place to promote education and 
prepare young people for the working world. The initiative to 
promote workplace integration and language acquisition for 
refugees in Germany was also continued, and initial measures 
were also broadened to other countries.

Results and objectives

On the basis of voluntary information, employees gave a total 
of around 398,000 hours of their time as volunteers in social 
projects. 

Further information on our Corporate Citizenship pro-
grams that goes beyond mandatory disclosures required by 
the HGB, as well as on activities that took place during the 
reporting year, can be found in the CR Report. 

 → CR Report, Society, from page 56

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
The company is guided in its actions by the principles laid out 
in the United Nation’s Global Compact. It also adheres to the 
principles set forth by the International Labour Organization 
in its 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights 
at Work in accordance with national laws and customs. 

Together, our two codes of conduct constitute our policy 
with regard to respecting human rights. We have thus ref-
rained from formulating a separate human rights policy. In 
the Codes of Conduct the company clearly and unequivocally 
states its opposition to all forms of forced and child labor, 
and its respect for the right to freedom of association for its 
employees, and the right to organize and bargain collectively 
in accordance with the respective national legal system; the 
company also opposes all forms of discrimination in recru-
itment and employment. 

Executives are also expected to put these values into 
practice and to lead by example in their actions, which is 
why the Code of Conduct is a binding component of their 
employment contracts. The Supplier Coode of Code of Con-
duct establishes the same high standards for our suppliers 
and constitutes an integral component of all Group contracts

The Employee Relations Forum ensures that human rights 
are respected within the company. Moreover, these topics re-
present a regular topic of discussion within the HR Board, 
which is chaired by the Board Member for Human Resour-
ces. External expertise and recommendations are also sought 
from the members of the Sustainable Advisory Council.

Employee Relations Reviews are conducted at the local 
level to assess compliance with the Code of Conduct, Supplier 
Code of Conduct, local legislation as well as the success of 
the measures we undertake. In addition to raising awareness 
among all concerned, the process gives the company insight 
into employee relations in the respective countries, allowing 
it to identify challenges and provide support to executives 
where they work.

Key performance indicators and measures

The company focuses not only on creating a common under-
standing with regard to respecting human rights in employee 
relations, but also on awareness for the importance of this 
issue. Particular emphasis is placed on the training of all em-
ployees with a management role. 

During the reporting year, our efforts were dedicated on 
obtaining external business compliance and integrity certi-
fication for those employees that carry out Employee Rela-
tions Reviews, as well as on the training of facilitators for the 
“Employee Relations for Human Resources” training module.

Results and objectives

On the basis of the training measures undertaken in the re-
porting year, the company will be in a position to start rolling 
out this training module across the Group in 2018. 

Further information on respect for human rights in 
employee relations that goes beyond mandatory disclosures 
required by the HGB can be found in the CR Report. 

 → CR Report, Employees, from page 36 

FIGHTING CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY
Part of behaving ethically and within the bounds of the law 
is preventing corruption and bribery, for which reason anti- 
corruption and bribery practices are entrenched in the 
Group’s policies and programs. The company is committed  
to upholding the relevant international anti-corruption  
standards and statutes and is an active member of the World 
Economic Forum’s Partnering Against Corruption Initiative.

Compliance is a primary management task and is there-
fore the responsibility of all management bodies within the 
Group. Responsibility for designing the compliance manage-
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ment system lies with the Chief Compliance Officer (CCO), 
who reports directly to the Chief Financial Officer. The CCO 
is assisted by the Global Compliance Office, which estab lishes 
Group-wide standards for compliance management and  
supports the corresponding divisional activities. 

Each of the Group’s four operating divisions has a  
Compliance Officer who can draw on additional local  
resources and reports regularly to the divisional Board of 
Management. The activities and the content of the reports 
prepared by both the divisional Compliance Officers and the 
Global Compliance Office are incorporated into the quarterly 
update reports to the Board of Management as well as into 
the annual report to the Supervisory Board’s Finance and 
Audit Committee. 

Our Code of Conduct and our Anti-Corruption and  
Business Ethics Policy support our employees in identifying 
situations that could call the integrity of our conduct toward 
our customers, our suppliers, the authorities or other relevant 
third parties into question. They include guidelines on how to 
handle donations and contributions to political parties and 
their affiliated organizations, to governmental authorities and 
to any other public institution. 

Employees are able to report potential compliance viola-
tions through a special web-based application or by calling 
our Compliance Hotline. Compliance violations can be re-
ported by name or, where legally permitted, anonymously.

Information regarding relevant violations form part of 
the reports to the Board of Management and the Supervisory 
Board’s Finance and Audit Committee. 

Key performance indicators and measures

Special attention is given to prevention. For this reason, the 
company aims to further instill a compliance culture in the 
workplace and increase awareness of the topic among all 
employees. 

During the reporting year external parties were also given  
a platform to report possible compliance violations to the 
company either anonymously or by name via the internet. 
Furthermore, the training concept was developed into a  
Compliance Curriculum. Depending on their function,  
employees are required to complete either the entire  
curriculum or selected individual training modules. All  
management personnel are required to take part in special  
training. Partici pation is also mandatory for employees  
holding positions of particular relevance to the topic of  
compliance. The training courses must be repeated at two- 
year intervals.

Results and objectives

In the reporting year, both Compliance Curriculum training 
and refresher courses were conducted throughout the Group. 
In addition, regular audits, which were either directly or in-
directly related to compliance, were conducted by Internal 
Audit across the Group.

Further information on this topic that goes beyond man-
datory disclosures required by the HGB can be found in the 
CR Report. 

 → CR Report, The Group, from page 31
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Assurance Report

INDEPENDENT PRACTITIONER’S REPORT ON A 
LIMITED ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENT ON NON- 
FINANCIAL REPORTING 

To Deutsche Post AG, Bonn 

We have performed a limited assurance engagement on the sepa-
rate combined non-financial report pursuant to § 289b Abs. 3 and 
315b Abs. 3 HGB ("Handelsgesetzbuch": "German Commercial 
Code") of Deutsche Post AG, Bonn, (hereinafter the “Company”) 
for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2017 (hereinafter 
the “Non-financial Report”). 

Responsibilities of the Executive Directors

The executive directors of the Company are responsible for the pre-
paration of the Non-financial Report in accordance with §§ 315b 
and 315c in conjunction with 289c to 289e HGB.

This responsibility of Company’s executive directors includes the 
selection and application of appropriate methods of non-financial 
reporting as well as making assumptions and estimates related to 
individual non-financial disclosures which are reasonable in the 
circumstances. Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible 
for such internal control as they have considered necessary to enable 
the preparation of a non-financial report that is free from material 
misstatement whether due to fraud or error.

Independence and Quality Control of the Audit Firm

We have complied with the German professional provisions regar-
ding independence as well as other ethical requirements.

Our audit firm applies the national legal requirements and profes-
sional standards – in particular the Pro-fessional Code for German 
Public Auditors and German Chartered Auditors (“Berufssatzung 
für Wirtschaftsprüfer und vereidigte Buchprüfer“: “BS WP/vBP”) 
as well as the Standard on Quality Control 1 published by the Insti-
tut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (Institute of Public Auditors in Germany; 
IDW): Re-quirements to quality control for audit firms (IDW Qua-
litätssicherungsstandard 1: Anforderungen an die Qualitätssiche-
rung in der Wirtschaftsprüferpraxis - IDW QS 1) – and accordingly 
maintains a comprehen-sive system of quality control including 
documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with 

ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal 
and regulatory requirements.

Practitioner´s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express a limited assurance conclusion on 
the Non-financial Report based on the assurance engagement we 
have performed. 

Within the scope of our engagement we did not perform an audit 
on external sources of information or expert opinions, referred to 
in the Non-financial Report.

We conducted our assurance engagement in accordance with the 
International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000 
(Revised): Assurance Engagements other than Audits or Reviews 
of Historical Financial Information, issued by the IAASB. This Stan-
dard requires that we plan and perform the assurance engagement 
to allow us to conclude with limited assurance that nothing has 
come to our attention that causes us to believe that the Company’s 
Non-financial Report for the period from January 1 to December 31, 
2017 has not been prepared, in all material aspects, in accordance 
with §§ 315b and 315c in conjunction with 289c to 289e HGB. In a 
limited assurance engagement the assurance procedures are less in 
extent than for a reasonable as-surance engagement, and therefore 
a substantially lower level of assurance is obtained. The assurance 
procedures selected depend on the practitioner’s judgment. 

Within the scope of our assurance engagement, we performed 
amongst others the following assurance procedures and further 
activities:

 ■ Obtaining an understanding of the structure of the sustainability 
organization and of the stakeholder engagement

 ■ Inquiries of personnel involved in the preparation of the Non- 
financial Report regarding the preparation process, the internal 
control system relating to this process and selected disclosures 
in the Non-financial Report

 ■ Identification of the likely risks of material misstatement of the 
Non-financial Report

 ■ Analytical evaluation of selected disclosures in the Non-finan-
cial Report
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 ■ Comparison of selected disclosures with corresponding data in 
the Group Management Report

 ■ Evaluation of the presentation of the non-financial information

Assurance Conclusion

Based on the assurance procedures performed and assurance evi-
dence obtained, nothing has come to our attention that causes us 
to believe that the Company’s Non-financial Report for the period 
from January 1 to December 31, 2017 has not been prepared, in all 
material aspects, in accordance with §§ 315b and 315c in conjunc-
tion with 289c to 289e HGB.

Intended Use of the Assurance Report

We issue this report on the basis of the engagement agreed with 
the Company. The assurance engagement has been performed for 
purposes of the Company and the report is solely intended to inform 
the Company about the results of the limited assurance engagement. 
The report is not intended for any third parties to base any (financial) 
decision thereon. Our responsibility lies only with the Company. We 
do not assume any responsibility towards third parties.

Dusseldorf, February 19, 2018 
PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH 
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Verena Heineke  Hendrik Fink 
Wirtschaftsprüferin Wirtschaftsprüfer
(German Public Auditor) (German Public Auditor)
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GLOSSARY

Aviation Initiative for Renewable Energy 
in Germany (aireg e.V.)
A joint initiative comprised of airlines, airports, 
research institutions, aviation companies, and 
companies from the extractive industries; its aim 
is to promote the manufacture and use of alter-
native aviation fuels.

BREEAM
Building Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method. A sustainability certifica
tion program for buildings in the UK.

Carbon efficiency
A ratio index used by Deutsche Post DHL Group 
to manage the greenhouse gas emissions of its 
business operations, whereby emissions resulting 
from fuel and energy consumption are assessed 
in relation to services rendered (e.g. quantities/
volumes of letters, parcels, pallets or containers).

Consolidated group 
Companies included in the consolidated financial 
statements. These include the parent company 
and all subsidiaries as a general rule.

DIN EN 16258
European standard for the calculation of green-
house gases in logistics.

First Choice
Deutsche Post DHL Group-wide program which 
encourages employees to put the customer at the 
center of everything they do; the aim is to make 
the company provider of choice for customers 
all around the world. Encouraging employees to 
make suggestions for improvement is just one 
means of identifying optimization potential in 
our processes.

Four Pillars of Health
Describes the different phases in health pro-
motion – Education & Awareness, Prevention 
& Screening, Disease & Condition Management 
Programs and Behavioral Change.

GAVI 
International organization bringing together pu-
blic and private sectors including governments, 
the UN, the vaccine industry and other relevant 
partners with the shared goal of protecting the 
lives of children by facilitating easier access to 
vaccines. Since 2000, GAVI has helped make it 
possible for 580 million children to receive vac-
cinations, and has saved around 8 million lives.

Green Carrier Scorecard
Unlike our Express business, our air and ocean 
freight operations have no Groupowned fleet. 
We operate solely as an agent between customer 
and freight forwarder. When selecting our trans-
port partners we also consider environmental 
criteria such as carbon efficiency, transparency in 
fleet composition and commitment to industrial 
initiatives. The data obtained is entered into the 
Green Carrier Scorecard. 

Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol)
A guideline designed to assist companies in cal-
culating their greenhouse gas emissions. The 
following GHG Protocol standards are applied in 
our carbon accounting: “Corporate Accounting 
and Reporting Standard” (Scope 1), “Scope 2 
Guidance Accounting and Reporting Standard”, 
and “Corporate Value Chain Accounting and 
Reporting Standard” (Scope 3).

Green Transformation Lab (GTL)
A collaboration between DHL and the Singapore 
Management University to accelerate the evoluti-
on of sustainable logistics across the AsiaPacific 
region. The GTL creates innovative solutions that 
help organizations transform their businesses to-
wards sustainable green growth, and drives be-
neficial change in supply chains across the region 
through education, research and best practice 
development.

ISO 14001
Standard with internationally recognized requi-
rements for environmental management systems 
covering such aspects as life cycle assessments, 
environmental indicators and environmental per-
formance evaluations.

ISO 14064
Standard providing companies with a wealth of 
measures for the quantification, monitoring, con-
trol and verification of greenhouse gas emissions.

ISO 28000
International security management system stan-
dard for the entire supply chain.

ISO 50001
Energy management standard established to 
help companies and organizations improve their 
energy efficiency and sustain savings over time. 
Identifying and tapping energy savings potenti-
al can help reduce operating costs and enhance 
market competitiveness.

ISO 9001
International standard that defines the minimum 
requirements for an effective quality manage-
ment system within a company.

LBG model
The global standard issued by the London 
Benchmarking Group (LBG) for measuring and 
reporting corporate community investment.
 ■ Input: Total financial donations, monetary value of 
time/service donated by employees, in-kind dona-
tions, as well as the management costs associated 
with the coordination and implementation of the 
various activities

 ■ Output: Number of people reached or supported; 
number of activities/offerings

 ■ Impact: Resulting short and long-term changes in 
supported individuals/groups as well as changes 
within the company as a result of activities

Resilience
A company’s ability to respond to changes/dis-
ruptions in the business environment and suc-
cessfully stabilize operations by increasing flexi-
bility and agility.

Science Based Targets Initiative
A collaboration between the United Nations Glo-
bal Compact, the World Resources Institute, the 
World Wide Fund for Nature, and the CDP which 
aims to increase the climate protection targets of 
companies around the world. Applying a scien-
ce-based methodology is integral to improving 
the evaluation of such targets. According to the 
SBTI, company climate targets are “science-ba-
sed” if they are consistent with the Fifth Assess-
ment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC AR5), and in line with 
levels required to keep increases in global tem-
perature to below 2 degrees Celsius compared to 
pre-industrial temperatures. 

Scopes 1, 2 and 3
The GHG Protocol (“A Corporate Accounting and 
Reporting Standard, revised edition”) categorizes 
greenhouse gases in three groups referred to as 
“scopes”. The classification into scopes 1, 2 or 3 
is based on the source of the emissions.
Scope 1: 
Direct greenhouse gas emissions resulting from 
the company’s own business activities
Scope 2: 
Indirect greenhouse gas emissions generated by 
the production of electricity, district heating and 
cooling
Scope 3: 
Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions

Stakeholder
Individuals or groups of individuals affected by a 
company’s business operations.
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A
Accident rate (LTIFR) 51
Active Leadership 47
Aircraft 70
Alternative drive systems 69, 71
Anti-corruption 30

B
Burn Clean and Burn Less 69

C
Carbon efficiency 66, 69
Carbon Efficiency Index (CEX) 69
Carbon Reports 76
Career coaching  42
Certified initiative 50
Circular Economy 76
Climate change 69
Climate-neutral products 76
Climate protection target 67
Code of Conduct 24
Competition law 31
Compliance hotline 32
Compliance program 31
Cubicycle 74

D
Data protection 32
Deutsche Post DHL Forum 46
Digital transformation 4, 38
Disaster Response Teams 59
Diversity 42
Diversity Charter 42
Divisions 10

E
Efficiency gains 69
Electromobility 74
Emissions categories 91, 92
Employee benefits program 53
Employee turnover 42
Energy efficiency  69
European Standard categories 73, 74

F
Fairtrade Climate Standard 76
Fleet 70

G
GARD workshops 59 
Global Volunteer Day 61
GoGreen 66
GoHelp 59
GoTeach 60
Green electricity 72
Greenhouse gas emissions 69, 91
Green Optimization 76

H
Health and well-being program 53

I
Inclusion 42
Innovation Center 22
Issues Management 21

L
Local air pollutants 73, 93

M
Material issues 21
Mentoring program 42

P
Party donations 25

R
Rating agencies 23
Recycling 77
Refugee aid 61
Resilience 360 14, 26
Responsible Business Practice 18

S
"Safety First“ 51
SOS Children’s Villages 60
StreetScooter 74
Succession planning 41
Supplier Code of Conduct 25
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 20

T
Teach First Deutschland 60
Teach For All 60
Telematics 71
Trainee program 41
Training 50
Transparency Register  25
Two-degree goal 5, 66

U
UN Global Compact 4, 24

W
Whistleblower hotline 32
Work-life balance 49

INDEX
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LINKS

Start-up Lab  
website

Brandon Hall  
website

StreetScooter DHL product website Carbon Reports Climate protection 
projects

GARD - Get Airports 
Ready for Disaster

DRT - Disaster  
Response Teams

Partnership with  
Teach For All

Partnership with  
SOS Children’s Villages

The supervisory 
committees  

Training module  
for suppliers

Partnering Against 
Corruption

Group website Report form for  
external parties

Career portal 
Jobs

Career portal 
Training

Diversity Week Press release 
Dialogue with the ITF 
and UNI Global Union 

 2  The Group
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Future  
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Studies &  
specials

Articles of  
Association

Members of the  
Board of Management

Members of the  
Supervisory Board  
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